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for broadband network interface... 

ZETA OFFERS THE INDUSTRY'S MOST COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY 
OF FREQUENCY AGILE MODEMS FOR 
COAXIAL CABLE DATA COMMUNICATIONS! 

_ 

Model ZR8 rack mount with 119 
modems installed. Model ZP6 plug-
in power supply also available 
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ZETA's series of RF data modems are 
designed to provide point to point and 
multidrop data communications over 
broadband coaxial cable networks. 
ZETA modems are fully transparent to 
any data format or protocol. Superior 
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READY TO SEND 

Model Z19 
19.2 KBPS Modem 
with 120 switch-
selectable 
subchannels. 

ZETA a leader in RF and microwave products 
since 1968, offers standard or custom 
configurations to suit your needs Stock to 45 day 
availability. Call or write, today. 

spectral efficiency offers increased 
data circuit density within available 
cable bandwidth. Horizontal desk top 
and vertical rack mount configurations 
are offered. 

Switch Selectable Subchannels 
Error Free (10 9 BER or better) 

Synchronous or Asynchronous 
Frequency Coverage to 500 MHz 

Spectrally Efficient 
Flexible Channel Pairing 
. Internal Diagnostics 
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THE MOST 
SIGNIFICANT DEVLOPMENT 

IN CAN 

WINDOW 

THE ULTIMATE FIELD STRENGTH METER 
MICROPROCESSOR BASED - USER FRIENDLY - VIRTUALLY 

INDESTRUCTIBLE. FROM... 

COMSONICS, INC. 
Harrisonburg, VA Call Toll Free 800-336-9681 

See us at the Western Show Booth 1342. 
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Remember...it was only yesterday 
when offering a PPV event 

in one-way cable systems usually meant 
mass confusion. Too many telephone 
operators to pay, but not enough to 
handle the last minute phone calls. In 
solving this problem, Jerrold drew on 
experience that dates back to 1956. That 
_year, a two-channel device was developed 
and demonstrated at the Jerrold plant 
in Philadelphia. Known as the PBPB 
"program -kv-program billing" it attrac-
ted much interest—and visitors—from 
all over the world Although the PBPB 
was too far ahead of its time to be a 
*sandal success, it was one of cable's 
earliest demonstrations that pay-per-view 
technology was quite feasible. 

Remember when PPV required a large phone staff? Or two-way cable plant? 
Now... 

The Pay-Per-View Solution 
JERROLD STARFONE' 
Get ready to cash in on the coming PPV explosion. Add impulse pay-per-

view capability with Jerrold STARFONE, the economical add-on unit. 

• ELIMINATES NEED FOR TWO-WAY PLANT The STARFONE system uses 
your existing one-way cable plant for downstream communications and a 
telephone return path for upstream communications. No new construction 
needed. 

• ELIMINATES PHONE INTERFACE PROBLEMS. Your subscribers self-author-
ized purchases are recorded in the converter memory When you want to 
gather this data for billing, the converters are prompted to make that single 
phone call to your billing computer. 

• MINIMIZES IPPV BILLING LOGISTICS. Your billing computer automatically 
receives IPPV detail usage for normal monthly billing statement. No 
incremental billing support costs. 

• EXCLUSIVE AVAILABILITY. Jerrold is the only converter supplier offering 
this advanced cost-effective store and forward telephone return capability. 

Simply by pressing a few puions to indicate an authorized purchase, your 
subscriber can order a PPV event for immediate viewing. No phone calls to 
make. No busy signals to cope with. No need to plan in advance. 

Jerrold STARFONE, an inexpensive, add-on module, makes all this 
possible. For detailed information, call or write today. Jerrold Division, General 
Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040. 
(215) 674 -4800. 

• 

JERROLD 
You know we'll he there. sits 

See us at the Western Show Booth 400. 
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High Security-Low Maintenance 

APARTMENT BOXES 

Cable Security Systems, Inc. 
205/821-0745-P.O. Box 2966-Auburn, AL 36831 

Reeder Service Number 5. 
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An 'audited' coming out 
"Welcome to BPA. It is our pleasure to inform 

you that Communications Technology is now 
officially a member of Business Publications 
Audit of Circulation Inc. Your membership has 
been approved by the BPA board of directors. 
Your publication joins more than 1,100 busi-
ness, industrial, technical and professional 
publications which have voluntarily opened 
their records for independent verification and 
documentation of their circulation data." 
So read a portion of a letter I recently re-

ceived from Joseph Foley, president of BPA. 
The letter, and more importantly, its notification 
of acceptance as a member of BPA, is some-
thing we've been looking forward to for some 
time and are very proud of. 
BPA is an independent, not-for-profit orga-

nization that prepares audited statements of a 
publication's circulation to provide advertisers 
with assurance that their ads do in fact reach 
the target audience they want. As well, the 
audit will help our editors better tailor articles to 
the interest of you, CT's readers, by way of 
knowing your occupations, job titles and geo-
graphic locations, among other things. 
The result of all of this will be better service 

for our supporters—both advertisers and 
subscribers. And speaking of our subscribers, 
I want to thank each of you—for without your 
support, there would be no circulation data to 
audit. In addition, I want to acknowledge the 
efforts of Greg Packer, our circulation director, 
for his diligence in getting us successfully 
through this. 

Congratulations, Tom 
Congratulations are in order for one of our 

industry's technical leaders, Tom Polis. Polis, 
current principal and executive vice president 
of RT/Katek Communications Group's Com-
munications Construction Division, recently 
added the title of corporate vice president of 
sales and engineering to his moniker. 

In his new capacity, he will be coordinating 
the company's national sales efforts and over-
seeing all engineering and telecommunica-
tions projects, in addition to his daily divisional 
responsibilities. An 18-year cable veteran, 
Polis is also the current president of the So-
ciety of Cable Television Engineers. 

Stay tuned... 
As most of you are aware, in our last issue 

we had the first of a four-part series entitled 
"Data communications and CAN," by Terry 
Stanard and Richard McKeon of Dumbauld & 

Associates. We all had intended to run the 
second installment this month, but due to a 
sudden illness of one of the authors, McKeon, 
the series had to be slightly postponed. 
McKeon, who is recovering nicely, is back at 
work; so stay tuned, part two will appear in the 
January CT. 

Opportunity 
With the flavor of Thanksgiving still on our 

palates and the Western Show approaching 
the memory stage, we have once again 
reached that point in time where we can reflect 
on the past and look toward the future. I think 
most of us in the cable industry will agree that 
1985 was not a banner year, but not our worst 
either. What then, do we have to look forward 
to? 
The answer to that, quite simply, is another 

year of opportunity. The opportunity to do 
more, and do it better. The opportunity to set 
new goals and see them come to fruition. The 
opportunity to see ourselves and our industry 
mature. The opportunity to prove that cable is, 
indeed, the medium of choice. The opportunit-
ies are there, but will we know when opportu-
nity knocks that it's for us? I hope so. 
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Season's Greetings 
from 
Trilogy 

Communications Inc. 

We have had a great start, 
thanks for your part in it. 

Best wishes for you and yours 
in the holiday season. 

Trilogy 
Communications Inc. 
2910 Highway 80 East 
Pearl, Mississippi 39208 
601-932-4461 

1-800.874.5649 

See us at the Western Show Booth 1032. 
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Analysts 

Service Specialists 

CONVERTERS 
Expanded Repair Service includes Oak addressables 
and Jerrold addressables. 

Manufacturers' Authorization 

.......... 
94.1.; 

Including all factory authorized modifications. 

Servicing single channel and multichannel, 
unscrambled and addressable units by many 
manufacturers. 

LINE EQUIPMENT • HEADEND GEAR • TEST EQUIPMENT 
Servicing most manufacturers - Emergency service available 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 
Receivers, LNAs and block downconverters 

PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE 
Vans equipped with computerized test equipment 

e COMPUTER AIDED TESTING SYSTEM 
Monitors your system operation (frequency, levels 
and trends) local or remote 

Fully computerized - including reports 

Innovation in Services and Products for Cable 

Analysts k) 

Corporate Office: Western Facility: 
112 E Ellen Street 

Fenton. MI 48430 

(313; 750.9341 

Eastern Facility: 
1255 Boston Ave 

W Columbia. SC 29169 

(803) 794-3910 

2245 Camino Vida Roble 

Carlsbad. CA 92008 

(6191 438-4405 

RF / Superior: 
2010 Pine Terrace 
Sarasota FL 33581 

(813) 922-1551 

See us at the Western Show Booth 701. 
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Western Show meets the challenge 
ANAHEIM, Calif.—"Meeting the challenge" is 
the theme for this year's Western Show, spon-
sored by the California Cable Television As-
sociation. The association is expecting ap-
proximately 8,000 attendees to converge on 
the Anaheim Convention Center to peruse the 
wares of some 175 exhibitors. 
The exhibit hall will be open from 10 a.m.-

6 p.m. on Wednesday Dec. 4 and Thursday 
Dec. 5; and from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. on Friday Dec. 
6. Exclusive exhibit hall hours are from 11:15 
a.m.-12:45 p.m. and 4-6 p.m. on Thursday, 
and 11:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m. on Friday. 

In cooperation with the California associa-
tion, the Society of Cable Television Engineers 
has coordinated the show's technical ses-
sions. Responsible for organizing these ses-
sions were Bob Vogel, SCTE Region 1 director 
(Sytek Inc.), and Pete Petrovich, past presi-
dent of SCTE's Golden Gate Chapter (Viacom 
Cable). 

Technical agenda 
Thursday, Dec. 5, 1985 
• 8:30-9:45 a.m. —"A Look at the LAN'scape: 
A Discussion of local area networks" 
Moderator: Tom Elliot, director of R&D, 
Tele-Communications Inc., "Satellite data 
delivery." Speakers: Cliff Schrock, presi-
dent, C-COR Labs Inc., "Local area net-
works"; Pat Miller, marketing manager, 
data/LAN, Scientific-Atlanta, "Industrial 
LANs"; and Andy Paff, manager of new 
business development, Viacom Cable, 
"Cable operator economics of local area 
networks." 

• 10-11:15 am.—"Will pay-per-view reach a 
busy signal?" 
Moderator: Dave Archer, director of new 
business development, Viacom Cable. 
Speakers: Maggie Wilderotter, vice presi-
dent of sales and marketing, Cable Data, 
"PEP unit (automatic response unit)"; Vito 
Brugliera, vice president of marketing and 
product planning, Zenith Cable Products 
Division, "PhoneVision (two-way con-
verters)"; Donna Brickell, project manager, 
CATV/wideband services, Pacific Bell, 
"ANI (automatic number identification)"; 
and Hal Krisbergh, vice president/general 
manager, Jerrold Subscriber Systems, 
"Star Phone (store and forward)." 

• 2:30-4 p.m.—"Current engineering issues 
before the cable industry." 
Moderator: William Riker, executive vice 
president, SCTE. Speakers: Wendell 
Bailey, vice president of science and tech-
nology, NCTA, "NCTA Technical Commit-
tee on Satellite Scrambling"; Robert Luff, 
senior vice president of engineering, 

United Artists Cablesystems, "NCTA Engi-
neering Committee activities"; Syd Brad-
field, engineer, Cable Branch, FCC Mass 
Media Bureau, "Commission dockets af-
fecting cable"; and Steve Ross, chief, Ca-
ble Branch, FCC Mass Media Bureau, 
"Technical deregulation." 

Friday, Dec. 6, 1985 
• 8:30-9:45 am—Customer Service: The 

technician's contribution." 
Moderator: Jim Chiddix, senior vice presi-
dent of engineering, Oceanic Cablevision. 
Speakers: Larry Coe, manager, Viacom 
Cablevision, San Francisco, "Using com-
puter reports to improve service call effi-
ciency"; Steve Gautereaux, vice president 
of operations, Cox Cable, San Diego, "One 
stop service calls"; and John Stewart, op-
erations manager, TCI Cable, Portland, 
"Improving technician productivity and 
customer relations." 

• 10-11:15 a.m. —"Hitting pay dirt: Issues in 
underground construction." 
Mark Hoyal, president, U.S.A., Southern 
California, "Utilizing USA"; and Tom Robak, 
president, Robak Construction, "Con-
tractor negotiation and coordination." 

• 1:45-3 p.m.—"Roundtable discussion on 
the PacBell Bluebook." 
Moderator: Bill Winter, California Cable 
Television Association. Reps from Pacific 
Bell will be present to answer questions on 
the Bluebook. 

Call for tech papers 
OTTAWA—The Canadian Cable Television 
Association is now developing the technical 
program for its 29th annual convention May 
13-15, 1986, in Vancouver. Original papers on 
topics of interest to the cable television com-
munity are invited. The convention papers will 
be published in a technical digest and it is 
planned to have the digest available for pre-
registrants and during the convention. 
Papers are welcome on any communica-

tions engineering topic related to cable televi-
sion. Possible topics include: pay-per-view, 
terminal equipment, DOC regulations, two-
way cable, technical standards, networking 
and architecture, data transmission, audio 
and other subcarrier services, signal leakage. 
and advanced techniques. Presentations will 
be limited to a maximum of 20 minutes in-
cluding discussion. Full length and short pa-
pers will be accepted in both French and 
English. 
Persons interested in preparing a paper for 

the tecnical sessions are requested to submit 
a one-page, 150 to 200 word abstract no later 
than Dec. 31, 1985. If your paper is selected, 
you will be notified shortly thereafter and your 
complete paper will then be due March 15, 
1986. Please submit your abstract to: Roger 
Poirier, vice president of technology and plan-
ning, Canadian Cable Television Association, 
85 Albert St., Suite 405, Ottawa, Ontario, Can-

ada K1P 6A4. 

Showtime/TMC 
scrambling dates set 
NEW YORK—Test scrambling will begin on 
Monday Jan. 13 on the satellite feeds of both 
Showtime and The Movie Channel, an-
nounced Stephan Schulte, senior vice presi-
dent, operations and production services, 
ShowtimefThe Movie Channel Inc. The ship-
ment of M/A-COM Videocipher II scrambling 
decoders commenced in September and will 
be entirely fulfilled by Dec. 31, 1985, to all 
affiliates who have properly registered their 
headends. Testing will commence ap-
proximately two weeks later, first for each serv-
ice's Eastern feed and later for their Western 
feeds. The company further expects to fully 
scramble all satellite signals in May 1986. 

Looking ahead: 
SCTE's Expo '86 
WESTCHESTER, Pa.—The Society of Ca-
ble Television Engineers is bringing its 
fourth annual Cable-Tec Expo to the Phoe-
nix (Ariz.) Convention Center June 12-15, 
1986. Breakout workshops, hands-on in-
struction and hardware exhibits will be 
among the features available for attendees' 
information on the latest available technical 
equipment. 
The Phoenix Hyatt will offer room rates of 

$50.00/single and $59.00/double for con-
vention attendees. The price per individual 
drops to $29.50 per night if rooms are 
shared. 
The 10th annual Spring Engineering 

Conference kicks off the expo on Thursday, 
June 12, featuring technical papers written 
by respected industry engineers. Friday 
and Saturday will be filled with hands-on 
technical workshops. Non-commercial ex-
hibits demonstrating the latest in state-of-
the-art equipment will also be on site for the 
further education of attendees. The BCT/E 
examination covering all seven categories 
will be held Sunday morning along with 
additional workshops. 

For more information, please see this 
month's Interval and circle #1 on the 
reader service card. 
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Now subscribers can disappear for an evening 
and still use their VCR with Cable 

Cable and VCRs. They are now trying to exist 
together in millions of subscribers' homes. And until 
now, taping cable programs with a VCR has been a 
costly and inconvenient chore for subscribers. 

That's why we designed every BA-5000 address-
able converter with a built-in VCR timer — not as an 
expensive add-on or ineffective timer in the remote. 
Even your subscribers without remotes can simply 
program their timer with the converter's set-top 
keypad. 
The easy, self-prompting timer is addressably con-

trolled from the headend. You decide how and when 
to market this revenue generating service. 

Call us toll-free at 800-421-6450 and we'll give you 
the 24 other reasons why the BA-5000 is the fastest 
growing addressable converter in the industry. 

eD PIONEER' 
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS! OP AMERICA. INC. 

2200 Dividend Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43228 (614) 876-0771 
Outside Ohio, 1-800-421-6450 
*1985, Pioneer Communications of America, Inc. 

See us at the Western Show Booth 144. 
Reader Service Number 9. 



Tests and measures: The new era 
By Dennis Carlton 
Engineern-Charge. Feld Operations Bureau, FCC 

Few businesses exist without some form of 
tests and measures. Different businesses test 
differently and measure different parameters, 
but in the end they are all looking for the same 
thing: information about their business and 
how it is performing. It could be reliability test-
ing, market testing, or product performance 
testing. Nothing elaborate is required in many 
cases, nothing more than being alert for in-
dications and measures of business perform-
ance. The number of complaints received, 
sales volume, profits, number of customers, 
and a myriad of other indicators can all play a 
part in determining business success. 
Cable television systems, like many other 

businesses, have technical parameters that 
must be adhered to in order to ensure that 
high-quality product is distributed to its cus-
tomers. These parameters must be routinely 
tested and adjusted when necessary. If you 
exceed specified tolerances, or if a piece of 
equipment malfunctions, prompt repair serv-
ice can return the system to normal. 
Technology and innovation set most of the 

standards in testing, while methods of techni-
cal measurements are governed by engineer-
ing principals. Regulatory agencies (the FCC 
and others) may set forth testing methods, 
specific parameters to be tested, even the 
tolerances to be maintained. But these re-
quirements are usually based on interference 
potential, customary engineering practices, or 
in the case of mandated technical parameters, 
levels where service to subscribers would be 
degraded if they were not met. 
Some people might disagree. But it is be-

cause people disagree about the relative im-
portance of various technical standards and 
measurement techniques, that many testing 
programs fail. The people making the tests 
don't believe in them, so they ignore the re-
sults. This happens a lot in tests and mea-
surements that are mandated by regulation. 
What is most important then, in any testing 
program, is that you test something that you 
believe important, and that you subsequently 
act on the results of your tests. Sure, you're 
going to have to abide by regulations, but if 
you don't think the required tests are good 
indicators of your system's performance, do 
something additional, meaningful to you. 
Since the recent deregulation of cable sig-

nal quality standards, except for signal leak-
age standards, all the decisions about quality 
standards are going to be left up to system 
operators, MSOs and local regulatory authori-
ties. The FCC won't be involved. Good signal 
quality means good business, and effective 
tests and measurements can help. 

The standards evolve 
In the era of the first CAN systems in the late 

1940's there was really just one main objective 

in establishing a cable system, and that was to 
provide television programming to those areas 
that couldn't receive broadcasts directly, ei-
ther because they were too far from the trans-
mitter or they were shielded from it by terrain. 
Quality of the cable signal was certainly impor-
tant, but it was also relative. Anything was a lot 
better than nothing and the ability to receive N 
signals, of any quality, was the most important 
matter. 
As it is with any new technology things im-

proved; the purpose of cable was redefined, 
operations were altered and became more 
structured. Systems were placed in com-
munities that already had off-air television and 
greater program variety became an additional 
selling point of cable. Subscribers were of-
fered a selection of stations to watch and they 
were no longer limited to whatever the local 
broadcaster had to offer. So when the first 
cable regulations were enacted by the Federal 
Communications Commission they were 
aimed at preserving local broadcasting. Cable 
systems were required to carry all local N 
stations, they were prohibited from same day 
duplication of any programs shown by local 
stations, and they were prohibited from import-
ing distant signals into the top 100 television 
markets without hearings on their possible 
effects. Technical parameters also were in-
stituted to guarantee that cable systems carry-
ing local broadcast stations on their systems 
did so without material degradation of the sta-
tions' signal quality. 
These 1966 regulations evolved into a com-

prehensive set of cable rules adopted in 1972 
that included: franchising standards, signal 
carriage, network program non-duplication/ 
syndicated program exclusivity and technical 
standards. There were several others that ap-
plied depending on the system size, and 
whether or not cable programming was 
originated. 
Cable rules and regulations have changed 

continually since 1972; some for the better and 
some for the worse depending on your per-
spective. Most of the changes have been to 
remove unnecessary restrictions or to adjust 
existing ones to better achieve their intended 
purpose. This is especially true where market 
forces have supplanted the need for regula-
tory mandate. Regulatory trends in many serv-
ices are shifting from signal quality and pro-
gramming concerns to spectrum manage-
ment considerations like electromagnetic 
compatibility, interference prevention and 
spectrum efficiency. 

The changing environment 
Changes in the cable television technical 

regulations in the past few months exemplify 
this shift and are ones that will surely affect 
your future testing programs. The most recent 
is the cancellation of technical quality stand-
ards and performance testing requirements 

contained in Section 76.605 and Section 
76.601 of the FCC Rules and Regulations. 
Subscriber quality standards are now com-
pletely up to the system, MSO and local en-
tities. As far as quality standards are con-
cerned, what you test, when you test, and what 
you do with test results are going to be up to 
you. Nothing is wrong with continuing to abide 
by the technical parameters and testing 
guidelines previously contained in the regula-
tions. They will be retained as recommended 
minimum standards, as opposed to being re-
quired, and will be available for use by local 
regulatory authorities in establishing quality 
standards. More stringent requirements may 
not be imposed, however. 

This change may not be a concern for many 
because most MSOs and individual system 
operators have testing/measuring programs 
and operational standards far more stringent 
than those required. The major difference is 
that now no one will be much interested in the 
specifics of whether or not your system meets 
technical standards unless, of course, you are. 

The regulatory scheme is not the only thing 
changing in cable, the market is changing and 
expanding too. Quality is much more impor-
tant to subscribers than it once was. A slight 
aberration in the signal, or temporary de-
gradation in quality is not nearly as tolerable as 
it once was, particularly to customers who 
have VCRs or large screen hi-fi televisions. 
And if the customer becomes dissatisfied with 
quality, he has other alternatives such as 
TVRO and multi-point distribution services to 
turn to. This is not a point to be taken lightly 
since cable is no longer the only show in town. 
There may have once been a time when a 
cable system could procrastinate repair know-
ing there was no other alternative available to 
customers, but that time is no more for most 
systems. 
Cable subscribers will continue to demand 

signal quality as they have in the past, they just 
have more leverage today. They'll complain if 
something goes awry, and if it becomes com-
pletely intolerable, or if the problem is not 
repaired promptly enough to suit them, they'll 
discontinue their service and look elsewhere 
for video entertainment. Actually the sub-
scriber will do most of a system's testing and 
measuring by complaining of degraded sig-
nals, interference, or other things that affect 
reception. Systems just have to be good lis-
teners. Whether, in the end, the cause is an 
unauthorized cable tap or amplifier malfunc-
tion is of little consequence, as long as the 
situation is attended to quickly and the prob-
lem is repaired. 

Signal quality and reliability are two of the 
more important attributes of a cable television 
system. If they are compromised for any rea-
son excuses are not well received, even if 
justified. Subscribers become accustomed to 
a particular standard and they tend to react 
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when either the signal quality deteriorates, or 
when a particular channel vanishes for some 
predictable reason. For instance, every time it 
rains or snows. So while it's important to peri-
odically make performance measurements on 
a CATV system to check things like frequency 
response, visual-to-aural signal ratios, and 
carrier frequencies, always remember that 
these technical measurements only corrobor-
ate good signal quality. If a particular channel 
looks terrible, or if your customers think it looks 
bad, then probably one or more of the techni-
cal parameters have varied from the desired, 
and some adjustment should be made. People 
are going to complain if they are dissatisfied, 
it's inevitable. So you might just as well incor-
porate their complaints into your testing pro-
gram and use the number and type of com-
plaints in assessing overall quality and re-
liability of your system. 

Looking toward tomorrow 

As less attention is being placed on man-
dated quality standards, more attention is be-
ing directed toward fostering electromagnetic 
compatibility and preventing interference. 
This is true in all radio services and not just in 
the cable industry. But there have been recent 
changes in the signal leakage requirements 
for cable systems, and while there are grand-
fathering provisions allowing for transition to 
the new standards, the time to think about 

compliance is now, not five years from now. 
The current regulations pertaining to signal 

leakage require frequency offsets from avia-
tion frequency assignments and they institute 
a new parameter, the CLI, to be used as an 
indicator of overall system leakage levels. The 
reasons for new regulations should not be 
misconstrued. They are not penalties for doing 
something wrong, they are compromise sacri-
fices for dealing with the reality of signal leak-
age and its possible adverse effects. It's also 
important to remember that ultimately the goal 
is to prevent signal leakage altogether, and to 
hopefully preclude all signal egress and 
ingress. 
Even if regulations are complied with, and if 

for some reason harmful interference occurs, 
there still is a big problem that must be dealt 
with and in the end requirements may have to 
again be adjusted to eliminate the possibility of 
causing harmful interference. So think about 
system integrity and think about how to pre-
vent leaks, then institute a maintenance or 
repair program that includes finding and re-
pairing leakage sources as a routine function. 

It's essential that there be an awareness of 
the significance of signal leakage control and 
to look at leakage repair as a means of long-
term survival rather than a short-term labor 
burden. The social responsbility issues raised 
by the potential of harmful interference to avia-
tion frequencies, or to other licensed users for 

that matter, are far too serious to dismiss. And 
even though they have to be addressed, they 
are not easily controlled by the market itself. 
The industry can become involved, however. 
The MS0s, the equipment manufacturers, all 
the way down to the individual installers, each 
have a role to play in reducing signal leakage. 
Priorities will just have to be adjusted, and 
innovative techniques implemented. 
No amount of testing and measuring is suf-

ficient and the existence of an elaborate pre-
ventive maintenance program is but wasted 
revenue if you don't see results. Increased 
customer satisfaction, lower number of service 
calls, and a minimum of signal egress and 
ingress, all should be objectives. An effective 
testing and measuring program is one way, 
but not the only way, to help ensure that these 
objectives are met. Don't forget about who the 
customer is and be attentive to his wants and 
needs. But above all, don't forget about what 
your business is. A cable television system is 
no longer just a means to bring TV program-
ming to the geographically isolated. It's cer-
tainly not the only means to do this. For some 
systems, maintaining business is going to be a 
problem if quality and reliability are not at-
tended to. Fai 

The views expressed are those of the author 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
Federal Communications Commission. 
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WHO WE ARE 
- Bruce M. Brown Associates is 

an executive search firm serving 
clients in fast growth and high 
technology industries. 

- We specialize in the search for 
exceptional management talent 
to turn opportunities into 
achievements. 

WHAT WE DO 
We perform a professional con-
sulting service in the search for 
top management talent. The 
search process includes these 
key steps: 

Definition of the position; includ-
ing the qualifications, specific 
responsibilities, and performance 
results of a successful 
candidate. 

Research of strategically tar-
geted industries and widely 
diversified sources to identify 
prospective candidates. 

Evaluation of the very best candi-
dates, both to achieve the posi-
tion objectives, and to function 
smoothly within the client's 
organization. 

Counseling of both client and 
selected candidate in the presen-
tation and acceptance of a posi-
tion offer. 

Bruce M. Brown 
Associates 

HOW WE DIFFER 
- We offer first hand line experi-

ence in defining business objec-
tives and in organizing to achieve 
performance goals. 

- Plus a successful record of con-
sulting services to major corpo-
rations engaged in the pursuit of 
high technology opportunities. 

- Plus a general management per-
spective in matching people to 
organizations and motivating 
teamwork for high productivity. 
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Stamford, Connecticut 06901-2704 
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Tempered steel pin easily pene-
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'Average power per FCC Part 76.610 
By Robert V. C. Dickinson 
Division Manager. Network Technologies 

The release of the second report and order 
in Docket 21006 on Nov. 9, 1984, was favor-
able to the cable industry; particularly by the 
relaxation of threshold carrier power in the 
aeronautical bands from 10 -5 watts to 10 -4 
watts peak power. The threshold power is that 
power above which frequency offsets are re-
quired. This increase in level had the effect of 
exempting many previously controlled signals 
and thereby easing the cable operator's task 
of complying with these rules formulated to 
prevent interference in the aeronautical radio 
bands. Certain important signals, however, 
usually exceed this power level and due to 
their specific characteristics could not be 
used at all. The most prominent of these is the 
high-level sweep. This signal is necessarily 
run above visual carrier level. It traverses the 
entire spectrum of the cable system and there-
fore cannot practically be subject to offsets. 
On the other hand, the high speed at which the 
signal passes through the spectrum makes it 
virtually inconsequential in terms of 
interference. 

Recognizing these facts, the National Cable 
Television Association (NCTA) included this 
point in its petition for reconsideration of 
Docket 21006 suggesting the use of average 
power with certain constraints. They were suc-
cessful in this matter as shown in the memo-
randum opinion and order (M00) released on 
July 1, 1985 (which terminated the 21006 pro-
ceeding). The MOO changed references of 
"peak power" to "average power" as further 
defined below. The rationale for this approach 
plus some practical considerations follow. 

In the mind of the Federal Communications 
Commission—and the cable industry as 
well—the primary goal has been protection of 
the aeronautical radio services from cable 
leakage interference. It has been determined 
by the FCC, and supported by the work of the 

Figure 1 
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PW 
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Figure 2 
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Advisory Committee on Cable Signal Leakage 
(and others) that a continuous carrier level of 
10 -4 watts on a typical cable system with leak-
age not exceeding the regulated limits will not 
produce objectionable interference (see 
"Final Report of the Advisory Committee on 
Cable Signal Leakage", Nov. 1, 1979). This is 
taken as a "given." In addition, the FCC has 

determined that the nominal bandwidth of the 
radio receivers to be protected is 25 kHz— 
another "given." 
The rules of November 1984 specified 

"peak power." The peak power of high-level 
sweep must be in excess of the visual carrier 
level and almost universally exceeds the 10 -4 
watt threshold. However, a high-level sweep 
appears as a pulsed signal to the receiver with 
the 25 kHz bandwidth since it remains in that 
bandwidth for a very short time. One pulse is 
generated for each sweep of the spectrum. 
The new rules adopted on June 21, 1985, as 

a result of the reconsideration employ the 
phrases "... carriers or signal components 
carried at an average power level equal to or 
greater than 10 -4 watts across a 25 kHz band-
width in any 160 microsecond period..." 
(76.610, 76.612, 76.615). This set of condi-
tions derives from consideration of pulsed 
interference and its effect upon the aircraft 
receiver. Well then, what happens when a 
pulsed signal is applied to a receiver having 
the prescribed bandwidth? 

Let's start by examining average power. A 
string of pulses as illustrated in Figure 1 with 
uniform peak power produced an average 
power, which is represented by Formula 1. 

P = P x PW x f 
k‘iia P 

(1) 

Where: 
Pavg = average power in watts 
P = peak power in watts 

PW = pulse width in seconds 
= pulse repetition frequency in pulses per 

second. 
One way to think of the average power is to 

take all of the pulses over a one second period 
as in Figure 1, push them left to the vertical axis 
as in Figure 2, and then squeeze them down 
until they have spread out evenly over the one 
second period. The amplitude that results is 
the average power given by Formula 1. 
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There is another effect that must be con-
sidered. When a steep wavefront, such as a 
leading edge of a single pulse (Figure 3a), is 
introduced into a narrowband filter (like a radio 
receiver) the output wavefront is not as steep 
since it takes a finite time for the signal to build 
up and reach its peak value within the narrow 
bandwidth. 
The exact formula for this build up depends 

upon the type of circuits used, their tuning, etc. 
This effect, however, can be closely ap-
proximated by the formula for build up time in a 
simple RC low-pass circuit (Figure 3b) where a 
pulse with a steep wave front reaches a level of 
.63 times maximum in a period of time equal to 
the product of the resistance and the capaci-
tance (the time constant t = RC). In order to 
produce an equivalent amount of interference 
we must determine a time interval in which the 
pulse can build and to equal or nearly equal its 
maximum value. For this purpose the value of 
four time constants was chosen since in four 
time constants the amplitude of a pulse with a 
steep wavefront will reach 98 percent of its full 
level. Relating this back to the given receiver 
bandwidth and approximating the time con-
stant as one over the bandwidth (1/25 kHz or 
40 microseconds), four time constants yield 
160 microseconds, which is the number se-
lected by the FCC for the integration time in the 
new rules. 
Applying this parameter to a high-level 

sweep, we would like to know how much ex-
cess level (above 10 -4 watts) we can tolerate 
due to the effects above, or in other words how 
high a sweep amplitude can we stand for the 
very short period in which the sweep traverses 
the 25 kHz bandwidth and still not exceed the 
average power limitation in any 160 micro-
second period. To do this we must first deter-
mine the "effective pulse width" of the sweep 
signal in the narrowband receiver. This is es-
sentially the amount of time required to sweep 
the entire spectrum divided by the number of 
receiver bandwidths in the entire spectrum 
(Formula 2). 

t, t x BW 
—  —   (2) 

f, f, 

BW 

Where: 
PW, = effective sweeper pulse width in 
seconds 
f, = frequency range of the high level sweep in 
hertz 
t, = time required to sweep f, in seconds 
BW, = bandwidth of the receiver in hertz. 
The excess power (above the allowable 

limit) that may be employed by the sweep is 
expressed in Formula 3. 

PE = 10 log 
160 x 10 6 \ 

(3) 

Where: 
PE = excess power allowable in dB. 

Note that the integration period is limited to 

160 microseconds. At low repetition frequenc-
ies there will never be more than one single 
pulse appearing in the period so that a repeti-
tion frequency term is not needed. At repetition 
frequencies allowing more than one pulse to 
appear in 160 microsecond period (that is a 
frequency greater than 6,250 hertz), the repe-
tition rate term must be added to Formula 3 to 
properly determine the average power (For-
mula 4). 

( 160 x 10 6 x 
PE. = 10 log (4) 

PWs 

Where: 
P£. = excess power allowable at pulse rates of 
6,250/second or greater in dB. 
These two formulas apply to any type of 

pulsed signal. In cases where the pulse width 
and/or the repetition period is not uniform the 
computation must be made for the worst case 
in order to meet the Part 76 requirement of 
" . any 160 microsecond period...," For-
mula 4 is seldom if ever required relative to 
high-level sweeps. 
To find the actual allowable level in dBmV 

we substitute Formula 2 in Formula 3 and add 
the maximum allowable power (+ 38.75 
dBmV), yielding Formula 5 

PA = 38.75 + 10 log 

= 38.75 + 10 log 

1160 x 10 6 x f, \ 

t, x 25 x 103 

( 6.4 x 10 9 x f) (5) 

t, 

Using typical high-level sweep parameters, 
the excess level is expressed in Formula 6 and 
an absolute level in Formula 7. For typical 
high-level sweep: 

f = 400 MHz 
= 10 milliseconds 
(( 6,250 Hz 

( x BW, 60 x 10 6 x = 10 log f)— 24.1 dB (6) PE  

PA = 38.75 + 10 log ( 6.4 x 10 9 x f, 

= + 62.8 dBmV 

Another case of interest relates to a stand-
ard NTSC TV signal, which employs sync 
pulses and various video levels. Since the 
sync tip is the highest energy in the modulated 
RF waveform it points to the worst case condi-
tion. The worst case condition, however, is not 
the sync pulse at the beginning of each hori-
zontal line (since its duration is short), but the 
vertical sync pulse interval. Here, for a period 
of three horizontal lines (approximately 190 
microseconds) the carrier runs at maximum 
amplitude except for about 20 percent of the 
time where it' reduces to .75 of peak amplitude 
(Figure 4). 

Figure 4 
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— 
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This is clearly in excess of the 160 micro-
second limit. The average power of this wave-
form is less than peak carrier power, but it is 
still about 91 percent or —0.4 dB, which is 
insignificant in our consideration. By this it 
should be observed that the use of average 
power calculations will not benefit the cable 
operator by allowing him to run visual carriers 
at higher levels. 

All of this is well and good, but we should 
consider how one might measure the average 
power of a given high-level sweep signal. The 
easiest and most straightforward way is to use 
a spectrum analyzer with an approximate 25 
kHz bandwidth and note the maximum deflec-
tion. The measurement should be made with-
out the video filter being sure that it is possible 
to see the maximum response, particularly if 
the signal is infrequent (a storage scope eases 
this problem). Should you use a spectrum 
analyzer with a 30 kHz bandwidth the resulting 
power level could be reduced by a factor of 0.8 
dB (the ratio of bandwidths). Direct use of the 
30 kHz bandwidth measurement gives the 
desired result without compensation and in-
cludes a 0.8 dB safety factor. (Note: Minor 
variations in measured power levels can result 
from different instrumentation circuitry and 
tuning but without further definition of the 25 
kHz bandwidth" high precisions cannot be 
realized nor are they required by the subject at 
hand.) 
Attempting to use a signal level meter is 

more complicated, particularly if one attempts 
to read the results from the deflection of the 
meter (plus correcting for the excess band-
width). The meter movement becomes a gov-
erning time constant and, due to electrical and 
ballistic effects, is not easily interpreted and 
may vary between manufacturer's products. 
Use of a signal level meter is therefore not 
recommended. As far as the FCC is con-
cerned a good engineering showing of equiv-
alent results, using a different approach with a 
straightforward measurement procedure is 
sufficient to gain acceptance of an alternate 
method. 
The rationale presented above has led to the 

present "average power" measurement re-
quired by Part 76. This new definition allows 
employment of high-level sweeps in almost all 
cases and may be of help for certain non-TV 
signals. This approach does not compromise 
the interference avoidance basis for protec-
tion of aeronautical radio services. 
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Introducing the new Jerrold-compatible 
LC-32 available with a 5-year warranty 
Think of the savings. Year after year—for five long 
years—you can cut those costly in-home service 
calls to a bare minimum. With the only converter 
that really doesn't need a warranty in the first 
place. The Regency LC-32 is that reliable. 
And just as easy to install in existing systems, 

especially if your data stream is generated by the 
Jerrold occupied system. 
The LC-32 comes loaded with all the deluxe 

features you and your subscribers demand most. 
Like multi-mode video and audio scrambling for 
full parental control, along with a wireless, hand-
held remote which allows the subscriber a parental 
control override. An addressable enable or disable 

feature controls the hand-held remote from the 
headend. Favorite channel, recall and dual speed 
scanning, even built-in box diagnostics are 
included. 

All in all, the LC-32 is an extraordinary con-
verter—at a very ordinary price of $85*, plus a 
modest fee for the optional 5-year warranty. 

Costly, troublesome converter repairs are never 
child's play. But putting Regency LC-32 converters 
into your cable system sure makes life a lot simpler. 

For more information, call us today at 
1-800-292-0220 or write P.O. Box 116,4 Adler Dr., 
E. Syracuse, NY 13057-0116. 

REGENCY Cable Products 
• This price is for volume orders only, less audio 

See us at the Western Cable Show, December 4-6, Booth 1260. 
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by means of the addition or subtraction of 
applicable values. For example: 

Figure 3: Analyzer display of a CATV channel signal where the 
visual-to-aural carrier ratio is being measured. 

I I I I — 
Displayed visual carrier level (point A) = — 
0 dBmV _,_ 

1 1 1 1 
Note: Remember, absolute values in 
dBmV (+ or - ), ratios in dB. 10 
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Carrier level 

(indicated on meter) = O dBmV 

Meter attenuator = 12 dB 

Amplifier test probe loss = 20 dB 

Actual carrier level = O + 12 + 20 

= + 32 dBmV 

Another major advantage of the measure-
ment system is signal display range. A typical 
signal level meter can display 25 dB of level 
change. In terms of voltage, -25 dBmV to 0 
dBmV = 56 microvolts to 1,000 microvolts. 
And, through the use of logarithmic conversion 
in the IF amplifier circuitry, the display is lin-
early calibrated in steps, such as 1 dB. 

In practice, the following rules are worth 
remembering: 
1) Always add test probe loss and any se-

lected attenuation to the indicated (signal 
level meter) or displayed (spectrum ana-
lyzer) level in order to determine absolute 
values, Figure 1 illustrates this using a 
spectrum analyzer display. 

2) When measuring ratios- (carrier-to-noise, 
intermodulation, etc.) test probe loss is not 
significant (unless absolute level values 
are required) since the probe introduced 
the same amount of loss to all input signals. 
However, any change in input attenuation 
between level measurements must be 
considered. Figure 2 provides an il-
lustrated example of an intermodulation 
measurement and Figure 3 illustrates 
visual-to-aural carrier measurement. 

3) If an RF preamplifier is used in conjunction 
with the instrument, the gain (in dB) must 
be subtracted from any absolute value 
measurements. For example: 

Carrier level (displayed) = - 10 dBmV 

Meter attenuator = 30 dB 

Preamplifier gain = 26 dB 

Test probe loss = 20 dB 

Actual carrier level 

= ( - 10) + 30 + 20 - 26 

= + 14 dBmV 

Changes in voltage levels expressed in 
decibels follow some rules that are interest-
ing to know: 

Voltage ratio = 2.1 or 1/2 = 6 dB change 

Voltage ratio = 10.1 or 1/10 

= 20 dB change 

Voltage ratio = 100.1 or 1/100 

= 40 dB change 

A 6 dB pad provides half the input volt-
age at the output, a 20 dB trunk amplifier 
increases the input signal level 10 times, 
etc. 

"What gives?" was the question asked at 
the beginning of this article. Hopefully, now 
what gives is a much better understanding 
of the CAN measurement system. 
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PROFIT BUILDER! 

ntroducing the 
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Uninterruptible Standby Power 

Another 
"Industry First" 

from Alpha Techrlibil 
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• no output interruption, 
• improved battery performance. 

It all adds up! Alpha's "UP" Series now gives you 
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You Get Fast Delivery of the World's Best-Made 

Cable TV Amplifiers 

Application Models 
Economy products for rural systems 

Standard 60/30VAC trunk stations for 
system rebuild, upgrade, expansion 

Long distance transport of signals from 
antenna site to hub, between hubs 

Two-way distribution amplifier with the 
flexibility needed for today's and to-
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Main line passives for sub-low opera-
tion down to 5 MHz 

These products are covered 
by C-COR's 3-year warranty. 

MT-500 Series Mini-Trunks, up to 400 MHz, 
52 channels. E-417, no frills, one-way line 
extender 

D-501 distribution amplifier, E-417 one-way 
line extender 

T-500 series trunks, two-way in 54 to 220 
MHz and up to 450 MHz pass bonds. 
Choice of spacing 

Model T-063 long haul trunk station, operates 
at sub and low-band frequencies 

D-507, up to 60 forward channels, 4 reverse 
channels 

S-550-X splitters 
S-550-DC-X directional couplers 
PS-550-X power inserters 
SB-600-MC splice box 

ELECTRONICS INC 
Call toll-free 

1-800-233-2267 
60 DECIBEL ROAD • STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801 • 814-238-2461 
Call toll free in continental U.S. (except PA) 1-800-233-2267 • Telex: 510-670-3513 
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Successful bench alignment 
By Hugh Bramble 
Director of Engineering/West Division 
United Artists Cablesystems Corp. 

A system level CATV lab is one of the most 
often cussed and discussed items in a cable 
system. It is said by many that the lab results 
are quite esoteric and bear little if any relation-
ship to the real world. The result of this kind of 
thinking by management, especially when 
supported by technicians' statements like, "It 
worked on the bench, but when I got to the field 
it had to be completely changed!", compound 
this problem. Unfortunately, back in the '60s 
when many current upper level managers 
were working in the field, this lack of correla-
tion seemed real, and probably was. 

Then, as now, the problem was more than 
likely the lack of calibration and/or pilot error, 
but the attitude persists and is now causing 
such things as loss of time and poor sub-
scriber performance. Since neither of these 
results are in the best interest of the subscriber 
or the industry, the attitude must be changed if 
we are to survive and work efficiently. With 
today's much wider bandwidth systems and 
lower operating cash flow margins, the lab 
must become a cost saver. Fortunately, with a 
little care and planning, it can be. 

If the above assertion that errors were com-
mon is true, how did system labs survive? As it 
turns out, what we thought we were doing and 
what was actually accomplished was not the 
same thing. Luckily, what was accomplished 
was what was required. We thought we want-
ed to "set amplifier levels as accurately as 
possible." What we did was set amplifier gains 
as close as possible to the span losses pres-
ent. In other words, we created a unity gain 
transportation system. The subtle difference 
between these two actions becomes evident if 
we consider the accuracies possible with the 
equipment available at that time and even to 
some extent now. 

In the old days, the best "field strength me-
ter" available was barely able to claim ± 2.5 
dB accuracy. They were, however, repeatable 
to within about 0.5 dB. The important thing was 
to make each amplifier output identical to the 
previous one, thus compensating exactly for 
the previous losses. The fact that the output 
level was not known very well makes little 
difference because of the headroom designed 
into the system and/or the minimal perform-
ance required. 

It may be easier to visualize the difference in 
these two characteristics with the following 
example: On the bench, one is told to set an 
amplifier module's gain and slope controls to 
match an 1,800-foot span of cable having a 
loss of 1 dB per 100 feet at 220 MHz. The old 
rule of thumb said the loss at Channel 2 was 
half the loss at Channel 13, so one might 
measure the Channel 2 and 13 levels coming 
out of a system drop at the bench and record 
them, connect the drop to the amplifier input, 
and then set the Channel 13 level 18 dB higher 

than the input level and the Channel 2 output 9 
dB higher than its input level. Sounds like the 
job has been done doesn't it? If an old meter 
was used, the input levels were known only to 
the ±2.5 dB tolerance and the output levels 
also had the ±2.5 dB accuracy. The ampli-
fier's gain at Channel 2 could have been set 
anywhere between 4 dB and 14 dB and the 
gain at Channel 13 could be anything between 
13 and 23 dB! 
Good field procedure would have called for 

going to the first station and either verifying or 
setting the output level to whatever was "cor-
rect" and then traveling to the second station, 
installing the new module, and verifying that 
the output level was the same as at the first 
station. Small wonder that the lab settings 
were "crazy" and unrelated to the field sit-
uation. The field tech would then reset the gain 
and slope controls to exactly the same read-
ings that he had at the previous station and go 
back to the lab and declare: "Don't help me 
like that anymore, I had to reset everything." 
Note that the field method only required the 
meter to indicate when the levels were the 
same (repeatability) and the lab method re-
quired four levels to be measured accurately. 

Unfortunately, these sorts of errors went un-
recognized and still do. Until they are cor-
rected, labs will be of little use to the industry. 
The key is in understanding what constitutes 
an accurate measurement, where that mea-
surement and the subsequent setting should 
be made, and what parameters are important. 
Let's rethink the previous problem and see 
what could be accomplished if proper meth-
ods had been used. 

Correct bench procedures 
First, let's define the correct bench pro-

cedure. All instrumentation has better re-
peatability than it has accuracy. If we expect 
good results, comparisons to known good 
standards are the way to get them. For-
tunately, most CATV measurements are really 
gain and loss measurements, and excellent 
standards for loss are available from many 
sources. Step attenuators are typically accu-
rate to within 0.1 dB and the costs are quite low 
compared to a good signal level meter (SLM). 

If the lab technician mentioned before had 
used the precision attenuator and caused his 
meter to read the same with the amplifier and 
pad as the input without either, the amplifier 
would have been set to ± 0.6 dB of the correct 
gain rather than the ± 5 dB that resulted with 
his procedure. If the field installation as previ-
ously described had not verified that the am-
plifier had been set to within ± 1 dB of the 
correct gain, a defect in the system should 
have been suspected. 
An often overlooked part of the technician's 

job is to keep the system from failing, not just to 
make it work again if it quits. One way to avoid 
some outages is to detect changes in the 
system that have no known cause. Without 

accurate measurements of what was there to 
compare with what is there, early detection 
cannot be achieved. Under the first procedure 
the only thing known about the second station 
was that its loss did not exceed the available 
gain at the temperature when the operation 
was done. 

With the precision pad substitution method 
and a little book work, it could have been 
known and recorded that station two did really 
have 1,800 feet of cable feeding it, that this 
cable was spliced pretty close to correctly, 
and that the cable performed close to its spec-
ified attenuation. 
Even more information could be gained in a 

little more time with better procedures and test 
equipment than was generally available at the 
time of the previous example. Sweep gen-
erators and broadband detectors are quite 
common today and are often not considered 
as part of the system maintenance equipment. 
This equipment is commonly used to inspect 
new or repaired amplifiers before they are 
installed to verify flatness and minimum full 
gain are correct without the equalizers and 
pads in place. The amplifier is put in stock and 
then put in the system after a failure, and 
aligned as described above assuming that 
proper alignment will be checked the next day 
at more than two channels, and maybe with 
one of the simultaneous system sweepers 
available today. If this is the procedure fol-
lowed, approximately the same information is 
gained as with the older practice. 

Getting the most from your efforts 
Back to our problem of gathering the maxi-

mum amount of accurate information in the 
minimum amount of time. The bench sweep 
generator used along with the precision pads 
is one of the most accurate devices possible. 
There is no magic involved here, the accuracy 
is a result of the equipment. First, the primary 
cause of the repeatability error in the meters is 
the friction of the meter movement and/or in-
accurate retuning of the meter. Since an oscil-
loscope is used as the display instrument, the 
display has no friction, and since a broadband 
detector is used there can be no tuning error. 

Next, one must "set a reference trace" and 
then try to match it. The only limit to the ac-
curacy attainable is the accuracy of the pads, 
and the operator's ability to judge whether the 
trace is at the same place on the scope face or 
not. On the top half of the screen the trace 
width should be less than 0.1 dB. So, almost 
any operator should be able to match two 
losses to within .05 dB, or using the pads 
measure any gain or loss to within ± 0.15 dB. 
This represents errors less than 1 percent! If 
errors occur larger than this, it can only be 
blamed on operator error by not correctly set-
ting the reference, having a bad connection or 
different set of connections in the lash up 
measured compared to the reference. 

With all this in mind, let's return to the original 
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example of replacing station number two's 
module with one aligned on the bench. Instead 
of measuring two input levels, one connects 
the sweep generator (using f-81s and all the 
same jumpers, which will be required in the 
final set-up) to the detector and scope and 
makes a reference trace covering the frequen-
cies from 50 to whatever is required. Then a 
duplicate (see notes at the end for details) of 
the cable and the amplifier module are in-
serted into the jumpers and the reference 
trace is duplicated. 
Keep in mind that the deviations from the 

reference represent the amplifier's deviation 
from a true flat response, not only in a theoreti-
cal sense, but from the response that should 
be expected at station two. Any "tweaking" 
can and should be done to achieve the best 
response at this time. By adding and sub-
tracting the amount of cable corresponding to 
the anticipated cable attenuation changes 
with temperature, and using only the gain and 
slope controls for adjustments, the behavior of 
the station over the full year's temperature 
range can be simulated. Such information as 
whether enough gain is available to handle the 
hottest day is thus available, and also whether 
or not the peak-to-valley will be satisfactory all 
year. The time required to do this operation is 
just a little longer than the time to install jump-
ers for all the pads and equalizers and perform 
the basic incoming receiving test. Since the 
"tweaking" has been done, it should not be 
required in the field. As well, because the 
bench sweep is easy to see, usually runs 

faster, is in a more comfortable location, and is 
more accurate, a better job results. Before 
sending the module to the field, the gain and 
slope controls should be returned to the set-
tings corresponding to the nominal cable loss-
es, and then the input and output return loss 
checked to be sure that it is within 
specifications. 

Field vs. bench 
How can the assertion be made that in the 

first case the field alignment of the module in 
the field location was the most accurate, when 
it was just stated that the bench alignment was 
more accurate? There are several reasons. 
First, before the makers of our current and 
quite good field sweeping systems take off-
ense, even if the comparison between station 
#1 and #2 was done with the best equipment 
available and even if the equipment was as 
accurate as the bench setup, it would have 
had to be taken using test points. These nec-
essary evils are typically specified as being 
within ± 1 dB of their stated value with a peak-
to-valley of around another ± 1 dB. They may 
actually meet this specification if the amplifier 
port is terminated with a good termination. 

Unfortunately, we must put things like split-
ters and power inserters near these ports in the 
field. These devices are reasonably good 
matches and do not have a significant effect 
on the real response, but the reflected energy 
does distort what is seen at the test point. This 
problem was smaller than the original bench 
and field strength errors, but easily can be 
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worse than our new method of bench 
alignment. 
The second reason that the bench aligned 

amplifier is preferred over the field aligned 
version, is that to some extent on all amplifiers, 
the tweaking controls interact with both the 
gain and slope controls and the match. On 
some amplifiers this effect is large enough to 
result in several dBs of change in response to 
flatness as the automatic controls work. Re-
lated to this problem are certain types of splic-
ing errors, particularly in the systems operat-
ing above 300 MHz. 
Such things as slight variations in the length 

of the center conductor length inside the con-
nector pin vise can change the flatness. When 
the tension changes as the temperature 
changes, the slight variations also change. 
The automatic controls cannot correct for this, 
so a technician is forced to open the amplifier 
housing and retweak. The result of leaving this 
small defect in the splicing is a lifetime of "mop 
up" maintenance and a feeling that the system 
is either unstable or was incorrectly designed. 
In addition, every time the interior of the ampli-
fier is exposed, new moisture is introduced 
and in many areas corrosive pollutants also 
get in. These factors probably will not cause an 
immediate problem, but could several years 
from now. With today's long-term paybacks, 
long-term reliability is more important now than 
ever before. 

If the defect was only slightly larger, con-
ductor pull out can result in an outage. The old 
(and I'm afraid still common) CATV adage—"I 
don't have time to do it correctly now, I'll come 
back to that" — strikes again. By using the 
bench setup to determine that this error was 
built-in and by correcting it now rather than 
after the outage, everyone would benefit. 

Final notes 
The results of this procedure, as they do with 

all lab procedures, depend on the accuracy of 
the simulation. Care should be used when 
using drop cable to simulate hard aluminum 
cables. Most drop cable has a thin (as little as 
8 percent by weight from some vendors) coat-
ing of copper over a steel core for the center 
conductor. At low frequencies, the signal pen-
etrates into the center conductor far enough to 
enter the steel, which is a poor conductor. 
While this is not a problem in its normal ap-
plication, it can result in errors in this applica-
tion. If the span to be simulated has "flat" loss 
in it, it would be wise to use an actual passive 
rather than a pad of the proper value because 
many of these devices are not really flat above 
300 MHz. 
I have been using this system in many sit-

uations since 1975. In several cases, the 
method resulted in solving what had been 
thought to be stability problems, which were 
not resolved using "standard" procedures. It 
can be recommended highly. It also can be 
used to substitute totally for sub-split return 
system balancing by simply reversing the sig-
nal flow through the amplifier in the simulator. If 
the system has been correctly documented 
and splicing is corrected, no field alignment is 
necessary to achieve proper operation. 
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°F connectors: Selection and testing 
By Bill Down 
Applications Engineer, Gilbert Engineering 

When cable television was first conceived, 
things were very simple in the area of distribu-
tion. The first systems were run with 300 ohm 
twinlead. Twinlead was used for going from 
house to house, with various resistive networks 
at the junctions trying to maintain some kind of 
impedance match and thus keep the signal 
reasonably good. As systems started to grow, 
it was soon evident that 300 ohm twinlead was 
not the answer to cable television's distribution 
problems. It was hard to handle, very subject 
to ingress/egress and also very easy to tap 
and "steal" the signal. Along came coax, that 
strange wire with a center conductor, some 
insulation and then some braid woven about 
the insulation. In some mystical way coax 
seemed to be able to conduct TV signals to 
where you wanted them and not leak too much 
to where you did not want them. 
Coax seemed to be an answer to many of 

our problems but brought with it one major 
drawback. It was hard to splice or connect to 
without using the expensive connectors then 
available (BNC, N, etc.). It also had an attenua-
tion loss that was higher than twinlead, but this 
could be overcome by making larger cable to 
carry the signals. This approach worked well, 
but installing this larger cable (about 1/2 inch) 
into each house was not easy and not very 
economical. 

At about this time our present trunk and 
distribution system was starting to evolve, not 
as we know it today but with strip braid trunk 
cable, electron tube-type strip amps and 
pressure taps for each drop with RG-59 cable 
for the drop cable into each house. Now our 
connector problems really started to show, not 
in performance, but in price. The incident of so 
many needed and costly connectors in a cable 
television system demanded that an economi-
cal connector be developed. 
Along came the "C" connector for drop ca-

bles. This connector crimped on the cable so it 
was easy to use, but seemed hard to work with 
because of its small size. It did not last very 
long and was soon replaced with the "F" con-
nector, looking somewhat as it does today. 
These early F connectors had a Ye-32 thread, a 
post or mandrel that slipped under the braid of 
the coax cable and a separate narrow ring that 
was crimped or smashed to hold the braid in 
contact with the mandrel. These connectors 
were used on the pressure taps where the 
RG-59 drop cable was connected, in splices, 
for drop cable and on the matching trans-
formers needed to change the 75 ohm coax 
cable back to 300 ohm twinlead input used on 
all TV sets. 

The male end on the F connector used the 
center conductor of the cable for its center pin 
and the female F connector had a machined 
contact which accepted the center conductor 
of the RG-59 cable. Notice I said the RG-59 
cable, because at this point in time that was 
the only size cable used for drop installations 
in cable television. 

After being used for a period of time the F 
connector described above was observed to 
have some problems, the principle one was 
that the small (Ye" wide) crimp ring did not hold 
the cable on to the connector as well as de-
sired. These observations started the F con-
nector suppliers on a path of improvements to 
this connector, principally in the width of crimp 
rings and methods of crimp; most of which did 
make the connector hold onto the cable much 
tighter. At this time several things started to 
influence the F connector design: new sizes of 
cable were introduced to the CATV market. 
These were not only larger (RG-6), but some 
had different insulation or dielectric, which had 
the effect of changing the center conductor 
size to maintain the needed 75 ohm imped-
ance. These changes were all made in the 
interest of reducing the cable losses, which 
they did, but this was only the beginning of the 
present "hodge podge" of cable sizes avail-
able to the CATV industry. 

Reducing interface problems 
The following are my observations from a 

connector supplier's point of view, as to what 
we, as an industry, can do to reduce our cable 
connector interface problems. First, as the 
cable suppliers will hasten to explain, all 
RG-59, RG-6 or whatever cable is not created 
equal. There are slight construction and size 
differences in the same types of cable that can 
affect connector performance. Cables are 
made with different braid coverages, different 
foil coverages, and different jacket com-
positions that will affect the fit of the connector. 
There is considerable difference between a 40 
percent foil braid cable and a dual braid, dual 
foil 96 percent braid cable. In spite of some 
connector advertising to the contrary, one size 
does not perform equally on all sizes; it may fit 
all sizes, but it does not have the same holding 
strength on all of the cables. 
Because all connector concepts involve 

squeezing the combination of braid and jacket 
in some way, any connector design that cov-
ers a wide range of sizes must sacrifice per-
formance in some way, either mechanical or 
electrical. In order to evaluate F connectors 
and their overall performance in the system, 
we must first define good connector perform-
ance. The ideal connector would be trans-

'Any connector design 
that covers a wide 
range of (cable) sizes 
must sacrifice 
performance in some 
way, either mechanical 
or electrical' 

Figure 1 

o Dimension across flats 

parent when used. That is, its mechanical 
strengths would be as strong as the cable and 
its electrical performance would be the same 
or better than the cable. 
We have achieved this with most of the trunk 

and distribution cable connectors, but have a 
way to go to develop an F connector that will 
meet those objectives at the low cost dictated 
by the market. With past objectives of having 
one size female connector center contact that 
receives all center conductors from solid poly 
RG-59 (.025") to low density RG-11 (.064"), it is 
nearly impossible to design a connector that 
maintains the same electrical impedance over 
this great a size range. We must become more 
restrictive in our choice of cable applications, 
so that we can use the right connector for the 
chosen cables. If we do this, it is possible to 
use connectors that have electrical specifica-
tions that are better than the cable they are 
being attached to. Electrical performance of 
male F connectors for small cables is relatively 
simple to control, since the center conductor is 
the center pin and all that is necessary is to 
maintain the same ratio of sizes of the outer 
conductor to the center conductor and make 
sure good electrical contact is made with the 
shield of the cable. Larger cable (RG-11, etc.) 
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QUALITY YOU'D EXPECT, 
AT A PRICE YOU 

WOULDN'T. 

Introducing the new OSA -644 SMATV satellite 
receiver and the DSM-I10 frequency-agile modulator. 
Knowing that DX has created a high-quality system specifically 

designed to meet the needs of the SMATV market should come 
as no surprise. But the new low price will. 
The new DSA-644 block downconversion satellite receiver offers 

SMATV operators superior video and audio performance, plus all 
the features required for quality SMATV installations: detent 
channel tuning, a video test point, audio and video level adjust on 
the front panel, undamped video and composite baseband out-
puts with de-emphasis on/off switch for descrambler interface, as 
well as SAW-filtered 30 MHz bandwidth for second IF. 
The new DSM- I 10 frequency-agile modulator, designed to 

integrate perfectly with the DSA-644, features front panel channel 
selection of all channels from 2 through W, + 45 dBmV output. 
excellent adjacent channel operation with low spurious output, 
and IF loop through. 

Plus, we've enhanced the DSA-643A. 
For even more demanding applications, such as CATV and 

broadcast systems. we've enhanced our field-proven DSA-643A 
satellite receiver to offer even higher quality video performance 
than ever before: improved differential gain (2% max.), improved 
differential phase (1.5" max.), and improved chrominance-luminance 
delay (30 nsec.), to name just a few. 
To meet the requirements of large system installations, DX also 

offers a broadcast-quality modulator featuring + 60 dBmV out-
put—our DSM-100. 

For complete product information. call DX Communications at 
914-347-4040, or contact your local DX distributor. 

DX 
ANTENNA 

DX COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
A Subsidiary of C. Itoh & Co. (America) Inc. 

10 Skyline Drive, Hawthorne, NY 10532 
(914) 347-4040 

Manufactured by DX Antenna Co. 
Kobe, Japan 

Please send me information. 

Company Name 

Name 

Street 

City State Zip 

CT 12/85 
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generally needs a reducing pin of some sort 
for the center conductor so that a proper ratio 
of sizes can be maintained in the female por-
tion of the connector pair. 

Most of our so called "problems" with F 
connectors, either electrical (including EMI) or 
mechanical, usually start off as mechanical 
misfits or misapplications of the connector 
itself. Most, if not all, electrical problems are 
some form of poor contact brought on by cor-
rosion or improper crimping or tightening. 

'Tools' of the trade 
For the sake of this article, I will take editorial 

license with the definition of the word, "tools" 
as it applies to drop connectors. To explain— 
one of the best tools available to the end user 
of the connectors is the manufacturer of the 
connector itself. The manufacturer should 
make every effort to help you choose the right 
connector for the cable you have decided to 
use. Don't just buy an F connector, but buy an 
F connector to fit (manufacturer, catalog num-
ber) drop cable. As I pointed out earlier in this 
article, there is a large variety of cable avail-
able to the end user and there is an equally 
large variety of connectors to fit these cables. 
As one of the tools to be used, make sure you 
are using the connector that your connector 
supplier recommends for the cable selected. It 
is generally necessary to monitor this con-
nector selection because it is very common for 
systems, both large and small, to change sup-
pliers and/or types of drop cables being used. 
It is necessary to check connector fit, even if 
the same type or braid percentage cable is 
bought from another supplier. 
The next tool that is generally ignored in the 

real world is training. We generally spend very 
little time in instruction or training of the in-
stallers or people who are going to use the 
connectors that are provided to them. Systems 
often are reluctant to have their people spend 
several hours in class on "how to install drop 
connectors," but generally the statement, "pay 
me now or pay me later," sums up what hap-
pens in the long run. Most systems that have 
started any kind of training for installers have 
reduced their call-backs enough to more than 
offset the cost of the training programs. I feel it 
is not only important to have the training but 
also equally important as to how the training is 
done. There is a great tendency to teach peo-
ple "how to" do something rather than go a little 
further and show them why something is done. 
F connectors to someone who has used them 
for many years are a relatively simple device, 
but put yourself in the place of someone see-
ing one for the first time. We need to formalize 
the training, step by step, and not just have 
one of the people who have been putting on F 
connectors for two years or so, spend a half-
hour showing the "new guy" how to prepare 
cable and crimping connectors. I have found 
as high as 75 percent of a group of installers 
putting connectors on wrong. This is not their 
fault—it is our fault for not providing the in-
struction on how to do it right. 
When we start any instructional program we 

will not become involved with the actual tools 
that will be used to install the connector on the 

cable. The cable must be prepared according 
to the connector manufacturer's instructions in 
order to install the connector properly. 

There are many tools available to prepare 
drop cable. Most have their pros and cons, 
which I will review. If you find a cable prepara-
tion tool that will prepare the cable to the 
connector suppliers specifications, then it is 
okay to use. I say if because all coax cable 
preparations are not equal. It is very important 
to have the proper exposure of center con-
ductor dielectric and braid to assure the 
proper electrical and mechanical perform-
ance of the connector. If the center conductor 
is too long, it can affect the operation of the 
female portion of the mating connector by 
holding it open or bending it over and causing 
a short. If the dielectric exposure is too long, it 
either protrudes into the connector nut, keep-
ing the connector from making a good shield 
connection, or may cause the installer to "pull-
back" the connector before crimping and 
loose gripping areas on the braid and jacket. 
The proper amount of braid must be exposed 
so that when it is folded back under the crimp 
ring it provides the needed size and support 
for the crimp ring to grip the jacket and braid. 
Drop cable preparation tools come in a variety 
of trim dimensions and care must be used in 
selecting the right one. 
When buying a cable preparation tool, refer 

to the trim dimensions required and don't buy 
just an RG-59 trim tool, buy one that trims the 
cable to the exact dimensions shown in the 
instruction sheets. Coax trim tools need main-
tenance and are not something that can be 
bought and ignored. Thereafter, they do not 
work well when dull and the buyer should plan 
a regular replacement of the blades and ex-
amination of the tool to assure its proper 
operation. 

If you are not inclined to regularly check the 
operation of these tools, installers should be 
shown the proper way to prepare cable with a 
knife. A knife has the advantage of being able 
to be kept sharp by the user and is something 
that is readily available anywhere. There is, 
however, a caution that must be observed 
when using a knife: Care must be used when 
cutting the cable jacket with the knife so that no 
braid strands are cut. Since most connectors 
are designed to have the full amount of braid 
folded back, if it is not all there, the connector 
holding performance will be affected. 
The tool that most people associate with F 

connector installation is the hex crimp tool, 

which comes in a variety of shapes and types. 
These tools have one thing in common, they all 
have a hex size somewhere around .324/.326 
across the flats. This crimp size and the 3/8-32 
thread in the nut of the connector are a few of 
the standards in CATV. 

It has been my experience that a high per-
centage of the problems associated with F 
connectors are due to maladjusted or worn 
crimping tools. All F connectors in this size 
range are designed to be crimped to a maxi-
mum size of .330"—that is after the connector 
is crimped; the measurement across the flats 
of the connector should not exceed .330 in-
ches (Figure 1). Most people do not have 
access to a micrometer, but there is another 
way to check if the crimp tool is doing its job. 
While the connector is being crimped (that is, it 
is under load crimping the connector) you 
should try to look through the crack in front of 
the hex on the tool and you should see no light 
(Figure 2). Another way is to try to hold a piece 
of paper (dollar bill) in the crack in the jaws 
while the tool is under load crimping a con-
nector. If there is space seen or the paper will 
not stay in place; this indicates the tool jaws 
are not closing properly and therefore do not 
have a crimp size of .330 inches or less. This 
means the tool is either not adjusted properly, 
or that the tool is so worn that it should be 
replaced, or at least, rebuilt. 
Crimp tools do not last forever even when in 

normal use and wear out even faster when they 
are abused (used for a hammer or allowed to 
get rusty). It is important to check the crimp 
tools quite often (once a month), but even 
more important to educate the installers how to 
check their own crimp tools. It is easy to see 
that if your installers do not know how to check 
their own crimp tools, it is possible to have 
many man months worth of improperly in-
stalled F connectors in your system. 

Checking and maintaining integrity 
An overall check for properly installed con-

nectors that works quite well in the real world 
and requires no special fixtures is the 
following: Hold the drop cable in one hand 
without any looping (allow it to pass straight 
through your hand) and grasp the installed F 
connector in the center of your other hand and 
try to "pull off" the connector. This test does not 
rely on physical strength but on friction of the 
cable in one hand and the connector in the 
other. I found that it is nearly impossible to 
exert more than 40 pounds of pull in the above 
manner and a properly installed connector 
should not pull off the cable with less than 40 
pounds. This test not only checks the crimp 
but also checks connector selection, cable 
preparation and anything else that may affect 
the way a connector grips the cable. 
F connectors are becoming somewhat more 

complicated in their application. This is 
brought on by the advent of sealed connectors 
(which are more sensitive to cable size), more 
sizes of cable, and connectors that use other 
methods of application. We must upgrade the 
training of the people using these connectors 
and give them every "tool" possible to help 
them do their job. 
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Let's Talk CATV 
No matter where your system is... 
Antronix's ultra-reliable CATV products 
are just a phone call away through your 
local CATV distributor. You'll find a full 
selection in stock of subscriber drop mat-
erial, hardware, converters and two- and 
four-way output multi-taps. 

Each Antronix product is backed by a full 
one-year guarantee and each product is 
built, tested and quality assured to help 
reduce maintenance costs and service 
calls. 

For the name of your nearest Antronix 
distributor, just call us. We'll talk CATV 
with you. 

Annonix 
We're better engineered. 

Antronix Products are sold world wide under the Antronix brand name and private label-
ed for stocking distributors and OEM . for more information contact Antronix Sales, 
Gedi Corporate Park. Englishtown, N.J. 07726. Product development and warehouse. 
Two 10th Ave.. Spotswood, N.J. 08884. 

We'll talk CATV with you. 
201-446-2626 

anmonix Connecting the world of communications. 
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TAKE ALL THE GUESSWORK OUT OF 
TVRO INSTALLATIONS AND T.I. ANALYSIS 

WITH AVCOM'S NEW PSA-35 
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

ASK ANY TVRO DEALER WHO OWNS AN AVCOM PSA-35 PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER. 

With AVCOM's PSA-35 Por-
table Spectrum Analyzer you 
can measure and document 
TVRO system performance 
after installation or service. 
Troubleshoot system problems 
by observing output signals 
from LNA's, BDC's, Line Amps 
and Splitters, and other RF 
signal components. Measure 
block system signal balance. 

Identify and resolve Ter-
restrial Interference problems 
quickly and precisely by displaying offending signals 
on the PSA-35. Customers can be shown the nature of 
TI. problems for clearer understanding. 
AVCOM's high performance PSA-35 Spectrum 

Analyzer becomes even more attractive when price is 

considered. The PSA-35 is 
$1965. Nothing on the market 
offers its performance at a 
comparable price. 

Progressive TVRO Dealers, 
Repair Centers, and Manufac-
turers will find AVCOM's PSA-
35 Spectrum Analyzer to be an 
indispensable instrument for 
rapid testing and alignment of 
satellite equipment. Problems 
that might otherwise take 
hours, even days to resolve, 

can be identified and corrected in minutes, saving 
money and time, and reinforcing customers' con-
fidence and trust. In terms of time saved and customer 
good will, an AVCOM Spectrum Analyzer will pay for 
itself quickly. 

AVCOM'S PSA-35 SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
BECOMES EVEN MORE VERSATILE WHEN USED 

WITH THESE NEW ACCESSORIES! 
SSC-70 SIGNAL SAMPLER AND CALIBRATOR — 

AVCOM's new Signal Sampler and Calibrator, SSC-70, 
is designed for use with the AVCOM PSA-35 Portable 
Spectrum Analyzer. 
The first function of the SSC-70 is to sample TVRO 

downconverter IF signals in the 30 to 200 MHz range. 
The IF signal is looped through the SSC-70 between 
the downconverter and the satellite receiver. Tuning 

voltage present in the IF coax 
is passed from the receiver to 
the downconverter unaltered. 
The IF signal is sampled and is 
available on the "SAMPLED 
IF" F-fitting. The PSA-35 Spec-
trum Analyzer is connected to 

this port and the IF signal can be accurately measured 
and examined. 

If Terrestrial Interference filters are in the IF coax line, 
they can be tuned precisely so that video quality is 
preserved while T.I. is minimized. 

Also an internal oscillator operating at 70 MHz, with 
harmonics at 140 MHz and beyond provides a quick 
means of checking amplitude calibration and frequency 

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: AVCOM, 500 
Southlake Blvd., Richmond, VA 23236 or call (804) 
794-2500. To order, call, 1-800-446-2500. 

setting of the PSA-35 Spectrum Analyzer. Two output 
signal amplitude settings are available, one at -30 dBm 
and another at -50 dBm (at 70 MHz). The output level is 
selected by a front panel switch. The calibration 
oscillator is powered by the PSA-35 LNA/BDC power 
through the input connector. A front panel LED 
indicates when the oscillator is on. 
TISH-40 TERRESTRIAL INTERFERENCE SURVEY 

HORN —AVCOM's new Terrestrial Interference Survey 
Horn, TISH-40, is designed to be used in conjunction 
with the PSA-35 Portable Spectrum 
Analyzer for site surveys. 
The TISH-40 Terrestrial Interfer-

ence Survey Horn features 18 dB 
gain in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz range of 
frequencies. It is highly directional 
with high gain and rugged construc-
tion. Terrestrial Interference sources 
can be pinpointed quickly and 
accurately to increase the utility of the versatile PSA-35 
Spectrum Analyzer. 1/4-20 stainless nuts pressed into 
the flange make LNA assembly and disassembly quick 
and easy. 

Nr.061 

AVCOM's PSA-35 — THE MOST VALUABLE TEST 
INSTRUMENT YOU CAN BUY FOR INSTALLING 
AND SERVICING TVRO SYSTEMS!! 
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The changing faces of CATV SLMs 
By Glen K. Shomo Ill 
Vice President. R&D and Production, CornSonics Inc 

CATV signal level meter (SLM) evolution 
generally has been gradual, in response to 
periodic additions to RF spectrum usage as 
channel capacity and available programming 
grew. Although many SLM models have ap-
peared on the market and later replaced by 
others, most of the changes and improve-
ments until the past few years have been to 
internal circuitry design rather than to actual 
instrument features and capabilities. With ac-
ceptable reductions in cost and advance-
ments in density and performance of digital 
circuitry it is now cost-effective to begin to 
incorporate microprocessor-based instru-
ment functions and adjustments previously 
found only in expensive test equipment. 
A few recent SLM introductions utilize com-

puter circuitry to control keyboard entry of 
preset tuning, displayed values and function 
switching. Still further technological ad-
vancements and cost reductions in very re-
cent months have made possible a major step 
in SLM capability, utilizing some of the best 
and most desirable features from several dif-
ferent types of test equipment. To more fully 
appreciate these new developments, let us 
first go back and look at the evolution of signal 
level meters. 

SLM roots 
Early solid-state, and even vacuum tube 

signal level meters, generally employed very 
similar tuning and switching methods. Since 
the internal heterodyne method of the day was 
a single conversion process, these meters 
required input RF tuning to achieve image 
frequency rejection. In some models this was 
accomplished with variable capacitor or 
inductor-tuned RF inputs and local oscillators, 
with continuously variable tuning of both sec-
tions through a typical 54-217 MHz frequency 
range. Other models divided the tuning range 
into bands, selected by a front panel rotary 
switch. This switch changed local oscillator 
(LO) ranges and routed the input signals 
through separate input RF bandpass filters for 
each band. 

Most early meters had accuracies of ± 2 or 
± 3 dB with measurement ranges of — 30 to 
+ 30 dBmV. Front panel analog meters and 
linear detection circuits provided about 20 dB 
of readout range, of which only the upper 10 
dB could be used to achieve published mea-
surement accuracy. Signal level range switch-
ing was generally accomplished with a front 
panel in-line slide switch or rotary-type input 
RF attenuators. Among other reasons, the 
rotary-type attenuator is generally used in 
newer SLM designs due to its cylindrical 
shape, which requires much less front panel 
space. 
Typical failures in these early meters were 

found in the many mechanical devices used 
for tuning, and frequency band and level 

switching. Both types of level switching at-
tenuators have always been sources of inter-
mittent or unreliable operation, being directly 
subjected to dust and dirt, moisture, and just 
plain hard and frequent use. Because early 
meters employed mechanical tuning, variable 
capacitors and rotary range switches also be-
came typical failure items. Some used a sys-
tem of complex plastic gear-driven mecha-
nisms that frequently broke and required care-
ful replacement and realignment. 

Reliability and accuracy Improve 
With the development of lower distortion 

solid-state devices and improved balance 
mixer circuits, later SLM versions incorporated 
broadband RF input CAN converter-type tun-
ing. These units typically employ dual con-
version signal processing with UHF or higher 
first IF frequencies to eliminate image fre-
quency interference problems. The develop-
ment of this type of conversion method, utiliz-
ing a (DC) varactor-tuned local oscillator, 
greatly simplified input RF and LO tuning with 
corresponding improvements in reliability and 
reduction in size and cost. Tuning ease and 
stability also were improved with the intro-
duction of automatic fine tuning (AFT) inte-
grated circuits, developed for and adapted 
from television receivers. 
DC voltage-tuned varactor circuits greatly 

reduced the cost and complexity of con-
tinuously variable tuning components, re-
quiring only a DC potentiometer control, which 
typically exhibits better reliability and stability 
compared to mechanically variable capaci-
tors or inductors. Varactor tuning also made 
possible relatively simple push-button tuning. 
However some early versions of this push-
button approach were very prone to tempera-
ture and mechanical drifting due to course 
potentiometer tuning adjustments and drift in 
DC circuits used to set the DC voltage for each 
channel or frequency band. 

Later generation meters also improved in 
accuracy, ±1 to ± 1.5 dB, tuning range, 5-450 
MHz, and level measurement range, typically 
— 40 to + 60 dBmV. Some models also pro-
vide tuning of 450-890 MHz with optional 
adapters. Provisions for external calibration 
was originally provided by a front panel com-
pensation or gain adjust control. The user ad-
justed the compensator at each channel and 
measurement level range according to num-
bers listed on a calibration chart periodically 
generated during laboratory recalibration. 
While this usually resulted in acceptable ac-
curacy, users often found this procedure cum-
bersome and time consuming and therefore 
ignored its use, or guessed at a "typical" set-
ting if no recently updated compensation set-
tings were available. 

Most models currently produced and sold 
provide an internal calibration source with a 
front panel connector output. To calibrate the 
unit this signal is connected to the RF input and 

'It is now cost-effective 
to begin to incorporate 
microprocessor-based 
instrument functions 
and adjustments 
previously found only 
in expensive test 
equipment' 

a front panel calibration control is adjusted to 
achieve a desired level meter readout accord-
ing to the specified source output level. These 
internal calibration sources are specified at 
one frequency only and the resulting meter 
accuracy, specified at ± 1 to ± 1.5 dB, is 
dependent on the actual temperature stability 
of the calibration source level and the variation 
of the SLM's input frequency response over 
temperature and time. Some newer models 
also provide digital readouts of tuned fre-
quency and signal level. Analog "peaking me-
ters" are included with digital level readouts for 
signal level peaking during tuning, which 
would be extremely difficult with only a digital 
numeric readout. Currently produced instru-
ments using analog level meters usually em-
ploy logging meter circuits that provide 20-30 
dB of range, with 1 dB per division meter 
graticule marks. 

A new generation: Microprocessor control 
A few microprocessor-based meters have 

been introduced during the past several 
years, providing automatic control of channel 
tuning, frequency and level readouts, and 
special measurements such as hum and 
carrier-to-noise ratio. Even with the power and 
capabilities of the microprocessor, these first-
generation computer-based SLMs still pos-
sess certain fundamental limitations that cost 
the user time and cause frustration, which can 
result in measurement errors. An operator still 
can read only one channel level at a time 
requiring multiple tuning, and possibly differ-
ent level setups, to read several channels. 
Even though push-button tuning has made 
channel jumping easier, all of us have wished 
for a simultaneous display of all channels 
when performing amplifier setup, system bal-
ance, or troubleshooting, something until now 
only an expensive spectrum analyzer could 
provide. In addition, no SLM, or even a spec-
trum analyzer for that matter, afforded the user 
a way to directly compare level readings at 
different amplifier or test point locations ex-
cept through written or photographic 
records—very inconvenient, time consuming 
and a possible source of errors as well. 
A recent introduction to the smart SLM mar-

ket, named the Window, was made by Corn-
Sonics. This CAN signal level measuring in-
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Panasonic presents another CATVcomponent both 
you and your subscribers will profit from. 

When you offer the new 
Panasonic VCS-1 switcher to 
your subscribers you're offer- • 
ing them more cable TV for 
their money. And a com-
ponent that can act as the 
control center of their entire 
video system. That adds up 
to not only more enjoyment 
for your subscribers but 

more monthly profits for you. 
The VCS-1 is an easy and 

affordable way for your sub-
scribers to record their CATV 
programs while they watch 
any one of four video sources. 
Video disc players, video 
games, video cameras, even 
computers that are connect-
ed to a television set, can 

each be easily viewed at 
the touch of a button. 

For easy accessibility and 
visibility, all the controls and 
LED indicators are on the 
front panel so the VCS-1 
stacks up nicely with other 
CATV components. What's 
more, the VCS-1 has no 
insertion loss and 65dB 



See us at The Western Cable Show. Booth #882. 
Or call: East-201-392-4109. 

West-415-672-2592. 

isolation to maintain your 
high standards of signal 
quality. The VCS-1 will also 
deliver your addressable 
signals, even when it is 
switched off. 
The VCS-1 is completely 

compatible with both non-
addressable and one-way 
addressable converters. But 

to really make the most of it, 
offer the VCS-1 with a 
Panasonic CATV converter. 
With infrared remote control, 
15 channel memory, two-
speed up and down scanning. 
Even an optional parental 
guidance key for controlling 
the channels children watch. 
After all, behind every 

Panasonic cable product lies 
25 years of cable know-how. 
The Panasonic CATV con-

verter and VCS-1 switcher. 
More for your subscribers, 
more for you. 

Panasonic 
Industrial Company 
Reader Service Number 24. 
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Cable Prep 
‘Products . The performance 
l'e° IL you need today 

% 
dependability 

and the 

you need 
tomorrow. 

• 

BEN HUGHES 
COMMUNIC AT ION PROM( C 

304 BOSTON POST ROAD. P.O. BOX AS. 
OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475 (2031 388-3559 

40' 
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Reprints work for you. 

For more information on this 
effective marketing tool, call: 

Peg Lehr, Production Coordinator, 

tri/Nr (303) 792-0023 

strument uses a new generation of digital cir-
cuitry, allowing internal microprocessor 
control of many instrument functions and ad-
justments previously required of the user. 
These include automatic tuning and scanning 
of all channels in a selected upstream or 
downstream spectrum, automatic level rang-
ing through the use of internally switched RF 
attenuators, self-calibrating at each mea-
surement frequency and temperature, and si-
multaneous vertical bar graph display of all 
measured channels on a large screen backlit 
LCD display. 
An additional feature is the ability to store 

several measured scans of all visual and aural 
channels in internal nonvolatile memory for 
later recall and comparison. The user can 
cycle through these "snapshots" at the press 
of a front panel key to compare system or test 
point locations, which should prove to be a 
valuable and time saving tool for system trou-
bleshooting and problem isolation. Since no 
user tuning or level setup is required, this will 
provide accurate pictures that can later be 
recalled if desired back at the office for display 
and discussion. 
Channel carriers are displayed in a vertical 

bar graph form with the height of each carrier 
bar proportional to measured signal strength. 
This continuously updating display allows the 
user to directly view the effects of his or her 
adjustments or the condition of all channels, 
greatly reducing time for level setups, reduc-
ing errors, and preventing the unknown and 
unintentional introduction of system problems. 
On-screen numeric or alphanumeric printout 
of channel number and frequency, and signal 
level of an individual channel selected by a 
keyboard-controlled screen curser helps pre-
vent operator reading errors. A separate dis-
play mode of an individual channel's visual 
and aural carriers also can be selected for 
channel setup operations. 

Temperature-stable accuracy over the en-
tire frequency range is assured through the 
use of an internal custom hybrid noise source 
and temperature measurement module, made 
possible by advancements in hybrid surface 
mount and thick film technologies. Self-
calibration occurs automatically when the in-
ternal processor detects a temperature 
change sufficient to require recalibration. User 
calibration and possible misadjustments are 
therefore eliminated. In addition to simplifying 
or eliminating user adjustments and providing 
previously unavailable system troubleshooting 
and setup features, another primary design 
goal in the Window was to prevent the unit from 
being difficult to learn and use, which is com-
mon to some complex multi-function 
computer-based instruments. Ergonomic 
considerations were designed into the widely 
spaced, color coordinated front panel mem-
brane keyboard, with tactile and audible feed-
backs. Help screens also are provided at the 
press of a HELP key, which calls up easy to 
read and understand descriptions of key-
board functions. As each key is pressed an 
explanation of that key's function appears on 
screen. 
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SAFE! FAST! EFFICIENT! 

Flpr  lc. In, 

WIRE & CABLE 

STAPLE 
GUN 

TACKERS 
FIT RIGHT IN 
for doing the CATV 

installation job RIGHT! 

*or 

4 Models Fit All Wires and Cables Ranging From 3 16" to 1 2" in Diameter. 

Rugged. reliable Arrow 
Wire & Cable Staple Gun 

Tackers are made of all-steel 
for lasting durability and engineered 
for safety, speed and efficiency with 

these built-in high performance features: 

• GROOVED GUIDE positions wires and 
cables for proper staple envelopment and Ake safe secure fastening. 

DRIVING BLADE automatically stops at the right 
height to prevent staple from damaging or cutting into wire 

or cable, 

• AUTOMATIC, SINGLE-STROKE COMPRESSION ACTION 
speeds up fastening, reduces installation time and 

minimizes hand fatigue. 

• PATENTED PRECISION-LOCKED MECHANISM ensures smooth. 
uninterrupted trouble-free performance. 

These outstanding features have made Arrow Wire & Cable Staple Gun Tackers 
the top choice in fastening tools of professional installation men in every field. including 

CATV. telephone electrical, electronics, communications, alarm systems and many more. 

THE RIGHT ARROW TACKER AND STAPLE SIZE TO USE FOR THE RIGHT CATV INSTALLATION: 

Uses 3/16" round 
crown staples in 38 

and 7/16" leg lengths - 
for diameters pp to 3/16". 

Uses 1/4 round 
crown staples in 9/32", 

3;8", 716 and 9/16" leg 
lengths - for diameters up to 1/4" 

Uses 5 16" round 
crown staples in 3/8", 

1 2" and 9'16" leg lengths 
- for diameters up to 5/16". 

Uses 1/2" flat 
' crown staples in 9/16", 
5,8 and 7 8 ' leg lengths 
- for diameters up to 1/2". 

For fastening ground wire - use 
Model T-18 with 3/8" leg staple 

For fastening RG-59 - use Model 
T-25 with 9/16" leg staple 

For fastening RG-6 - use Model 
T-37 with 9/16" leg staple 

or fastening RG-11 - use Model 
T-75 with 5 8" and 7 8" leg 
staples. 

Call your supplier or 
write for catalog & prices. 

_6 

aRROw FASTENER C OMPANY'  
 • 
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Portrait Of Madame A F Aude And Her Two Daughters. 1899 — Mary Cassatt 

ARE YOU PAYING MUSEUM PRICES ONLY TO 
WAIT TO GET A PRODUCT THAT DOESN'T FIT 

YOUR PICTURE-PERFECT SYSTEM? 
Casat Technology 
provides the video modulation and combining 
equipment you need, when you need it, and at 
the price you want to pay for it. 

FEATURES 
-Frequency Agility-No 
Stocking Requirement 

-Loop thru 45dBmV 
output (w/Active 
Combiner-55 to 
65dBmV) 

-All Front Panel 
Adjustments and 
Indicators 

-Includes Power Supply 
and UL Listing 

CASAT 1 
 4 

GUARANTEED 48 HOUR SHIPMENT after 
receipt of initial P.O. on all our standard 
products. 

PRICING THAT IMPROVES YOUR 
FINANCIAL PICTURE: 
We manufacture products that ensure you're 
getting the best price available. And we 
provide discounts, even when you order 
quantity one. 

THE RIGHT FEATURES, NOW, 
AT A PRICE 
YOU'LL LIKE! 

Raising Video Technology to a Fine Art 

CASAT TECHNOLOGY, Inc. 
6 Northern Blvd , Und 5, Amherst, NH 03031 
To Order, Call (603) 880-1833 

Reader Service Number 27. 



Microwave LOS path analysis 
The first part of this article (September 1985) 
presented the background and calculations 
for performing a microwave line-of-sight path 
analysis. In this installment, the computer pro-
gram for running the analysis on your PC is 
offered. 

By Lawrence W. Lockwood 
President. TeleResources 

The accompanying line-of-sight (LOS) pro-
gram can be used on any IBM PC or com-
patible. Although it is written in BASIC A it can 
be used with any BASIC with simple con-
versions. It requires only 4,700K bytes of 
memory. 

This program can be a particularly powerful 
tool in that it permits extremely easy use of 
"what if" techniques in the LOS problem anal-
ogous to the "what if" techniques used in 
spread sheet problems. As an example, path 
solutions can be very quickly determined for 
different values of K (the ratio of the effective 
Earth radius to the true Earth radius), different 
terminal locations, different tower heights, etc. 
A typical example of the program output of a 

LOS path analysis is seen in Figure 1. The top 
half of the figure presents the geographical 
path data and the resultant receiver tower 
height. This example does not consider an 
intervening obstacle, however, such a path 
analysis is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The 
bottom half of Figure 1 displays the program 
output for the system performance with C/N, 
S/N, etc. This analysis is not performed in 
Figures 2 and 3. 

Figure 1 

Frequency: 12825 MHz 
K factor: 1.333333 
Fresnel zone clearance factor: .6 
Distance between sites: 18.64 miles 
Altitude transmitter site above sea level: 
0 feet 

Altitude receiver site above sea level: 0 
feet 

Height of vegetation at receiving site: 0 
feet 

Height of transmitter antenna: 100 feet 
Height of receiver antenna: 45.15656 feet 

Transmitter power in dBm: 30 
Gain of transmitting antenna in dB: 40 
Gain of receiving antenna in dB: 40 
Power level at receiving antenna in dBm: 

-34.14835 
Noise factor of receiver: 12.6 
Bandwidth of receiver in hertz: 1.5E + 07 
Noise power level in dBm: -91.19949 
Carrier-to-noise ratio: C/N = 57.05115 
dB 

Video bandwidth in hertz: 4500000 
Signal-to-noise ratio: S/N = 68.26964 dB 

A significant consideration is that this pro-
gram requires no documentation to use it—it 
is "self driven." All the instructions for its use 
are contained in the program and appear as 
prompts during its use. For example, when the 
program calls for the transmission path length, 
if it is known it is entered; if not the coordinates 

are called for and the path length is deter-
mined and entered automatically. The same 
procedure is used for K and the Fresnel zone 
factor. When they are called for, the program 
presents values of 4/3 and 0.6 respectively. If 
different values are desired they are entered in 
response to request. Figures 2 and 3 show 

Microwave line-of-sight program 

(LOS) 

L 10 PRINT 
L 20 PRINT 
L 30 PRINT 
L 40 PRINT 

50 INPUT "FREQUENCY IN MHZ";N 
L 60 PRINT "FREQUENCY IN MHZ" 
L 70 PRINT 

80 PRINT "IF K FACTOR IS 4/3 ENTER 
90 INPUT "K FACTOR";K 
100 IF 10,0 COTO 120 
110 K.4/3 

L 120 PRINT "K FACTOR" ;K 
130 PRINT 
140 PRINT "IF FRESNEL CLEARANCE ZONE 
R NEW VALUE" 
150 INPUT "FRESNEL ZONE CLEARANCE 
160 IF FZ>0 COTO 180 
170 EZ..6 

L 160 PRINT "FRESNEL ZONE CLEARANCE 
L 190 PRINT 

200 PRINT "IF DISTANCE BETWEEN SITES 
E" 
210 
220 
230 
D,E 
240 

L 250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
,F,G 

L 320 PRINT "LATITUDE,LONGITUDE, RECEIVER SITE IN DEGREES,MINUTES,SECONDS" 
330 GOSUB 1530 
340 J=B+C.D 
350 PRINT "RECEIVER LATITUDE IA MINUTES";J 
360 RL.E.F.G 
370 PRINT "RECEIVER LONGITUDE IN MINUTES";RL 

380 L.H—J 
390 PRINT "LATITUDE DISTANCE IN VINUTES";L 
400 >1.(I—RL) 4COS(S.3.141593/180) 
410 PRINT "LONGITUDE DISTANCE IN MINUTES";M 
420 A..(L24.02) ^ .5 
430 PRINT "TRANSMITTER PATH IN MINUTES" ;A 
440 A.A 0 (6o76.11549./528o) 

L 450 PRINT "DISTANCE BETWEEN SITES:";A;"MILES" 

L 460 PRINT 
470 INPUT "HEIGHT IN FEET OF TRANSMITTER ANTENNA" ¡T 
480 INPUT "ALTITUDE TRANSMITTER SITE IN FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL" ;Y 

L 490 PRINT "ALTITUDE TRANSMITTER SITE ABOVE SEA LEVEL:";Y;"FEET" 
L 500 PRINT 

510 INPUT "ALTITUDE RECEIVER SITE IN FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL";Z 
L 520 PRINT "ALTITUDE RECEIVER SITE ABOVE SEA LEVEL:";Z;"FEET" 
L 530 PRINT 

540 PRINT "IF THERE IS AN OBSTACLE IN THE TRANSMISSION PATH, ENTER 1 BUT IF THE-
E IS NO OBSTACLE IN THE TRANSMISSION PATH ENTER 0" 
550 INPUT "IS THERE AN OBSTACLE IN THE PATH";1( 
560 IF )(>0 COTO 570 ELSE 770 
570 PRINT "IF DISTANCE BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND OBSTACLE IN MILES IS NOT 
TER 0 OR IF KNOWN ENTER VALUE" 
580 INPUT "DISTANCE BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND OBSTACLE IN MILES";P 
590 IF P>0 COTO 720 
600 INPUT "LATITUDE,LONGITUDE, OBSTACLE IN DEGREES,MINUTES,SECONDS", , ,': 
610 PRINT "LATITUDE,LONGITUDE, OBSTACLE IN DEGREES,MINUTES,SECONDS" 
620 GOSUB 1530 
630 LA.B.C.D 
640 PRINT "OBSTACLE LATITUDE IN MINUTES"; LA 
650 LO.E.F.G 
660 PRINT "OBSTACLE LONGITUDE IN MINUTES"; LO 
670 PRINT 
680 L.H—LA 

TAB(20) "MICROWAVE LINE OF SIGHT PROGRAM" 
TAB(25) "LAWRENCE W. LOCKWOOD" 
TAB(30) "(C) 1984" 

o BUT IF DIFFERENT ENTER NEW VALUE" 

FACTOR IS 0.6 ENTER U BUT IF DIFFERENT ENTE 

FACTOR"; FL 

FACTOR";EZ 

IS NOT KNOWN ENTER 0 OR IF KNOWN ENTER VALU 

INPUT "DISTANCE BETWEEN SITES";A 
IF A.0 COTO 230 ELSE 450 
INPUT "LATITUDE,LONGITUDE. TRANSMITTER SITE IN DEGREES,MINUTES,SECONDS";B,C, 

,F,C 
SeB.C/60 
PRINT "LATITUDE,LONGITUDE, TRANSMITTER SITE IN DEGREES, MINUTES,SECONDS" 
GOSUB 1530 

PRINT "TRANSMITTER LATITUDE IN VINS.";H 
I.E.F.G 
PRINT "TRANSMITTER LONGITUDE IN KIRS.";  
INPUT "LATITUDE,LONGITUDE, RECEIVER SITE IN DEGREES,MINUTES,SECONDS";B,C,D,E 
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690 Mm(I-L0)*COS(S*3.141593/180) 
700 P.(1.."2...M -2) - .5 
710 P=1,4 (6076,115499/5280) 

720 PRINT "DISTANCE BETWEEN TRANSMITTER AND OBSTACLE;";?;' 11.. 
730 PRINT 
740 INPUT "HEIGHT OF OBSTACLE IN FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL";:, 
750 PRINT "HEIGHT OF OBSTACLE ABOVE SEA LEVEL";C;"FEET" 
760 PRINT 
770 INPUT "HEIGHT OF VEGETATION AT RECEIVING SITE IN FEET";V 
780 PRINT "HEIGHT OF VEGETATION AT RECEIVING SITE:"01;"FEET" 
790 PRINT 
800 PRINT 
810 HT."! 
820 HT.HT-1 
830 01m(3.K 8HT/2)".5 
840 D2.0-01 
850 IF 01>A GOTO 920 

860 FR1mFZ.2277*(1)1•02/N/A)'.5 
870 IF (T-HT)<(FR1.V) GOTO 820 
880 H2.2/K/3e(02 ^2) 
890 R.FR1. 11.112.Y-Z 
900 IF X>0 GOTO 960 
910 IF X.0 GOTO 1460 
920 IF /DO GOTO 1390 

930 FR2mFZ ,2277 1, (1/N)".5 
940 R.FR2.1.1 
950 GOTO 1460 
960 HOm2/K/3 1, (P *2) 

970 FR2.FZ•2277 ,q(A-PP,P/N/A) ^ .5 
980 IF P>D1 GOTO 1030 
990 IF (Q-Y.FR2)>(T-H0) GOTO 1010 
1000 GOTO 1460 
1010 R.(FR2•0-Y-FR1-HT.H0) ,A/P.FRI.V.H2..Y-Z 
1020 GOTO 1460 
1030 HRm2/K/3 11 )(A-P) ^2) 
1040 RA.(FR2.0-Y-FR1-HT.HRP.A/P.FR1.V.H2.Y-Z 
1050 IF (Q-Y.FR2)>(FR1...H2-HR) COTO 1070 
1060 COTO 1460 
1070 R.RA 
1080 GOTO 1450 

1090 INPUT "TRANSMITTER POWER IN DBM";PT 
1100 PRINT "TRANSMITTER POWER IN OHM: ";PT 
1110 PRINT 
1120 INPUT "GAIN CF TRANSMITTING ANTENNA IN *.IP";ST 
1130 PRINT "GAIN OF TRANSMITTING ANTENNA IN DR: 
1140 PRINT 

1150 INPUT "GAIN OF RECEIVING ANTENNA IN DB"; -..F 
1160 PRINT "GAIN OF RECEIVING ANTENNA IN DB: ";GR 
1170 PRINT 
1180 FR.pr+(ST.GR-20fLociiii3.141”3 1, (A.1610i;)/(1:,,-.? ,...,.. -

1190 PRINT "POWER LEVEL AT RECEIVING ANTENNA IN DB'/: 
1200 PRINT 
1210 INPUT "NOISE FACTOR OF RECEIVER";NF 
1220 PRINT "NOISE FACTOR OF RECEIVER: ";NF 
1230 PRINT 
1240 INPUT "BANDWIDTH OF RECEIVER IN HEFTZ";BW 
1250 PRINT "BANDWIDTH OF RECEIVER IN HERTZ: ";OW 
1260 PRINT 
1270 NP.10 ,,LOG(293*(1.37E-23)BONF)'LOG!1043C 
1280 PRINT "NOISE POWER LEVEL IN DBM: ";NP 
1290 PRINT 
1300 CN.PR-NP 
131C PRINT "CARRIER TO NOISE PATIO: C/N 
1320 PRINT 
1330 INPUT "VIDEO BANDWIDTH IN HERTZ";BV 
1340 PRINT "VIDEO BANDWIDTH IN HERTZ: ";BV 
1350 PRINT 
1360 SN.CN•10*LOG (BW/(2*EV) ) /LOG ( 1 0 49 
1370 PRINT "SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: S/N r ";SN;"DB" 
1380 END 

1390 HRm2/K/3*((A-P)"2) 
1400 FR2.FZ.2277*((1"(A-P)/N/A)'.5) 
141c FR 1.FZ.2277*(1/N)".5 
1420 IF (Q-Y-HR)<FR1•(Z-Y) GOTO 1450 
1430 R.(0-Y.FR2-(FR1.Z-Y)-HP)*A/P.FR1 
1440 IF R>FP.1.V GOTO 1460 
1450 RmER1.11 
1460 PRINT "HEIGHT OF TRANSMITTER ANTENNA:" 

1470 PRINT ,T "FEET" 

1480 PRINT "HEIGHT OF RECEIVER ANTENNA:" 
1490 PRINT ,R "FEET" 
1500 PRINT 
1510 PRINT 
1520 GOTO 1090 
1530 PRINT "LATITUDE",B"DEGREES",C"MINUTES",D"SECONDS" 

1540 PRINT "LONGITUDE",E"DEGREES",F"MINUTES",G"SECONDS" 
1550 PRINT 
1560 Elm60.8 
1570 0.0/60 
1580 Em60•E 
1590 G.0/60 
1600 RETURN 

NOTE: The Program can be used with or without a printer. AS shown it does not 

drive a printer hut presents the results on th display screen only. By 

chanainn each PRINT command te an LnDN' command where noted with an L. 

the Program will drive a printer. 

Figure 2 

Frequency: 2174 MHz 
K factor: 1.333333 
Fresnel zone clearance factor: .6 

Latitude, longitude, transmitter site in 
degrees, minutes, seconds 

Latitude: 41 degrees, 49 minutes, 31 
seconds 

Longitude: 71 degrees, 24 minutes, 37 
seconds 

Latitude, longitude, receiver site in 
degrees, minutes, seconds 

Latitude: 41 degrees, 47 minutes, 46 
seconds 

Longitude: 71 degrees, 20 minutes, 51 
seconds 

Distance between sites: 3.806761 miles 
Altitude transmitter site above sea level: 

10 feet 
Altitude receiver site above sea level: 50 

feet 
Distance between transmitter and 

obstacle: 3.27 miles 
Height of obstacle above sea level: 140 

feet 
Height of vegetation at receiving site: 55 

feet 

Height of transmitter antenna: 416 feet 
Height of receiver antenna: 122.958 feet 

Figure 3 

Frequency: 2174 MHz 
K factor: .5 
Fresnel zone clearance factor: .6 
Distance between sites: 3.806761 miles 
Altitude transmitter site above sea level: 

10 feet 
Altitude receiver site above sea level: 50 

feet 
Distance between transmitter and 

obstacle: 3.27 miles 
Height of obstacle above sea level: 140 

feet 
Height of vegetation at receiving site: 55 

feet 

Height of transmitter antenna: 416 feet 
Height of receiver antenna: 122.6785 feet 

examples of this capability. They are solutions 

of the same path, but in Figure 3 a different 

value of K is used and the path distance is 

entered instead of the coordinates as shown in 

Figure 2. 

The program can be used with or without a 

printer. As shown it does not drive a printer but 

presents the results on a display screen only. 

The use of this program without a printer allows 

for many quick "what if " solutions before the 

desired ones are printed. By changing each 

PRINT command in the program to an LPRINT 

command (noted with an L in the left margin) it 

will drive a printer. I 
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Introducing 
The Secure System From 

General Electric. 

Atite 

GENERAL 
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The CombandSystem. 
Cable operators lose an estimated 700 million dollars 
every year because of signal theft. Now, the best wea-
pon in the war against signal piracy is here. It's Corn-
band, the most secure system in the cable industry. 

Modular in design, the Comband rm system gives 
you the features you've asked for. It's a one-way addres-
sable baseband converter that's competitive with any 
product on the market. It gives you control, flexibility 
and tamper-proof security in one stereo-ready package. 

Add the Comband decoder and the inherent 
scrambling of the bandwidth compression process 
makes signal theft virtually impossible. With Corn-
band, unauthorized programs cannot be seen or heard. 

We've also added other security features such as 
the Technician's Set-Up Unit.This is a portable device 

that assigns the address code and initial authorization 
parameters, machine to machine. It puts dishonest 
installers out of business. 

The design of the Comband system allows you to 
control when, and to what extent, you upgrade your 
operation.You satisfy yourself, your franchising au-
thorities and your subscribers in a matter of weeks or 
months.You increase your revenues, lower your operat-
ing expenses and get a faster return on your investment. 

To fully appreciate the Comband system's ad-
vantage, you have to see it in operation. For a Corn-
band Express demonstration, call Ron Polomsky at 
1-800-GE-CABLE. 

Call for the Comband system today. And see how to 
lock out signal pirates before you have to lock them up. 

Reader Service Number 28. 

"GE" is a registered trademark of General Electric Company. 



Using computer-aided design 
By Jim H. Walworth 
Engineering Consultant. Tampa Microwave Lab 

Computer-aided design (CAD) has been 
available for a number of years to large aero-
space companies that could justify $5,000 to 
$30,000 for computer software. In the early 
years computers themselves were so expen-
sive that engineering departments time-
shared the company's data processing equip-
ment. Later as the timesaving merits of CAD 
became more recognized, engineering de-
partments were able to purchase their very 
own computer system and CAD software. 
Now in the age of the personal computer 

(PC), some very good programs have become 
available to the individual engineer at prices 
he can afford. RF and microwave CAD PC 
software programs can vary from $300 to 
$10,000 depending on the sophistication of 
the program. Selecting the best software for 
your individual needs in most cases is a diffi-
cult task. The low-cost program used in the 
examples in this article can meet about 90 
percent of the analysis needs of a sophisti-
cated designer. 
The type analysis program most used by RF 

and microwave designers is classified as a 
"two-port" or "S-parameter" program. This 
type is chosen simply because the most avail-
able transistor manufacturers data is in S-
parameters. (Their device data is S-param-
eters, the easiest data type to consistently 
measure.) The better two-port programs also 
have an optimization option that allows "tweak-
ing" to a desired performance. This means that 
a designer armed with a transistor manufac-
turer's data and some ball park component 
values can "let the computer do the work." 
(This article is not intended as a tutorial in the 
use of S-parameters, but merely to demon-
strate their use as an example design.) 
The program used in the examples in this 

article is called "MOP," for "microwave op-
timization program." The program is not lim-
ited to the microwave region since its internal 
frequency units can be set from the default 
GHz to MHz or Hz. Other parameter units can 
be changed in the built-in editor. For example, 
if you prefer to work in (microhenry) instead 
of nH (nanohenry) you simply type "UH" and 

Figure 1: Amplifier topology with initial values 

I —1— 

ZO = 50, VP = .7 

TL OPT .5 inch 

Port 11 CP OPT 4pF 

0  

Parallel feedback 
— — — — — 

TL OPT .5 inch 

ZO = 50, VP = .7 

OPT 
400 12 

Input match 

MRF571 

Port 2 

OPT 
 2.2 

pF 

PTCP 1 

Series feedback 

o 

carriage return while in the editor. Likewise pF 
can be changed to µF, F, etc. 
To demonstrate the utility of MOP, a practi-

cal amplifier design will be optimized. The 
steps to follow in the design while "cheating" 
with optimization are: 

1) Choose the proper transistor. 
2) Choose a topography and some ball 

park values. Usually someone else's design 
with perhaps a different transistor will do. The 
best way, however, is to study some of the 
publications on transistor amplifier design us-
ing S-parameters. 

3) Use a word processor or simple editor to 
create a device file containing the transistor's 
S-parameters. 

4) Using MOP's editor, code the circuit in 
the proper format for the program to analyze it. 

5) Optimize the circuit by responding to 
MOP's request for weights and goals. 

Table 1 
10 LEN= .5 40 R = 3.3 

20 R = 400 40 C = 2.2 

60 C = 4 

70 LEN = .5 

S-matrix in magnitude and phase 

11 12 21 22 

Freq. Mag. Ang. dB Ang. dB Ang. Mag. Ang. 

0.950 0.262 -175.6 -16.28 -20.1 11.60 48.6 0.380 -24.2 

1.200 0.227 -114.5 -15.33 -38.4 10.38 14.4 0.415 -62.0 

1.450 0.514 -108.9 -15.40 -58.0 8.15 -19.6 0.408 -98.1 

The optimization used in this program is a 
gradient search technique. This means that 
we weigh the parameters of the amplifier as to 
which ones are most important to us and es-
tablish a goal of the desired gain of the circuit. 
MOP does an initial analysis with the start 
values you supply (result #1). Then the pro-
gram changes the components to be opti-
mized by a small amount and re-analyzes the 
circuit (result #2). An error function is then 
calculated based on the difference of result 
#1 and the desired parameters you specified. 
Based on a comparison of result #2 and result 
#1, MOP knows which direction (larger or 
smaller) and approximately how much to 
change the variable values for an improve-
ment in the circuit performance. By specifying 
the number of iterations you can control how 
long and how close this program will search for 
the desired performance. 

Let's consider a design example. Figure 1 
shows the intended circuit to be analyzed and 
optimized. Only the RF components are 
shown. Their starting values are shown to the 
side of "OPT." 

1) The Motorola MRF571 transistor is a low-
cost transistor that can provide nearly 10 dB 
gain at 1,500 MHz. This should be a good 
transistor for a gain block in a 950 to 1,450 
MHz BDC IF. 

2) A reasonable topography for a wide-
band amplifier is the "series/parallel" feed-
back type. This configuration uses frequency 
selective series feedback in the emitter and 
frequency selective parallel feedback around 
the collector to base. These two frequency 
selective networks allow the gain of the device 
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ATTENTION CABLE SYSTEM OPERATORS, MANAGERS 
AND ENGINEERS 

AN OPEN LETTER FROM THE SCTE. 

St CTE 
SCTE CHAPTERS AND MEETING GROUPS 
Appalachia Mid-America Chapter 
Contact: Ron Mountain. President 
(717) 684-2878 
P.O. Box 129 
Marietta. Pa. 17547 

Chattahoochee Chapter 
Contact: Gary Donaldson. President 
(404) 949-7370 
P.O. Box 76339 
Atlanta, Ga. 30358 

Delaware Valley Chapter 
Contact: Bev Zane  
(215) 674.4800 

P.O. Box 282 
Jamison. Pa. 19829 

Golden Gate Chapter 
Contact: Pete Petrovich, President 
(415) 463-0807 
P.O. Box 455 
Pleasanton, Calif. 94566 

Contact: Andy Neale 
CHoudson Valley Chapter 

Healey. 
(914) 561-7880 
P.O. Box 72 
Newburgh, N.Y. 12550 

North Jersey Chapter 
Contact: Ed Buckman 
(201) 239-8183  
P.O. Box 3522 
Wayne. N.J. 07470 

Rocky Mountain Chapter 
Contact: Joe Thom as 
(303) 466-7376  
P.O. Box 9401 
Englewood. Colo. 80111 

Capitol Cities Meeting Gix" 
Contact: Randy Paschak c  
(202) 338-8556 
2004 6th St. South 
Arlington. Va. 22204 

Florida Meeting Group 
Contact: Richard Kim 
(813) 924-8541  

P.O. Box 7835 
Sarasota, Fla. 34278 

Dear Fellow Members of the Cable Industry, A recent survey conducted by Cable Television Business of industry engineering 
executives revealed that "training technical personnel" was their major headache. 
"Finding high-quality technical personnel" was listed as their second largest 
headache, outranking "negotiating pole rates" and "makeready." Not suprisingly, a 
separate survey revealed "finding qualified personnel" was also at the top of the 

system manager's list of headaches. The Society of Cable Television Engineers has been working since its 
organization in 1969 to remedy these headaches. In an effort to reach and educate 
our industry's technical community at all levels, the SCTE initiated its Chapter 
Development Program. There are currently 16 local SCIE Chapters and Meeting 
Groups holding bimonthly training seminars across the country • These local groups, 

while supported by the national organization, are staffed by volunteers who 
recognize the role that the dissemination of technical information can play in 
improving system operation and in decreasing maintenance costs. Many engineers 

and technicians in your area are donating considerable time and effort to put 
together these educational programs and make them available to your staff. 
SCIE Chapters and Meeting Groups present well-structured seminars with full 

agendas and qualified instructors discussing industry technical issues ranging from 
simple procedures that can extend the life of cable drops to compliance with the 
FCC's new mies on signal leakage. There are also opportunities following each 
program for fellow engineers and technicians to discuss common problems and 
learn of solutions and procedures that have been implemented at other systems. 

However, in order to continue providing these training sessions in your area, 
SCIE Chapters and Meeting Groups need your support. We are not asking for 
financial support, we need your support in encouraging your staff to attend and 
participate in our industry's technical training process. The benefits are 
bidirectional. The local SCIE grows stronger and more effective through increased 
participation, and your company's operation benefits from better educated and more 
contented employees at minimal expense. You could rotate sending one or two of 
your staff to each meeting and have them report to the others, or make seminar 

attendance an incentive for good job performance. Still not convinced? Then we invite you to attend one of the training sessions 
and see for yourself the quality educational programs SCTE provides. We sincerely 

hope to see you and/or members of your staff at upcoming meetings. 
Best Regards, 
William Riker 
Executive Vice President 

SCTE National 

Midlands Cable Training Association 
Contact: John Page 
P.O. Box 1113 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 51502 

New England Meeting Group 
Contact: Bartlett C 

American Riley,)ri3cnC 7P7 B bIseisdyesnttems 

The Willard Building 
1266 Furnace Brook 
Quincy. Mass. 02169 

North Central Texas Meeting Group 
Contact: Lynn Watson. President 
(214) 241-1421 
Showtime/The Movie Channel 
2775 Villa Creek Dr., Suite 250 
Dallas, Texas 75234 

Southern California Meeting Group 
Contact: Joe Girard 
(213) 208-2340 
P.O. Box 378 
Van Nuys, Calif. 91411 

South Lake meeting Group 

Contact: Scott Weber 
(219) 464-2288  
P.O. Box 488 
Valparaiso, 1rl -n_. 46383 

The Cactos  Meeting Group 
Contact: Bill Down 
(800) 528-0199 
Gilbert Engineen'ng 
5310 W. Camelback 
Glendale. Ariz. 85301 

West Texas Meeting Group 

Contact: Jim McCain  
(915) 267-2340 
P.O. Box 1871 
Big Springs, Texas 79721 
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Figure 2 

cl 
>  

Input 

Cl, C3, C6 

C2 

C4, C5 

R1 

R2 

R3 

102 

TL1 R1 

TL2 
R3 R4 

+15 V 

 I I- CDI-‹ 
C6 

R2 R5 17C4 IR6 iC5 

-200 pF chip capacitor 

-1.6 pF chip capacitor 

-1.1 pF chip capacitor 

-4.3 w resistor 

-680 (2 resistor 

-200 SI chip resistor 
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R4 -560 12 V8 w resistor 

R5, R6 -15 12 chip resistor 

TL1 -.60" x .125" microstrip line 

TL2 -.55" x .125" microstrip line 

Board -1 oz. copper clad, double-sided, 
.0625 thick glass Teflon board 

Table 2 
Var. no. 1 .509945 Var. no. 3 6.89534 Var. no. 5 

Var. no. 2 225.748 Var. no. 4 2.20098 Var. no. 6 

Final analysis follows: 

2.68589 

.269428 

0.950 0.420 -164.3 -14.69 -12.4 9.10 84.1 0.275 17.0 

1.200 0.335 -171.1 -13.76 -18.0 8.98 60.5 0.334 -9.4 

1.450 0.208 -154.7 -12.60 -27.7 8.92 33.1 0.426 -38.1 

Table 3 
Var. no. 1 .549845 Var. no. 

Var. no. 2 199.292 Var. no. 

Final analysis follows: 

0.950 

1.200 

1.450 

0.283 

0.157 

0.105 

168.6 

134.2 

-6.7 

3 7.94897 

4 2.21123 

-13.67 

-12.87 

-12.02 

Var. no. 5 1.66819 

Var. no. 6 .590509 

-24.6 8.96 

-33.9 9.06 

-46.2 9.05 

79.1 

52.0 

21.1 

0.173 19.1 

0.189 -14.4 

0.215 -48.2 

o be "flattened out" across a very broad band. 
The input impedance of the device is matched 
by the shunt capacitor and the series trans-
mission line on the input. (A more detailed 
discussion of impedance matching is not 
within the scope of this article. However, the 
technique to determine the match is straight-
forward. MOP provides the calculations for the 
conjugate reflection coefficient in its "PRINT" 
output feature.) 

3) The S-parameters must be saved in the 
proper format in a "device" file on disk prior to 
running any CAD program. 

4) One of the features of this program is the 
ability to use free format entry of the circuit 
description. When the prompt "BEGIN" ap-
pears the amplifier can be entered by typing: 

TL 50 OPT .7 RS OPT DEV 1 MRF571 PAR 
PTCP SER OPT 1000 OPT HOLD 1 CP OPT TL 
50 OPT .7 USE 1 .95 1.2 1.45 

Next the editor prompt will appear allowing 
the circuit to be listed and changed if neces-
sary. The listing associated with the preceding 
input is: 
10 TL CAS 50 OPT 0 .7 0 0 
20 RS CAS OPT 0 
30 DEV 1 PAR MRF571 
40 PTCP SER OPT 0 1000 OPT 0 
50 HOLD 1 
60 CP CAS OPT 0 
70 TL CAS 50 OPT 0 .7 0 0 
80 USE 1 CAS 
FREQUENCIES: .95 1.2 1.45 
The MOP editor will use predesignated de-

fault values when one is lazy or forgets all the 
necessary entries (such as the assumed CAS 
connection if not specified otherwise). Lines 
10 and 20 describe the parallel feedback net-
work of a transmission line in series with a 
resistor. Line 30 describes the transistor as a 
two-port device named MRF571 in parallel 
with the previous circuitry (lines 10 and 20). 
Line 40 is a parallel tuned circuit with R, L, C 
values given. The parallel circuit is placed in 
series with the previous circuit (lines 10, 20 
and 30). In this case L is made very high so it 
will not appear in the circuit analysis. 

Line 50 tells the program to store the circuit 
built up to that point as a two-port in storage 
location "1." Next starting at the very input 
terminals of the amplifier, the components and 
two-port are cascaded. Line 60 is a capacitor 
in parallel, followed by a transmission line, 
followed by the two-port stored in 1 (line 80). 
The "OPT" tells the computer to begin with 

the user specified starting values and optimize 
for best performance. In this case the values 
indicated in Figure 1 are specified with a re-
quest of a gain of 9 dB across the .95 GHz to 
1.45 GHz band. The initial result with the start-
ing values is shown in Table 1. 

After 27 iterations the program prints the 
values and test results found in Table 2. Notice 
that the gain (S21) originally rolled off more 
than 2 dB over the band, but now varies less 
than 0.18 dB. 
Table 3 shows the values and results 

achieved by running the program with 12 more 
iterations and weighting S11 (input VSWR) 
much more heavily than S21. Requesting the 
"PRINT" output option the input and output 
VSWR (IVSWR and OVSWR) are computed by 
the program as follows: 

Freq. Input VSWR 

0.950 1.790 

1.200 1.373 

1.450 1.234 

Output VSWR 

1.419 

1.466 

1.546 

Note that this amplifier is flat to within 0.1 dB 
and has input and output VSWR less than 1.8:1 
across the band. 
The final values can now be substituted into 

the amplifier design and a real world sche-
matic derived. Figure 2 illustrates such a de-
sign where the transmission lines are actually 
microstrip "traces" on the PC board. Since the 
MRF571 is a dual emitter device, the 7.95 ohm 
resistor is split to become two 15 ohm resistors 
in parallel (one on each emitter lead). The 2.2 
pF capacitor is likewise split to a 1.1 pF capac-
itor in each emitter. The parallel feedback net-
work is a 200 ohm resistor in series with a 
microstrip line .55 inches long on Teflon board. 
An example layout of this type amplifier can be 
obtained from Motorola by requesting engi-
neering bulletin EB-37. 

References: 
Application notes 95 and 154. Hewlett Packard, Palo 
Alto, Calif, 
Engineering bulletin EB-37, Motorola Semiconductor 
Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. 
MOP Instruction Manual, J.H. Walworth, Odessa. Fla, 
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DIE MOST MEMORABLE FEMME 
«THE NEW WATCHMAN II 
ISYOU CAN FORGET IT. 

The new Watchman' II is 
a worry free battery designed 
for CATV and other stand-
by power applications. You 
install it. You forget it. 
Here's why: 

The new Watchman [Fs 
AbsolyteTM sealed lead acid 
technology means no 
maintenance, and no main-
tenance cost. It means no 
climbing poles to service 
batteries. The Watchman II 
never needs watering, 
there's no acid spillage or 
corrosive fumes to damage 
electronics. And because 
it is sealed, you can use the 
Watchman II in any position, 
in any location, no matter 
how remote, even freezing 
will not hurt it. Unlike most 
standby batteries, Watchman 
11 thrives on cycling and 
can be cycled over 200 
times, even after being in 
day-after-day float service. 

For more information, 
and other technical data, 
write or call Bob Hasewinkle, 
Product Manager—Specialty, 
GNB Batteries Inc., 
PO. Box 64140, St. Paul, 
MN 55164, 612/681-5000. 

DNB' 
•Traclornark GNB Battens GNB Batteries Inc. 
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We Want To Be Your 
CONVERTERS (Buy and Sell) 
CONVERTER SERVICE, 
and 
CATV EQUIPMENT SERVICE 

*********** k****************** ****** 

* * * * 
* * Flash Bulletin * * 

** 

BRAD Tampa Now 

Accepting JERROLD 
1: Addressable Customers. 
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Major Source For 

We'll work closely with your engineers and installation teams 
to meet your special needs. 

Our 3 strategically located service centers (New York, 
Florida, Washington) are staffed with some of the best talent in 
the CATV industry. 

Our recently expanded customer service department assures 
you of personalized service. 

We deliver what you want, where you want, and when you 
want, and, at the RIGHT PRICE! 

1-800-382-BRAD 
IN NY 1-518-382-8000 

9325 Bay Plaza Blvd. 
Suite 209 

Tampa, FL 33619 
(813) 623-1721 

Corporate Headquarters 
1023 State Steet 

Schenectady, NY 12301 
(518) 382-8000 

THE 
CONVERTER 
MARKETPLACE " 

4630 Pacific Hwy. East 
Suite B-7 

Fife, WA 98424 
(206) 922-9011 



E:EF P RA E In S 
HIGH GAIN UPGRADE ELECTRONICS FOR JERROLD 20 SERIES, INCLUDING SJ 

QUALITY RF SERVICES proudly presents "P2" (power/doubling/paralleling). The term "P2" refers to two hybrids 
operating in parallel to reduce each individual hybrid's output levels by 3dB (half power), then combining the two 
hybrids levels for twice the normal output power, (3dB higher output levels) without increasing distortions. Latest 
generation hybrids also improve our "P2" specifications above any conventional amplifier available on the market 
today. This means a system can be upgraded for more channels without sacrificing engineering specifications. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

STATION FUNCTION 

TR. AMP 
W/ASC 
BR. AMP. 

TR. AMP 
— 

BR. AMP. 

TR. AMP 
W/ASC 
— 

TR. AMP 
— 
— 

TERM./INT. 
TR. BR. 
AMP. 

LINE 
EXTENDER 

STATION MODEL NUMBER AVAILABLE in Fe OR PUSH PULL ONLY 
PASSBAND 50 to 330 MHz 50 to 400 MHz 
RESPONSE FLATNESS (See Note 1) 
Trunk Amplifier ±.2dB ± .2dB ±.2dB ±.2dB 
Bridger or Distribution Amplifier ±.5dB ±.5dB ±.5dB ±.5d8 
MINIMUM FULL GAIN (See Note 2) 
Trunk Amplifier 29 or 31dB 30 or 32dB 29 or 31dB 30 or 32dB 
Bridger or Distribution Amplifier 30dB 30dB 28dB 
RECOMMENDED OPERATING GAIN at 330 MHz without equalizer 
Trunk IN to Trunk Out 26/22dB 26/22d9 edS its 
Trunk IN to Bridger (Distribution) OUT 40/34dB 40/34dB 

C 
38/32dB 26dB 

TYPICAL OPERATING LEVELS for 40 channels, with equalizers IN 9dBmV 

0  "011/22n 

9dBmV 10dBmV 
Trunk OUT 330 MHz Linear TILT 34 

dBmV 34//32°9ddrmV1 
3344//3209ddBBmmVv 

Trunk OUT 400 MHz Linear TILT 9dd:priT II 
Bridger (Distribution) OUT) 42dBm cI 

4ad 9 2d BrneV 49/42dBmV 48/42dBmV 
DISTORTION CHARACTERISTI ical 1.11 SS IIII 
2nd Order Bea s. , per° 

Trunk A B -84dB -85dB 
Bridger •n plIF -72dB 

l'ile --.1 
-70dB -71dB 

Composite Tri , IOW 
Trunk Amplifier 

-90dB • o -91dB 
k MHz -88dB 

Bridger or Distribution Amplifier Ira -67dB -69dB 
Cross Modulation 4dB 

leg) 

-64dB -62c18 -65dB 
HUM MODULATION (by 60 Hz line) 70dB ALL STATIONS 
MAXIMUM NOISE FIGURE without equalizers 3eHz 70dB 7.0dB 70dB 70dB 8.0dB 9.0dB 

400 MHz 7.5dB 7.5dB 7.5dB 7.5dB 9.0dB 9.5dB 
MANUAL GAIN CONTROL RANGE mimimum 
Trunk Amplifier 8dB 9dB 8dB 9dB 
Bridger or Distribution Amplifier 9dB 9dB 9dB 9dB 
OPTIONAL INPUT LEVEL PADDING AVAILABLE PLUG IN PADS S X P'S 
MANUAL SLOPE CONTROL RANGE, 

minimum In Bridger or Distribution Amplifier (Ch 2/36) 8dB 8dB 9dB 7dB 
AUTOMATIC SLOPE AND GAIN CONTROL 
For changes in cable (ref. to 330 MHz) +3/-3dB +3/-3dB 
Amplifier output at pilot frequency holds at ±.5dB ±.5dB 
CONTROL CARRIERS 

AGC factory tuned to Ch AS REQUESTED AS REQUESTED 
Operating Level, minimum/maximum dBmV SELECTABLE PLUG IN PAD S X F's 
THERMAL COMPENSATION for ambient changes in amplifier over °F. AVAILABLE AS OPTION 
THERMAL MATCH at 75 ohm Impedance 16dB MINIMUM ALL PORTS 
POWER REQUIREMENT (In Station Housing) Using OFIF-JPP2 

60 V System Watts 
Amps 

30 V System Watts 
Amps 

1.07A 1.02A .650A .590A .590A .505A 

DC OPERATING VOLTAGE (AVAILABLE IN -27V, ALSO) -23Vdc -23Vdc -23Vdc -23Vdc I -23Vdc -23Vdc 

(Quality RF Services is not a sales agent for Jerrold Electronics) 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
ACCESSORIES • EQUALIZERS AND PADS • REPAIR SERVICE • REPAIR SUPPLIES (PARTS) 

QUALITY R.F. SERVICES, INC. (IN FL.) 

1-800-327-9767 850 Park Way, Jupiter, Florida 33458 1-800-433-0107 
Reader Service Number 69. 

*Other Manufacturer's Modules Available 





Safe work practices in CATV 
Management and employees need to be re-
minded that an effective safety program is not 
only an integral part of the management of a 
cable system but ultimately can have a postive 
impact on the business's bottom line. This 
article will address the issue of safely, de-
scribing a specific safety training process and 
the importance of compliance with OSHA 
regulations. 

By Leo Garcia 
Corporate Safety Officer 
American Television 8. Communications Corp 

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 
1970 requires employers to provide for a safe 
and healthful work environment. The Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) 1910.268 specific-
ally addresses the training, equipment inspec-
tion and safe work practices that employers in 
the telecommunications industry must provide 
for employees. 

In addition to being mandated by law, safety 
measures also play an important role in em-
ployee morale. Morale often will suffer when an 
employee is hurt on the job. Fellow employees 
may worry about the financial impact the acci-
dent will have on the injured employee; the 
overtime they must work to cover the workload 
of the injured employee, or they may place 
blame for the accident on the company or the 
supervisor. Institution of appropriate safety 
measures can serve to mitigate these prob-
lems by reducing the number, frequency and 
severity of accidents. 

Lastly, cable television employees have a 
great deal of community contact, e.g., direct 
customer contact, driving high visibility vehi-
cles, community programming, etc. The man-
ner in which they conduct their business de-
termines how they are perceived by the com-
munity. If employees are perceived to be 
efficient and safety conscious, the resultant 
positive perception by the community may 
increase subscriber base and/or may help in 
recruiting employees who value positive cus-
tomer relations. 

Accidents: cost, causes, frequency 
When managers look at the direct costs of 

an accident (such as the medical bills), they 
are looking at the tip of an iceberg. The indirect 
costs of accidents are considerably greater 
than the direct costs. Indirect accident costs 
include increased overtime, damaged or lost 
equipment, lost productivity, retraining, acci-
dent investigation. Indirect costs of accidents 
are often four to 10 times higher than the direct 
cost. 
Two of the most common types of accidents 

in the cable industry involve pole climbing and 
ladder handling. These accidents do not just 
happen—they are caused by either unsafe 
acts or unsafe conditions. Some examples of 
unsafe acts include: lack of systematic em-

ployee training, horseplay, failing to inspect 
tools and equipment, improper lifting tech-
niques, improper body mechanics, failing to 
use personal protective equipment, etc. Un-
safe conditions arise from defective equip-
ment such as dull and misshaped gaffs; lad-
ders with cracked rails, broken rungs or other 
defects; clearance violations between power 
company plant and cable plant; improper 
clothing; adverse weather; physical fatigue; to 
name a few. 

Pole climbing and ladder handling acci-
dents rank second and third respectively in 
accident frequency; only vehicle accidents 
occur more often. Pole climbing accidents 
include falls, gaff puncture wounds and splin-
ters. Most pole climbing accidents (50.4 per-
cent in a random 12-month sample) occur to 
employees with less than six months experi-
ence and could be eliminated with systematic 
training in pole climbing techniques, equip-
ment inspection and maintenance, and use of 
appropriate clothing while climbing. 
Some of the more common accidents in-

clude ladder slippage (42 percent), carrying 
material (10 percent), ladder handling (8 per-
cent), and ladder breakage (6 percent). These 
accidents can be eliminated or greatly re-
duced by educating employees in proper lad-
der handling and ladder inspection methods. 

Dealing with the problem 
The first step in a six-step process for deal-

ing with accidents is to identify the targets, for 
example, pole climbing and ladder handling 
through analysis of accident reports. The next 
step is to identify the components of the job. 
List them in proper sequence; examine the job 
components to determine how to reduce acci-
dent possibilities. Employees are an excellent 
source of information in this step. Writing cor-
rective procedures and reviewing them with 
knowledgeable employees follows in the 
process of accident reduction. Corrective 
procedures may reiterate safe practices from 
present methods as well as present new tech-
niques. These procedures should be reviewed 
by personnel experienced in that job function. 

After the review process, the next step is 
implementation of new procedures which in-
cludes training, periodic retraining, certifica-
tion and documentation. This step is easily 
accomplished if employees are allowed to 
participate in steps two and three. Monitoring 
and evaluating the effect of the new pro-
cedures are the last steps in the process. They 
should not, however, be considered final steps 
since periodic monitoring and re-evaluation 
are necessary in an effective safety program. 
Examples of corrective procedures for tar-

geted accident sources could include: 
Ladder slippage 
• All ladders will be equipped with non-slip 

feet. 

• All ladder feet will be equipped with ice pick 
plates. 

• Bottom rung of ladder will be tied to pole as 
necessary. 

• Employees will use safety strap to secure 
themselves and ladder to cable strand. 

Carrying material 
• Employees will use both hands on ladder 

while climbing. 
• Employees will use handline and bucket to 

raise tools, materials and equipment. 
Handling ladder 
• Employees will lift ladder by using leg mus-

cles not back muscles. 
• Employees should not twist upper body 

while carrying ladder. 
Ladder breakage 
• Employees will inspect ladders prior to each 

use. 
• Employees will report, in writing, all ladder 

defects. 

Training material 
Training material can be generated within a 

company which addresses its specific needs 
by analyzing accident records. 
General training materials can be borrowed 

from OSHA regional offices, equipment manu-
facturers and equipment distributors. OSHA 
will provide copies of their audio visual catalog 
at no cost along with films, video tapes, and 
slide programs encompassing a broad range 
of subjects. 

Manufacturers and suppliers who provide 
high quality training aid, supplies and informa-
tion include: W.M. Bashlin, Grove City, Pa.; 
Gilbert Engineering, Phoenix, Ariz.; General 
Cable Telsta Division, Westminster, Colo.; 
Lynn Ladder and Scaffolding, Lynn, Mass.; 
and Sachs Communications, Chaplain, N.Y. 
Many manufacturers and suppliers will pro-
vide safety training information or will assist in 
finding the information. The Society of Cable 
Television Engineers and the National Safety 
Council are also excellent sources. 

Increased productivity 
If management expects employees to per-

form their jobs safely, they must work together 
to design and implement effective safety train-
ing programs. Safety training will not only re-
duce accidents, but also will increase produc-
tivity, improve community image, and assure 
compliance with OSHA requirements. 
Use of the six step accident reduction 

method will assist cable companies in imple-
menting an effective program, one that em-
ployees will adhere to because they par-
ticipated in the creation process. 

Authors Note: Statistics and percentages 
used in this article were generated from cable 
TV industry loss source analyses or were ob-
tained from insurance industry compilation. 
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DYNAMIC DUO 

THE DRAKE PROFESSIONALS 
Thousands of CATV, SMATV, 
and broadcast operators 
everywhere have placed 
their trust in DRAKE's 
professional equipment — 
and for good reason. Our 
name has been synonymous 
with excellence and reliability 
in the communications field 
for many, many years. 

And this proud tradition 
continues with our 
professional VM2410 
Modulator and ESR2240 
Earth Station Receiver. 
Operated together or 
separately, the VM2410 and 
ESR2240 are an unbeatable 
choice for solid dependability 
and performance. 

The DRAKE VM2410 
Modulator 
With the Drake VM2410 a 
single modulator provides 60 
channel frequency agility. A 
simple push of a button will 
set the VM2410 output to any 
VHF Broadcast, Mid-Band, 
Super-Band and Ultra-Band 
channel up to 400 MHz.The 
VM2410 also features video 
low pass and IF SAW filtering 
for reliable operation in the 
most crowded systems. A full 
57 dBmV output ensures 
maximum performance. 

The DRAKE ESR2240 
Earth Station Receiver 
A true step ahead in design 
technology. Some of the 
ESR2240's outstanding 
features include fully 
synthesized transponder and 
subcarrier selection, block 
down conversion with our 
BDC-24 Block Converter or 
LNB, IF loop-through for 
easy multiple receiver 
installation, SAW filtering for 
maximum interference 
rejection and adjacent 
channel performance, full 
signal metering on front 
panel — and much more. 

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service, 
and simple peace of mind — demand a DRAKE! 

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY •=b  DRAKE 

Call or write us today for more 
information. 

540 Richard St., Miamisburg. Ohio 45342. USA 

Phone: (513) 866-2421 • Telex: 288-017 

COPYRIGHT 1985 R.L. DRAKE COMPANY. 
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ONLY SUPERTRI 
A Sall LE TI I 

New QR SupertrunkTM is one of the toughest trunk cables 
ever developed. Even with a full 11/2 inch OD it's still flexi-
ble enough to bend around those tight corners to go up 
fast with no special handling. 

It's available now with a band width of 550 MHz and 
any amplifier spacing you're likely to need. And, with a 
return loss of 30 dB or better and very competitive pricing, 
you'll earn big dB/$, mile after mile. 



11111(mCAN WEAR 
IIS SMALL. 1/ 

If other big cables have been giving you big headaches, 
call your local M/A-COM rep for data and samples. You'll 
see why, around here anyway, everybody's smiling. 

)139K-ze 
MA-COM Cable Home Group, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603, 800-438-3331, in NC 800-222-6808, telex: 802-166 
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Cable system safety: A public concern 
By Kenneth L. Foster 
Chief. Division of Telecommunications 
New York State Commission on Cable Television 

Since its inception the New York State 
Commission on Cable Television has had, as a 
major concern, the safe construction and op-
eration of cable television systems. The state 
Legislature, in adopting the law establishing 
the commission as a part of the executive 
department, charged the commission to as-
sure "safe adequate and reliable service to 
subscribers" and empowered it to make and 
enforce rules and regulations to carry out that 
mandate. The commission issued its first rules 
in the form of "interim regulations" pending 
adoption of formal rules resulting from a notice 
of proposed rulemaking. The interim rules 
were substantially modified through com-
ments filed in that first proceeding. That por-
tion of the rules dealing with public safety was 
not amended and stands essentially un-
changed to this day. 

Interestingly, the commission was criticized 
by industry consultants for "grandfathering" 
ungrounded subscriber drop installations. It 
was believed by some that drop grounding 
should be enforced at once. However, the 
commission believed that a period of five 
years would be required for an orderly transi-
tion from virtually ungrounded drop cables to 
full compliance. During the first few years of its 
operation the commission concentrated more 
on technical performance of cable systems 
and outside plant construction practices than 
on subscriber drop grounding or signal 
leakage. 

Cable commission technical capabilities 
The commission built its first mobile test unit 

in 1973. It was the first vehicle to be designed 
by any regulatory agency for the sole purpose 
of evaluating the performance of cable sys-
tems. Presently two vehicles are used by the 
commission in its test and evaluation program. 
One is a 4-wheel drive unit intended to operate 
off-road in remote areas. Both are equipped 
with a variety of instruments. Spectrum ana-
lyzers are supplemented by signal level me-
ters, frequency counters, a Rhode & Schwarz 
field strength meter, Mid-State ST-1 trans-
mitters, demodulators, oscilloscopes and a 
vectorscope. Calibration equipment also is on 
board. 
As is generally the case, the technical staff 

operating the equipment and interpreting in-
strument display is key to the validity of the 
data obtained. The field staff of the commis-
sion consists of former chief technicians of 
major cable television companies. Staff mem-
bers have built several thousands of plant 
miles, installed TVROs and multi-hub micro-
wave systems. Senior staff represents a com-
bined 75 years of communications and gov-
ernment experience. The mobile units and 
staff have evaluated the performance and in-
spected the outside plant facilities of cable 
companies in New York in over 1,300 inspec-

tions to date. It is that wealth of data that forms 
the basis for this discussion. 

Outside plant construction 
The first major case involving outside plant 

safety came early in commission history. A 
cable system operating in the Village of Na-
ples, N.Y., came to the commission's attention 
as a result of numerous consumer complaints 
regarding quality of service. As we investi-
gated the technical performance complaints. 
we became aware that outside plant construc-
tion left much to be desired. 
We found trunk cables so low that residents 

were forced to lower car radio antennae to 
enter or leave their driveways. Drop cables 
were intertwined with telephone and power 
cables. The company used utility poles for the 
first two miles of construction from the head-
end. From that point, for the remainder of the 
13-mile system, cables were on company 
owned poles and trees. The only outside plant 
grounds were on utility poles. No subscriber 
drop grounds were found. 

After hearings the commission ordered the 
system shut down. Broadcasting headlined 
that action "First cable system shutdown in the 
nation—If it sticks." It did stick. Subsequently, 
the system was acquired by another operator, 
rebuilt and is successfully operating. 

In Niagara Falls, some trunk cables crossed 
major streets so low that buses and trucks 
were in danger of snagging them. Also, in 
Niagara Falls a trunk cable was pulled over a 
rail crossing and attached above power 
primaries. 
We often find improper clearances. Some-

times these are caused by power utilities in-
stalling secondaries with insufficient tension. 
In others, the cable operator attaches improp-
erly. In all cases we require correction. We do 
not regulate utility companies. Therefore, in 
the strictest sense, they are not required to 
comply with our requests. However, we find as 
"good neighbors," utility companies are willing 
to help resolve problems. 

In one instance of serious safety violations 
we called on the New York State Troopers for 
assistance. A cable operator had trunk and 
feeder attached to fence posts and trees and 
in some places there were no supports. This in 
itself posed hazards to local residents, how-
ever, the greatest concern was that the trunk 
was "hot." Amplifiers were powered by 110 
VAC carried on the cable. When the operator 
refused to correct that dangerous condition 
immediately, one of our inspectors, accompa-
nied by a trooper, visited him. At that point the 
operator had two options: Shut down until the 
system could be made safe with equipment on 
hand, or be arrested for endangering public 
safety. He wisely chose to shut down and 
install the new equipment. 

Presently the commission is overseeing the 
correction of numerous violations in a small 
system on the Pennsylvania border. Our in-
spectors found 75 clearance violations in the 

'Our signal leakage 
enforcement program 
produces better system 
maintenance, fewer 
illegal hookups, ...and 
a better level of 
service' 

15 miles of plant. Facilities rearrangement 
charges of the utility companies involved 
proved to be higher than the operator could 
afford. Therefore, he chose to vacate the utility 
poles and reinstall trunk and feeder on his own 
poles. 

Bonding/grounding subscriber drops 
Bonding and grounding is an area of great 

confusion to cable system operators. Not the 
least of the confusion results from the belief 
that the commission has bonding and ground-
ing rules that are different from everyone else. 
That is not true. The commission rules regard-
ing apprpriate bonding and grounding are 
those of the National Electrical Code (NEC). 
We did not invent some new requirements. 
However, because of the specialized nature of 
CAN drop installations, we interpret the code. 
Where methods are unclear, we provide guid-
ance as to what is intended. We have an 
agreement with the New York Board of Fire 
Underwriter Inspectors that, in the event of 
dispute, our interpretation will be final. 

In an effort to finally complete the bonding 
and grounding of subscriber drops and to 
reduce severe penalties being levied on op-
erators, the New York State Cable Television 
Association joined with the commission in 
1983 to establish a voluntary program of com-
pliance. The term "voluntary" may be some-
what misleading. The commission had been 
imposing fines on cable companies found not 
to be compliant with the bonding and ground-
ing rules. The joint program provided opera-
tors with an opportunity to assess the extent of 
non-compliance and report that non-compli-
ance to the commission without penalty. Each 
operator chose a time within which his system 
would be brought into compliance. Upon ap-
proval of his timetable by the commission, the 
operator began his compliance program. Of 
217 systems operated by 104 companies in 
the state, only 9 reported full compliance in 
1983. At this writing 78 systems have reported 
completion of the program. It must be noted 
that should a company report full compliance 
and subsequently be found non-compliant, 
severe penalties are certain to follow. 
An educational effort was launched as a part 

of the program. Five grounding seminars were 
held in locations across the state. Commission 
and state association staff offered legal and 
technical advice to system operators and 
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technicians regarding the agreement, the ob-
ligations, and the means by which grounding 
and bonding could be accomplished. (A book-
let, containing answers to many of the most 
often asked questions, has been prepared by 
the author and is available at no charge from 
the commission.) 

It is often said that bonding the CAN drop-
cable to the electrical ground of a subscriber's 
home is a dangerous practice. There continue 
to be proposals put before Panel 16 of the NEC 
committee to remove the bonding require-
ment. These proposals are based on the fear 
of causing house fires by bonding CAN to 
power neutrals, thus overheating the drop ca-
bles. Our experience does not support that 
position. As a standard test procedure we 
measure sheath currents in drop cables. 
When properly bonded to power ground, the 
sheath currents remain very low even in the 
presence of a multi-kilowatt electrical load in 
the home. Our files contain over 600 mea-
surements of sheath currents. We find that 
currents range from 0.1 to 0.25 amps in typical 
installations. These currents are 20 to 40 times 
lower than is required to raise the temperature 
of a typical RG-59 drop cable 50 F above 
ambient. 

For the interested reader, the subject of 
wood combustion is fully discussed in The 
Woodbumer's Encyclopedia by Dr. Jay Shel-
ton, professor of physics, Williams College, 
Williamstown, Mass. 

In our experience, only one fire was due to a 
properly bonded CAN drop. In that instance, 
a house fire of electrical origin had occurred. 
The local power company cut down the triplex 
feeding the house. A "good neighbor" ran an 
ungrounded extention cord across the lawn to 
power a water pump in the damaged house. 
The only way for the neutral current to get back 
to the power source was through the drop. 
That is the only verified ignition of a house 
caused by overheating of a properly installed 
CAN drop cable. 
TV set and converter damage, while not a 

common complaint filed with the commission, 
invariably is traced to non-grounded and/or 
unbonded drop cables. After some recent 
electrical storm activitiy, we investigated six 
complaints of N set and VCR damage. Only 
one drop was properly installed. In three other 
cases of severe set damage, the drop cables 
were attached to ground rods, but not bonded 
to power ground. It also is important to be 
certain that strand bonding and grounding in 
outside plant is in place and effective. If strand 
bonding and grounding is not effective, it is 
likely that grounding at the house will cause 
hum in pictures and noise in AM radios. 
As a final note on bonding and grounding, it 

makes great sense from the standpoint of pro-
tecting the cable operators equipment, both in 
the home and in outside plant. Subscriber 
drop grounding offers another potentially very 
valuable protection. that of protection from 

liability in the event of set damage or fire. An 
insurance underwriter's inspector makes no 
judgment with respect to the adequacy of the 
grounding. He looks for compliance with code. 
If he finds the drop installation non-compliant, 
the system operator may have bought a 
house. The cost of the proper bonding and 
grounding of a subscriber drop is insignificant 
by comparison. 

Signal leakage 
The debate over allowable levels of signal 

leakage, channelling plans, prohibitions 
against use of certain frequencies and the 
effects of these on the safety of air travel has 
raged for years. It cannot be argued that air 
safety is not a vital public concern. However, in 
the view of the few verified instances of inter-
ference to aircraft communications by cable 
systems, none of which appeared to place an 
aircraft in danger, it would be fair to conclude 
that cable systems are not a clear threat to air 
safety. That is not to say that signal leakage 
rules should be abandoned. Rather, con-
centration on seeking out causes of harmful 
interference to all public safety radio systems 
is in order. 
When the great debate first began, cable 

technology and lack of programming made 
mid-band operation more dream than reality. 
That is not so today. It is a rare system now that 
does not have most, or all, mid-band channels 
loaded. Often the programming selections are 
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premium channels or tiers of programming. 
We have not verified interference to aero-

nautical radio services from cable system op-
eration in 13 years of testing and evaluation. At 
the request of the FAA we have investigated 
five aeronautical radio interference complaints 
in Albany, Corning, Lake Placid and Syracuse. 
In one instance, the interference was caused 
by an improperly tuned commercial FM 
broadcast station. In another, control tower 
receiving equipment was at fault. The remain-
der could not be found after intensive sweeps 
of the areas. These five are the only recorded 
complaints in our files and are included here 
for the purpose of showing that, 1) interference 
to aeronautical frequencies is very rare (or 
rarely reported), and 2) that there has been no 
verified interference to aeronautical radio 
services by cable television systems in New 
York. 
The few instances of aeronautical inter-

ference from any source is countered by the 
alarming number of complaints of interference 
to land mobile public safety radio services. 
Channel F and, to a lesser extent, Channels E 
and G are the causes of an epidemic of ver-
ified harmful interferences to public safety ra-
dio systems. 
The services most interfered with are local 

police, ambulance and hospital communica-
tions, fire departments and environmental 
conservation (ENCON) systems. Environmen-
tal conservation has three vital functions: law 
enforcement, search and rescue, and fire 

fighting coordination. In New York, the prime 
frequency for ENCON radio systems is 151.25 
MHz. Three alternates are 151.220, 151.265 
and 151.280 MHz. All frequencies are subject 
to interference from the Channel F visual car-
rier and the first and second horizontal side-
bands. State police have homed in on cable 
system leakage when their scanners lock on 
the Channel F color subcarrier, and fire de-
partments have been forced to use runners 
when their receivers gave them Showtime au-
dio instead of fire fighting instructions. 
These are not rare instances. They are re-

ported by the hundreds. Over 120 interference 
complaints from an amateur radio RACES 
network, 42 complaints of interference to local 
police, ENCON and medical radio systems in 
another area and loss of communication be-
tween five fire companies in a mutual aid fire 
are but a few examples of the problem. 

There are people in the industry who con-
tinue to believe that maintaining signal leak-
age at or below 20 FLV/m, or meeting the cu-
mulative leakage index (CLI) test is sufficient. 
That is far from the case. If a signal leaking 
from a CAN system causes harmful inter-
ference, it must be eliminated regardless of 
level. Land mobile receivers have sensitivities 
in the region of 0.25 to 0.3 j.LV. Many mobile 
units are equipped with antennae having 4 to 5 
dB gain. That combination makes elimination 
of signal leakage mandatory if the cable op-
erator wishes to continue to operate on certain 
frequencies. 

The New York commission reacts quickly to 
resolve interference problems. There are two 
possibilities for action where interference is 
harmful. In the first, as chief of the tele-
communication division, I have authority to 
order the immediate suspension of operation 
of an interfering channel. This is a temporary 
measure, followed by hearings and further 
commission order. In the other, where viola-
tions are harmful and continued, the commis-
sion acts after hearings to order the offending 
channel off the cable. No consideration is 
given to program content on the channel. 
Thus, a cable system operator may be re-
quired to turn off HBO or Showtime until he can 
find another channel for it. One cable system 
has not been able to operate on Channel F 
since December 1984 as a result of commis-
sion order. Another system voluntarily vacated 
Channel F until signal leakage could be 
controlled. 
There are several ways in which signal leak-

age may be kept at a minimum. A signal leak-
age monitoring and correction program is a 
must, and the CLI tests are a good beginning. 
Careful theft-of-service audits minimize leak-
age. Correct installation of F-fittings and 
wrench tight connections also help. Major 
sources of leakage, as reported to us by cable 
operators, are loose, corroded or improperly 
installed F-connectors. 
Another approach, not possible in HRC sys-

tems, is a slight offset of the channel fre-
quency. We have found that interference to 
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Safety and risk 
management In CATV 
By N. David Griffiths 

Safety and risk management is a subject 
that evokes everything from outright laugh-
ter to very stern frowns depending on your 
function in the industry. Cable is such an 
amalgam of entrepreneurs that it is difficult 
to nail down all parts of the industry to a 
precise safety and risk standard. For you 
as a manager this is a costly dilemma. 
Much has been written on or about the 
subject but what have you ever been able 
to lay your hands on that promises execu-
tive control over the safety and risk area of 
your business? Those neat printed articles 
that take on bits and pieces of the problem 
are usually very accurate, but what have 
you in the area of controls? When you don't 
have controls, your only alternative is to 
throw money directly or indirectly (via in-
surance) at the problem. This, of course, 
has the buckshot affect—some hits the 
target, the majority falls to the ground. 
The first and foremost item that is neces-

sary is a total commitment (not lip service) 
from the number one man who sends a, 
message all the way down the manage-
ment ladder that says, "We're serious 
about safety and risk management." This 
will create up-front costs, which is precisely 
where many now back off. If you're still with 
us, the next step is organizing your team 
with a program that is palatable to almost 
all (you can't get 'em all). This program 
must have motivational items that can be 
easily accomplished by all participants: a 
program that upon introduction will show 
your team they can turn this ship around; 
reduce accidents and cut losses. They 
must be shown that the work to accomplish 
this is probably easier and more rewarding 
than whatever assortment of projects and 
papers they were shuffling previously. 
Don't forget there has got to be a motiva-
tion, a reward for the guy all the way at the 
end of this program. He is the one who can 
make or break it—he is the tail that can 
"wag the dog." 

Implementing a program 
Let's get specific now. The first major 

item is an easily documented safety train-
ing program for each and every vocational 
employee. This document becomes an in-
tegral part of their personnel folder. The 
program is all-encompassing with their 
work operation and should be done on a 
subject-of-the-month basis. That way you, 
the manager, knows what the month's sub-
ject is. (You can now identify with the pro-
gram by knowing what the current subject 
is.) The material must be completely pre-
pared and given to the supervisor(s) at the 

'Why not a system 
that rewards the 
safest worker, the 
safest driver or both' 
formal hands-on safety seminar. They must 
be able, upon leaving the seminar, to 
transmit the information and judge its com-
prehension among their people. Remem-
ber, this must be a one-on-one, hands-on 
training session, five to 15 minutes per 
month on a specified subject. No rambling! 
Where is the motivation you ask? Well, 

did that supervisor ever feel he or she had 
to generate all that program themselves, 
did they feel that burden on their 
shoulders? How helpless did they feel 
when an accident happened and they 
could not stand up and prove that they 
"trained" him or her? By the way, what have 
you (Mr. Committed Manager) in your bag 
of tricks for the supervisor with the best 
accident and safety training record this 
year? You now have a documented pro-
gram that you can audit, which means you 
have a bonafide basis for presenting an 
award or reward. The choice is yours. 
By now you are asking where is the mo-

tivation for the person on the line? Well, 
talking about eliminating pain and suffering 
from accidents is not always enough to get 
people to work safely. How many people 
quit smoking because of the surgeon gen-
eral's warning on every cigarette pack? 
But, tell 'em how it hits their pocketbook 
and now you are hitting home. Have you 
thought about competition—not yours— 
theirs! Why not a system that rewards the 
safest worker, the safest driver or both? 
Include opportunities for many people, not 
just one or two to earn this reward. One 
qualifier, besides a lack of accidents, could 
be how well they score in their monthly 
safety lesson over a year's time. If I know 
that part of qualifying for a reward is how 
well I perform in the safety training ses-
sions, you know damn well I'm gonna bug 
my supervisor for those lessons and I'm 
gonna try for a good mark. Now isn't that a 
switch? You also might wish to tie this in to 
any absenteeism problem you have. 

Getting results 
Today's work demands much more from 

management than a day's pay. So, let's 
make it easy for all of us by getting workers, 
drivers, etc. on our side through motivation 
and a structured program. Safety is not 
something to play at—you have to work at 
it! 

ENCON radio services is virtually eliminated 
by shifting the Channel F visual carrier to 
151.321 MHz, or 151.179 if the positive offset 
would result in interference to state police or 
highway department systems. This is a mea-
sure that provides a temporary cure to a spe-
cific complaint. Elimination of the leakage, not 
shifting it to a different place, is the goal. 

Before an offset is implemented, operators 
are cautioned to determine whether the offset 
will cause interference to other authorized ra-
dio services. An evaluation of the effect on 
encoders, decoders and converters also 
should be undertaken. 
An energetic and effective signal leakage 

prevention program is an added expense. The 
assignment of one or more technicians, vehi-
cles and test equipment adds to the cost of 
operation. The cable system operators who 
now have effective programs in place have 
reported significant benefits in fewer trouble 
calls, better picture quality and a significant 
reduction in theft of service. These benefits 
outweigh the cost of the signal leakage pro-
gram. A final note on the signal leakage pro-
gram. Where it is effective, the cable system 
operator is unlikely to lose a revenue pro-
ducing channel as a result of commission 
action. 

Benefits for all 
The imposition of public safety standards by 

the New York commission and its active en-
forcement of those standards is seen by many 
as a great public benefit. Systems are si,fer in 
terms of outside plant construction and ir sub-
scriber installations and provide a higher qual-
ity, more reliable service. We believe these to 
be true. However, it is not often recognized 
that our safety standards directly benefit the 
industry. 

In our inspections of outside plant we some-
times discover clearance violations. Because 
of our experience in construction, we often 
conclude that the violations are utility com-
pany responsibility. We work with the utility 
company to correct the violations without cost 
to the cable system operator. 

Our imposition of standards and enforce-
ment of subscriber drop cable bonding and 
grounding requirements has resulted in safer 
plant. It has resulted in agreements with insur-
ance underwriter inspectors that we are the 
definitive interpreters of NEC requirements 
with regard to cable installations. Therefore, 
there is uniformity in code application state-
wide. Further, our ongoing inspections of 
grounding and bonding of CATV drop has 
blunted the thrust by underwriters, inspectors 
and electrical worker's unions to persuade 
local governments to require independent in-
spections and attendant fees for each 
installation. 

Finally, our signal leakage enforcement 
program produces better system mainte-
nance, fewer illegal hookups, fewer trouble 
calls and a better level of service to sub-
scribers. Further, since it demonstrates that 
signal leakage is controllable, it may preclude 
further federal intervention in channelling 
plans or prohibitions on channel use. n 

• 
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Lighting the way with technology 
By Mark Harrigan 
Bay Area System Engineer. United Cable Television Corp 

Alameda, Calif., is a small city of 28,000 
homes located on an island across the bay 
from San Francisco. Cable TV was late in com-
ing to the city, and the city council was deter-
mined to have an advanced, high-capacity 
system that would meet both current and fu-
ture needs. To meet this challenge, United 
Cable decided to build the system using a new 
product, Mini-Hub I. 

Mini-Hub I (MHI) is a star-switched, off-
premises CATV system that uses fiber-optic 
drop cable. Although MHI had been installed 
in a few places before, it had never been 
installed in an entire city. When completed, 
Alameda would have the world's largest fiber-
optic CAN system. The Alameda Mini-Hub I 
system differs from a conventional system in 
several significant ways as will be discussed 
here. 

Off-premises 
Most addressable CAN systems place a 

converter/descrambler in each subscriber's 
home. Off-premises systems place these elec-
tronics beyond the subscriber's reach in a 
secure enclosure. Although this virtually guar-
antees that there will be no theft-of-service, we 
had to find places for over 770 enclosures that 
house the off-premises electronics. Of those, 
525 were placed on utility poles: the rest were 
mounted on pedestals or in MDU locations. 
We had more than a few complaints about the 
amount of space these "refrigerators" took 
from those with small yards. 
We discovered that inventory control for an 

off-premises system is different than for a con-
ventional system. Even though the keypad and 
the optical-fiber modem in the home costs less 
than $70, it still must be reclaimed upon dis-
connect. We also must keep track of the 
equipment in the outdoor enclosure. Typically, 
we wait 60 days before we remove subscriber 
electronics from an enclosure. We do this be-
cause when a new tenant moves in, he may 
become a new subscriber, and we will have 
avoided rolling a truck. 

Star-switched 
In a star-switched system, the tuner for the 

converter is housed in a hub enclosure outside 
the customer's home. The channels available 
to the customers are controlled by the Mini-
Hub's microprocessor, which in turn is ad-
dressed by the system's central computer. 
These microprocessors also relay customer 
requests and diagnostic information back to 
the headend through a two-way modem. The 
customer makes channel selections, vote se-
lection or selects IPPV events via the keypad in 
the home. 
A conventional feeder cable is connected to 

each enclosure and fiber-optic drop cables 

connect each home to these enclosures. 
United decided to use a conservative, al-
though more costly approach to cabling by 
installing a dedicated drop from the Mini-Hub 
enclosure to a subscriber junction box, which 
acts as would a conventional tap-off point. 
These multi-fibers are lashed together using 
standard techniques and equipment to pro-
duce a very neat bundle. Another cabling 
technique that has been used in other off-
premises systems is to delay installing drop 
cable until a new subscriber signs up. The 
installer then runs the drop cable from the hub 
up to four spans (usually) to the pole that will 
serve the home that is being installed. Each of 
these installations may cost a little more but the 
overall construction cost can be significantly 
less. 

Star-switched systems only switch one or 
two channels plus FM over a single drop. While 
this provides ultimate security and allows con-
trol and collection of revenue for second sets, 
it limits us to two sets per drop. With the in-
creasing proliferation of VCRs and extra TV 
sets, we have to install a second drop cable for 
additional outlets. Even though we gain addi-
tional revenue, installing additional fiber-optic 
drop cables is expensive. 
A conventional CAN plant is designed to 

feed every home passed. While this can be 
done in a star-switched system, it is much 
more cost-effective to size the system for the 
expected penetration. The net result is that 
significant savings can be realized in the cable 
plant because there are fewer line extenders 
and trunk amps. The downside risk is that if 
you estimate your penetration incorrectly, you 
may have to add another enclosure. The Mini-
Hub I system is available in groups of 24 sets, 
so in the worst case, you may have 23 extra 
spaces for the one extra user. 

Fiber optics 
One of the most interesting aspects of the 

entire system was the use of optical fiber to 
connect each home to the cable plant. Fiber-
optic capability should provide several signifi-
cant advantages over conventional coaxial 
drop cable. Reduced attenuation (0.21 
dB/100 feet) and immunity to electromagnetic 
interference promised to offer high-quality pic-
tures with low maintenance costs over long 
drop runs. The physical size of the cable made 
its use especially attractive in a dual-cable 
system. 
Each subscriber's home is connected to the 

enclosure by a large core (200/250 juri), step 
index, duplex fiber-optic cable. One fiber is 
used to transmit the video and audio signals to 
the home; the other fiber transmits commands 
like channel change, on/off, etc., to the micro-
processor located in the enclosure. Drop ca-
bles at the nearest take-off pole were ter-
minated in a specially designed junction box. 

When a subscriber's service is activated, fiber 
is run from the home to the junction box where 
it is joined together by an optical-fiber 
connector. 
From the very beginning, the problem of the 

fiber-optic connector was a major issue. Most 
optical-fiber connector designs were based 
on low-cost epoxy fasteners that are associ-
ated with high installation costs or high-cost 
mechanical clamp technologies, both un-
suitable for a CAN fiber star network that 
would eventually require over 150,000 con-
nectors. Ultimately, Times Fiber produced the 
TPC II (three-pin connector) that could be 
installed in less than two minutes in the field, 
had a mean attenuation loss of 0.9 dB and cost 
slightly more than $2 per plug. While using this 
connector has helped the problem, the cost of 
the fiber and fiber-optic connectors is still 
much more expensive than a coaxial system. 
A light emitting diode manufactured by Mo-

torola was used in the hub and provided from 
200-400 microwatts of launched optical 
power. A Motorola receiver was used in the 
in-home, optical-fiber modem. 

Two-way 
Unlike many of today's franchise require-

ments that require a system to be two-way 
capable, the Alameda system had to be two-
way operable. Two-way systems are usually 
difficult to operate and maintain because 
noise entering the system can wipe out the 
upstream path. In a conventional two-way sys-
tem, information must be collected from each 
subscriber's terminal so every drop cable, 
every fitting and every piece of terminal 
equipment (e.g., VCRs, splitters, converters) 
can allow noise to enter. In a star-switched 
system, the microprocessor in the enclosure 
sends the required information back to the 
headend; all drop cables are completely iso-
lated from the upstream path. This isolation 
eliminates the largest contributor to return path 
noise. 

Pros and cons 
Being a pioneer is never an easy task. There 

were many challenges to be faced and over-
come; however, off-premises has proved itself 
in providing absolute signal security. The use 
of fiber optics for this system was a unique and 
challenging decision. However, the revenues 
to be gained from enhanced services have not 
offset the cost of the fiber, the fiber connectors 
and increased skill required to install them. 

Recently, United Cable of Alameda was 
granted the franchise for the Alameda Naval 
Air Station, located on the outskirts of town. We 
are installing TFC's Mini-Hub II system, which 
is the next generation star-switched, off-
premises system. Mini-Hub Il uses all coaxial 
cable and thereby eliminates the expense as-
sociated with fiber optics. 
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Figure 1: Laser L-I transfer characteristic 
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Single-mode fiber 
invites new friends 
By George Benton 
Vice President. Marketing, Catel Communications 

On April 1, 1985, the first commercial, multi-
channel single-mode fiber-optic link for a 
CAN operation was activated in Indianapolis. 
The system links the headends of American 
Cablevision of Indianapolis (a division of ATC) 
and Indianapolis Cablevision, providing local 
advertisers access to eight cable networks, 
including ESPN, Cable News Network, MN, 
Lifetime, the Nashville Network, Financial 
News Network, USA Cable Network, and 
Christian Broadcasting Network. Together, 
American Cablevision and Indianapolis Ca-
blevision serve 45 percent of the 281,000 tele-
vision households in Marion County, Indiana. 
For local advertisers, this represents more 
than 312,500 viewers. The commercial poten-
tial of this linkup is obviously significant. The 
technical potential is equally significant as this 
installation signals the return of fiber-optic 
technology to CAN. 
The installation of the cable plant, ap-

proximately 7.9 miles, was a cooperative effort 
between ATC and Indiana Bell. The four fiber-

optical cable was overlashed by ATC along 
existing CAN trunk plant with one short un-
derground section. Splicing of the cable sec-
tions along the route and at the terminal loca-
tions was done by Indiana Bell crews using 
standard techniques and equipment devel-
oped while implementing the conversion to 
fiber optics in the telco outside transmission 
plant over the last five years. The Indianapolis 
installation partnership yielded an end-to-end 
optical system loss after installation of less 
than 1 dB/km, well within system specifica-
tions and operational requirements. This was 
not the first fiber-optic system for either Indi-
ana Bell or ATC. However, this joint effort using 
the single-mode technology developed to 
handle the telco's interconnect applications 
may signal the start of an important relation-
ship for CAN operations in many urban areas. 

Fiber optics is not a newcomer to CAN. The 
first documented installation of fiber-optic 
CAN link was at Teleprompter's Manhattan, 
N.Y., headend in 1976. The optical system 
transported video signals from the antenna 
site 800 feet to the headend. From 1976 to 

'Early acceptance of 
fiber optics by telcos 
and the hesitation on 
the part of the CATV 
operator can be 
attributed to the basic 
difference in 
transmission formats' 

1982 several CAN companies continued to 
pioneer the use of fiber optics including ATC, 
Continental Cablevision, Falcon Cable, Man-
hattan Cable, Storer Communications, United 
Cable, Vision Cable and Warner. The typical 
application was multichannel video transmis-
sion between satellite earth station and the 
headend or hub-to-hub interconnects. These 
early installations all utilized multimode 
graded index optical fiber with optical trans-
mitters and receivers operating in the 850 nm 
wavelength region. 
The typical configuration was four to six 

video channels per fiber, 4 to 8 km system 
length with repeaters required every 2.1 to 4 
km. By September 1982 only 28 new fiber-
optic systems had been added to the original 
Teleprompter system for a total of 120 cable 
miles and 493 channels. Obviously fiber optics 
did not gain acceptance from CAN operators 
as a viable alternate to coaxial, RF technology 
during this period of CAN growth. At the same 
time the telcos were in the process of con-
verting a major portion of their interoffice trunk-
ing over to fiber. 
The primary reason for the early acceptance 

of fiber optics by telcos and the hesitation on 
the part of the CAN operator can be attributed 
to the basic difference in transmission formats. 
During the 1970s the telcos were in the proc-
ess of converting their interoffice transmission 
to digital PCM format from analog, while the 
video "interoffice" transmission of CAN re-
mained analog. Analog optical systems, using 
multimode fiber and short wavelength (850 
nm) devices with broader emitting areas, 
presented significant problems for the early 
manufacturers of the systems. These prob-
lems led to installation delays, increased sys-
tem costs and derating of the original perform-
ance specifications. 

Going optical with analog 
One problem with analog transmission over 

optical fiber involves the conversion of the 
electrical signal to light. Optical communica-
tions are typically implemented using some 
type of intensity modulation. With digital 
transmission, the binary transitions can be 
simply represented by the presence or ab-
sence of light, i.e., the light source is either 
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"on" or "off." Direct intensity modulation of an 
analog signal such as video, however, is com-
plicated by the non-linearity of the transmitting 
and receiving devices; lasers and APDs. Fig-
ure 1 shows the typical transfer characteristic 
of a 1300 nm injection laser diode. The RF 
drive is transferred to intensity modulated light 
energy at the same frequency as the RF drive. 
If the transfer characteristic were truly linear no 
distortion products would occur and the only 
distortion would be the laser noise. However, 
as the RF drive to the laser is increased, inter-
modulation products occur in a fashion quite 
similar to other broadband analog systems. 
Therefore, when designing multichannel opti-
cal systems, both laser noise and laser inter-
modulation performance must be accounted 
for. Fortunately, as Figures 2 and 3 illustrate, 
the performance of the lasers available today 
is significantly improved when compared to 
the units available three years ago. 

Another problem that arose with early ana-
log optical systems was due to the interaction 
of the laser and the optical fiber. When a highly 
coherent source such as a laser is coupled 
with a multimode fiber, the light propagating in 
each mode is coherent with light in all other 
modes. Interference between these modes 
leads to the formation of a speckle pattern at 
the output of the fiber, the spatial distribution of 
which is continuously changing as a result of 
temperature or mechanical effects. When this 

Figure 2 
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pattern is filtered by a splice or a misaligned 
connector, a form of noise called modal noise 
occurs and becomes a significant factor in the 
overall system performance. Periodic noise 
floor degradation due to modal noise of up to 
10 dB was not uncommon in laser-driven mul-
tichannel analog systems using multimode 
fiber. 

In addition to modal noise, an associated 
optical-fiber characteristic, modal dispersion, 
significantly affects the operation of a multi-
mode optical system. Users of broadband 
analog systems such as CATV, work with 
available system bandwidth. With multimode 
fiber a 1 km section may have a useable 
bandwidth of 800 MHz. The addition of unre-
peatered 1 km lengths, however, will continue 
to erode the useable bandwidth so that there is 
only 100 to 150 MHz of useable bandwidth 
remaining after 8 to 10 km (5-6 miles). This is 
due to the ability of multimode fiber to support 
many modes of light and the unpredictability of 
all modes arriving at the detector at the same 
time. This phenomena is known as modal dis-
persion. One method of preserving bandwidth 
or compensating for modal dispersion is to 
interrupt the fiber with a repeater. This, how-
ever, introduces other forms of distortion due 
to the non-linearity of the optical devices as 
discussed previously. 
Single-mode technology has minimized the 

modal noise and modal dispersion problems 
associated with the earlier multimode sys-
tems. Single-mode fiber is designed to sup-

port only a single mode of light analogus to a 
bandpass filter for the analog system de-
signer. Bandwidth reduction due to modal 
dispersion is virtually nonexistent. Most com-
mercially available single-mode fiber today 
has the lowest dispersion at 1300 nm, al-
though Corning has recently announced the 
availability of dispersion shifted fiber to take 
advantage of the 1500 nm region. The nominal 
dispersion of single mode fiber at 1300 nm is 
about 3.5 x 10-12 sec. per nm-km. Assuming a 
system distance of 30 km (18.6 miles) and a 
laser shift in wavelength of 3 nm when it is 
intensity modulated, the useable bandwidth of 
that 18.6-mile single-mode link would be: 

Bandwidth = 0.187/tr 
tr = dispersion (psec/nm-km) • distance (km)* 

laser shift (nm) 
tr = 3.5 x 10-12 ' 30 3 = 315 x 10-12 
Bandwidth = .0187 / 315 x 10-12 

= 593.65 MHz 

From this example we can see that single-
mode fiber offers at least four times the avail-
able bandwidth over seven times the unre-
peatered span length of the earlier multimode 
systems. The impact of the improvement of 
laser performance and single-mode fiber 
technology upon users of multichannel analog 
systems can be illustrated by the test setup in 
Figure 4. With the laser coupled to a multimode 
optical attenuator and then to the optical re-
ceiver, the attenuator is adjusted to ensure that 

CATI/ 
SYSTEM 
DESIGN 
SOFTWARE 
THAT 
WORKS! 

This remarkable program can start working for your CATV 
system moments after you plug it in. Your own technicians will 
design the system with ease after very little training. D3 is 
PC compatible, graphics use CATV symbols (see below), designs 
to subscriber (not to tap), provides BOM instantly (including 
hardware cost and useage per mile), records various system 
stats and permits on-screen editing; and we support D3. Call 
or write for D3 data, price and delivery to your system. 

there are no distortion products from the re-
ceiver. Figure 5 shows the typical RF system 
performance observed at this point on the 
spectrum analyzer. 

If the laser is changed to single-mode oper-
ation through the addition of a single-mode 
optical-fiber pigtail in place of a multimode 
pigtail, and a single-mode attenuator is in-
serted in place of the multimode version and 
adjusted as above, the RF performance of the 
single-mode link as observed at the spectrum 
analyzer would be the same as that shown in 
Figure 6. In this simulated test an improvement 
of approximately 10 dB in both the carrier-to-
noise ratio (C/N) and carrier-to-
intermodulation performance was attained by 
merely changing from multimode fiber to 
single-mode fiber. This signal improvement 
coupled with the increased available band-
width and lower optical attenuation of single-
mode fiber are the major factors in turning 
multichannel, fiber-optic analog systems into a 
cost-effective solution for present day CAN 
applications. 
The final part of the technical upgrade for 

multichannel CATV applications has taken 
place in the electronics themselves. When 
video FM was introduced to the CAN industry 
in the middle 1970s, questions arose as to the 
actual improvement the operator would see 
over a conventional AM supertrunk. Today, FM 
transmission is common on most major CAN 
coaxial hub or headend interconnects and an 
FM improvement of 15 dB in the video signal-
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to-noise ratio (S/N) is typically assumed for 
planning purposes. Actually, using published 
data and formulas, the calculated FM im-
provement for a signal with an FM deviation of 
0.9 MHz would be 16.8 dB over the C/N in a 4.2 
MHz bandwidth. This assumes a single video 
channel S/N performance without any refer-
ence to intermodulation effects present in mul-
tichannel systems. 

lntermodulation (IM) distortion as a single 
te interferring carrier also affects video perform-

ance but in a widely varying fashion de-
pending upon where the carrier is located. In a 
multichannel FM system with all carriers being 
modulated, a close approximation the noise 
contribution of IM products is that they have 

e the same effect as noise. For example, a C/N of 
37 dB in a 4.2 MHz bandwidth and a carrier-to-
IM ratio of 37 dB will yield an equivalent C/N of 
approximately 34 dB. As the IM products be 
come higher than the noise, the IM perform-
ance is the overriding factor in the video S/N 
performance of the system. This is especially 
true when all of the IM products fall into other 
channels as illustrated in Figure 7. In this ex-
ample, all the carriers are equally spaced at 16 
MHz intervals. 

In multichannel optical systems the laser 
second order products are typically 6 dB 
higher than third order products at normal 
drive levels for the laser. If the RF drive band 
for the laser can be kept below one octave in 
bandwidth, third order products will be the 
only concern. Obviously the optimal solution 
would be to space the carriers such that IM 
products fall into areas of the spectrum where 
they will not cause degradation to the overall 

Figure 6 
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Figure 7: Typical second order intermodulation distortion 
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system S/N performance. Such a channel-
ization plan is shown in Figure 8. 
As shown, all third order products fall out of 

the receive band for the primary carriers. Ob-
viously, as the number of carriers in the system 
increases the ability to avoid all IM products 
becomes difficult if not impossible. 
With the combination of new improvements, 

both optical and electronic, the CAN opera-
tor, telephone company, and yes, even the 
broadcaster, are now able to implement high-
quality, cost-effective multichannel analog TV 
transportation over the same transmission 
medium: single-mode optical fiber. The sys-
tem in Indianapolis was the first. In August, 
Tribune-United installed another multichannel 
single-mode fiber-optic system in Maryland. 
The system will have three separate two-way 
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optical cable spans from the headend to the 
suburban hubs, distributing 33 video channels 
among all four sites along with additional data 
information channels. In October, Warner be-
gan connecting the satellite downlink and 
headend at its Queens, N.Y., plant with a 
single-mode system; and before the end of 
this month multichannel single-mode fiber-
optic systems should be installed in Texas, 
Ohio and Connecticut. 

Seeing the light 
We've all observed that in many cases, es-

pecially when high technology is involved, 
solutions arrive in search of applications and/ 
or users. In this case the solution has arrived at 
an appropriate time with multiple applications 
and users. There is an abundance of optical-
fiber cable plant, both multimode and single-
mode, installed within and between the major 
urban areas of the United States. There's also 
a growing use and awareness of TV/video, 
both for entertainment and for business ap-
plications. Multichannel analog single-mode 
video systems could provide the established 
common carriers of information—telco, CAN 
and broadcasters—the opportunity to cost-
effectively expand their services now with ex-
isting electronics and technology. 

After a couple of false starts, the CAN in-
dustry is rapidly recognizing, as their tele-
phone counterparts did earlier on, the advan-
tages that optical transmission could bring: 
better quality and reduced operating costs for 
the operator. 
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'An additional feature 
that we incorporated in 
our standby power is 
time delay circuitry 

which will allow the 
transients and spikes to 
settle down before we 
switch back' 

—Bob Williams 

Lightning protection: One operator's 
The powers of lightning to destroy cable 
equipment and cause objectionable inter-
ference have plagued operators for years. In 
Florida, the problem is particularly acute since 
the state frequently suffers lightning storms. In 
response to the issue, the Society of Cable 
Television Engineers' Florida Meeting Group 
held a seminar on Sept. 5, in which lightning 
was one of the main topics. Following the 
seminar, Group W's Tommy Hill, district engi-
neer, mid-Florida district, and Bob Williams, 
regional project engineer, Southeast district, 
spoke with Communications Technology 
staffer Peyton Koeppel about some of their 
problems and solutions to the lightning prob-
lem. The following interview is an outgrowth of 
that conversation. 

CT: Is lightning a real threat for your 
equipment? 

Hill: Yes, it is a very real threat to cable, but 
direct lightning hits are not the main problem. I 
would say out of 100 lightning-related cable 
equipment problems, probably 95 stem from 
voltage surges and not direct lightning hits. 

CT: What about when lightning hits the cable 
itself up on the pole, doesn't it b!ow out the 
amps? 

Williams: Yes, but we sustain very few light-
ning hits. Most commonly, we feel the second-
ary effect. We usually sustain electrical power-
related problems to where they will drop the 
transformer or the secondary. When they drop 
the secondary and if it cycles down and up, the 
field that it puts out injects the voltage into our 
cable and this spike or transient comes down 
the cable and primarily what happens is it 
blows a fuse. In many cases all we have to do 
is go out and refuse. We do not normally sus-
tain these kind of problems if we're on tele-
phone poles; it's only on power. And anytime 
due to near hits or hits that they have, and it 

may be a hit that they had at a sub station many 
miles away, as their voltage drops, it will in-
duce a voltage that will get into our cable, a 
secondary. 

Hill: Let me add one more thing to give you 
an example that it is truly a real threat to our 
systems in Hillsboro and Pinellas counties. 
This area, by the way, is the lightning capitol of 
the United States. There, we measure our serv-
ice calls in percentage to the number of cus-
tomers we have. So that's the measure that we 
have for our monthly report, which demon-
strated that three percent to five percent of our 
customers receive service calls in September. 
And during the lightning season in Hillsboro 
County, our service call percentage doubled. 
So, if we had 5 percent of our customers who 
normally receive a service call, it would go up 
to 10 or 11 percent. So, lightning is very much 
a threat to us; it is the primary reason our 
service calls increase. 

CT: Do customers call because of the out-
ages or static on their screen? 

Hill: It's a lot of different things. It may be the 
after effects, or some portion of the system, not 
necessarily an amplifier but a passive device, 
and the signal is still passing somewhat, but 
it's slow and we have a snowy picture. It can be 
a complete outage, it can be a hit that would 
affect only their drop—burn it out at the 
ground block in other words. 

CT: So, about half your service calls occur 
because customers don't have a picture any-
more and then the other half still have a picture 
but it's got problems? 

Hill: Yes, and a lot of problems and a lot of 
calls we would receive may not be our prob-
lem. Maybe the power is down and it comes 
back up. 

Williams: There are many things associated 
with service calls. It may be that there is an 
outage in an area due to a powering problem 
where anything past that signal is off. Then, 

when those people call in, you get their ad-
dresses, etc., and when the problem is cor-
rected, they come back up. Well, we have a 
method where each of those people are called 
back to verify their signal is back up. You 
would think that the service call where you 
went out and replaced that fuse would correct 
all those problems. But when this signal goes 
off, many times a customer will get up there 
and adjust the old fine tuner. And he will tune it 
so far out that when it comes back on he has no 
picture. And the CSR is helping him on the 
phone, and the customer says no we don't 
have any picture. She will tell him how to tune 
into Channel 3 and how to adjust the fine 
tuning, etc. So in many cases, just because of 
trying to correct a problem that really isn't 
there, a person can make a problem that really 
may not be more than fine tuning. 

CT: How much has Group W spent to repair 
or replace equipment damaged by lightning? 

Hill: It's in the thousands and thousands of 
dollars. 

CT: Have you done any simulation of light-
ning testing? 

Hill: No, but we have set goals of what we're 
going to do for next year. As far as my district, 
one of my goals, starting this year, is to mini-
mize lightning problems in Florida as much as I 
possibly can and so w'e do plan to do some of 
this. 

CT: Have you obtained any equipment to do 
any testing? 

Hill: Nothing other than to test the grounds 
and those type of things. 

CT: What do you use? 
Williams: What we do as far as grounding of 

towers and electronics and that type of thing is 
rely on ground rods and copper grids that are 
all connected to earth-driven ground rods. The 
grids work very well. And the ground rods are 
normally driven four inches below the surface, 
always submounted. 
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approach 
CT: Do you try to make the ground rods 

straight? 
Williams: The ground rod is very rigid. It's a 

5-inch diameter rod and we'll drive it straight 
down. The only time that you would run into any 
problem would be, and we don't have that 
problem here, where you're in rocky terrain 
and you've got some heavy rock below the 
surface. When we do drive the ground rods in, 
we wouldn't normally make a sweeping turn 
down to the ground. You don't put any hard 
90s in it. 

CT: What about the medium? What kind of 
soil conditions are you grounding in? 

Hill: Mostly sand. 
CT: Is it difficult to maintain the ground? 
Williams: No, we submount to eliminate this 

problem. Throughout the system itself where 
we ground an amplifier in power spot loca-
tions, we actually sink the ground rods to the 
base of the pole. It's the same way for the 
ground rods we will put at a residential installa-
tion; there, also, it is supposed to be 
submounted. 

CT: Do they pretty much stay intact? 
Hill: There's some areas where you'll go out 

and the copper is cut off at the ground, and as 
far up the pole as they can reach. So we do 
have a problem with people stealing the cop-
per. But grounding it the first time is not the end 
of it. Part of our maintenance program is to 
clean the ground connections because corro-
sion will build up underneath the connectors to 
the ground. We found that cleaning them does 
prevent lightning problems. So, we continually 
service the grounds and that's very important 
in Florida; maybe more so than some other 
places. 

CT: And how often do you do that? 
Hill: Our procedures for maintenance are 

that we visit at least twice per year, every 
location in our system. So, we're very careful 
that we ground our active devices; our ampli-
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fiers are all grounded and when we go through 
the system check, part of the procedure is to 
check to make sure that the ground is good. 
There's a thing in cable that occurs, which 
really affects the lightning problems that we 
have. It is called sheath current. With this effect 
we begin to share the neutral with the power 
company up above us so if their neutral and 
their ground is carrying 50 amps, we may have 
25 of those 50 on our cable. So as the sheath 
currents increase, it increases the potential for 
us to have powering problems during a light-
ning storm. So the only way we can dissipate 
this is to have good grounds. The cleaning of 
the grounds is very important. 

Reader Service Number 44. 

CT: And the current dissipates through the 
ground? 

Williams: Yes. Another thing that we're do-
ing, and Tommy referred to it, but maybe didn't 
say it, is servicing the grounds. One of the 
things we're looking for, even though it's been 
grounded and the ground rods sunk and 
we've run this #6 copper wire down the pole 
and it has a wooden u-guard over the first eight 
feet, etc., is cut wire. Being that the poles that 
we are on, are in right of ways, highways, 
runways, easements, etc., many of those 
easements and right-of-ways are mowed by 
the Department of Transportation. So, one of 
the things that you do have to watch is that #6 
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copper. You have to make sure that it has not 
been hit by a mower who thinks, gee, this isn't 
any problem bumping against that heavy pole. 

CT: Do you find that problem often? 
Williams: Yes, so we use split bolts and do a 

repair at the location. It hasn't affected the 
ground rod, but if the copper is cut, then no 
longer does the ground go up the pole. 

CT: So you would never notice that unless 
there was lightning? 

Williams: Right. But there are ways to moni-
tor it. We break our systems up into grids and 
we monitor when we have lightning storms; we 
monitor our outages to the grid. And if our 
problems start increasing in a grid, then we 
know to check. And we break all the outages 
down in different categories so we know what 
to look for in that grid. 

CT: As far as ideal tower grounding, if you 
had the choice, what method would you go 
with? 

Williams: We've used a number of types— 
wells, counterpoise, ground wires and ground 
rods—and it really depends on where we are. 
Within this region, for instance, we have a 
system in Greenwood, S.C. In order to get 
adequate grounding in there, we had to actu-
ally have a well driller come out to drill down 
through the rock. And drill that casing hole, so 
we could then put the rods in and put salt in 
and so forth. 

CT: Is that the most expensive of these 
methods? 

Hill: Yes. 
CT: In Florida, do you have a most common 

method? 
Williams: Ground rods. 
CT: Can we prevent lightning from striking? 

Williams: Well, I know that we can reduce our 
chances of being struck, but I would say we 
cannot prevent it. But we can take all the steps 
that we've been discussing to reduce the ef-
fects of lightning strikes. 

CT: Basically that would be maintenance 
and good grounding procedures? 

Williams: Right. 
Hill: My belief is having a well-grounded 

tower, and at all of our headends we have them 
grounded very well in Florida. We hardly ever 
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'The best protection 
that a cable system has 
against lightning at this 
point is to make sure 
that the basic 
grounding and bonding 
are done well' 

—Tommy Hill 

sustain a lightning hit in a tower location that 
knocked out equipment. 

CT: It never arced across like a side strike 
and damaged anything in the building? 

Hill: It's rare anymore. We have learned 
enough that we can ground it sufficiently. 

CT: And bond it? 
Williams: Keeping in mind that one of the 

things that we feel is maybe adding to the fact 
that we're not having those effects is that we 
now common bond everything. The electron-
ics within the headend building that are in the 
racks are grounded and they're bonded to the 
earth station into the tower. So for a voltage 
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induced by a lightning strike coming down the 
tower to come over horizontally to the building 
is unlikely because the building or the equip-
ment in the building has the same ground 
potential as the tower. 
CT: What kind of material is used for bonding? 

Hill: Copper. 
CT: Does bonding of it break? 
Williams: You have to watch the stuff at the 

base of the poles, as I said before, especially 
after the area has been mowed. If it was never 
touched by a human being, it'll probably set 
there forever. But, there's always a chance of 
machinery cutting through, or theft. 

CT: As far as interference caused by light-
ning, do you have people call and describe it 
to you and say, "you know, my picture is get-
ting worse and worse and it looks terrible and 
then the lightning strikes and the picture clears 
and then it gets bad again" because there is a 
whole storm going on? 

Williams: Most of the interference that I've 
experienced due to lightning is just the flash-
ing you'd see during the electrical 
discharge—a flash across the screen—but 
not a build up of static charge that would put 
snow or sparkles on the picture that would then 
be discharged after a lightning strike and dis-
sipate that voltage and build it. A reason is 
possible that we do not see this. I believe that 
there is, during a thunderstorm, a static elec-
tricity buildup that we do not experience here 
because of our humidity. Now, if you're out in 
the desert where the relative humidity is five 
percent, it could be a problem. 

CT: What type of standby power do you 
recommend, battery backup (the most com-
mon method) or another method? 

Hill: We have standby generators in our 
headends. But, out in the systems, we have the 
battery backup—three-battery backup 
standby power supplies. 

Williams: We have as a company come a 
long way with this. The one thing that we do on 
just about all our main trunk lines in our larger 
systems is install standby backup power. We 
do go one further, an additional feature that we 
incorporate in our standby power is time delay 
circuitry. Normally, the switching transients will 
get you. Whenever the power goes off, our 
standby power comes up and picks it up and 
runs the system, then whenever the power 
comes back on, the equipment would sense 
that and make the switch immediately. But, 
what happens whenever power comes back 
up is that a transient or a spike is sent down the 
line. We've experienced equipment that would 
fail, that would go off when the power came 
back on because the transient spike would hit 
our equipment and blow it. So here everything 
is back up fine and you just went off. What we 
do is to have a time delay circuit that is adjust-
able anywhere from 10-20 seconds, but say an 
average of 15 seconds delay. Whenever the 
power comes back on, this time delay circuit 
will hold our system on battery power for ap-
proximately 15-20 seconds, which will allow 
the transients and spikes to settle down before 
we switch back. 

CT: And in the home? 

Hill: This also protects us against power 
going on and off in the home, because every-
time it comes on, you're getting a spike of 
some sort. What protects our equipment is that 
we delay it for about 15-20 seconds. The 
power usually is settled down by that time and 
we're in pretty good shape. 

Williams: We hold it because of a lot of times 
when they restore power, there may be an-
other short on the line or a problem on the line 
they are not aware of. And there's another 
transient down. So all that's going to happen 
usually does so within the first 20 seconds. 
One other thing I wanted to mention on these 
standby power supplies and not only the 
standby power supplies but any power supply 
that we do. In addition to this time delay circuit, 
we also make a point, because in most cases it 
is not standard equipment with power sup-
plies, to use surge arresters on our power 
supplies. 

CT: On a closing note, what do you consider 
to be the most important thing a system can do 
to protect itself against lightning? 

Hill: Let me give you my philosophy. The 
best protection that a cable system has 
against lightning at this point is to make sure 
that the basic grounding and bonding are 
done well. What we found in our company, and 
I'm sure it's true in other companies, is that 
when we go out and start looking for these 
problems, we find we haven't done the basics. 
The basic good grounding practices and pro-
cedures and bonding will take care of a tre-
mendous amount of these problems. 
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PRODUCT NEWS! 

Alarm/controller unit 
Broadband Engineering Inc. is now offering 

an alarm/controller system. Designed to oper-
ate over one- and two-way CATV or LAN sys-
tems or with a direct coaxial connection, the 
alarm/controller lets the operator monitor any 
function that initiates a contact closure. This 
could include such functions as temperature, 
standby power, or security (such as door 
opening). It also acts as a controller to re-
motely operate electrical or electronic equip-
ment over the coaxial network. 
The system consists of a transmitter and a 

receiver. On a one-way system the transmitter 
may be located anywhere upstream from the 
receiver. In a two-way system, two alarm/ 
controllers operating on different frequencies 
may be operated back-to-back. This will pro-
vide monitoring or control from any location in 
the system to any other system location. The 
receiver can be configured for on-off operation 
of equipment as well as notifying the user of an 
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alarm condition at the transmitter location. Any 
number of receivers can be operated from one 
transmitter. This permits monitoring at several 
locations within the system. 

For more details, contact Broadband Engi-
neering, 1311 Commerce Lane, Jupiter, Fla., 
33458-5636, (305) 747-5000. 

Telescoping aerial van 
Armlift introduced a one-man aerial truck (or 

van) with working heights from 28 to 34 feet. It 
is available insulated or all steel and employs 
an electro/hydraulic PTO fanbelt or auxiliary 
engine hydraulic operation. No outriggers or 
stabilizers are necessary when mounted in 
accordance with factory specification. 

For further details. contact Armlift, Division 
of TG Industries, P.O. Box 108, Armstong, 
Iowa 50514, (712) 864-3737. 

TVRO traps, notch filter 
Microwave Filters 4616-45 IF terrestrial in-

terference trap incorporates a 35 MHz trap 
and a 55 MHz trap both switchable in and out. 
It may be used as a diagnostic tool during 
installation to determine which traps to leave in 
the system, or as a receiver accessory to opti-
mize reception channel by channel. Imped-

ance is 75 ohms and connectors are type F. 
Notch loss is 20 dB minimum and 3 dB band-
width is approximately 4 MHz. 
MFC also introduced the Model 5020-1 ter-

restrial interference notch filter, which tunes 
the 950-1,450 MHz block downconverter band 
to suppress microwave telephone carriers. 
The 5020-1 tunes with a single hex socket 
("allen-head") adjustment. At any tuned fre-
quency, it has a 15 dB (minimum) notch and 
bandwidth of approximately 4 MHz to match 
the bandwidth of most interference carriers. 

For more information, contact Microwave 
Filter Co., 6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, N.Y. 
13057, (315) 43713953. 

Power supply 
Alpha Technologies announced its new 

"UP" series of uninterruptible CATV standby 
power supplies. These standby power sup-
plies provide continuous uninterruptible 
power, which will allow cable networks to carry 
high-speed data transmissions, according to 
the firm. The uninterruptible power feature of 
the UP series is made possible by a circuit 
design that eliminates the break in power to a 
cable network. 

For more information, contact Alpha Tech-
nologies, 1305 Fraser St., D-5, Bellingham, 
Wash. 98226, (206) 647-2360. 
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CATV Services Presents 
These New Olson Technology Products 
OTM 1000 
Introductory Price $440°° 

MODULATOR FEATURES 

• Frequency Agile (channel 2 
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TVRO accessories 
Four accessories that provide the satellite 

TV viewer with greater convenience have been 
designed by the R.L. Drake Co. for use with 
block system earth station receivers. Drake's 
two-way block splitter (Model 2603) permits 
independent channel selection on two receiv-
ers in the same system. This splitter will pass a 
power feed from either receiver to the system's 
LNB, eliminating the need to turn on the master 
receiver when viewing the auxiliary receiver. 
The firm's new four-way amplified block 

splitter (Model 2604) was designed for sys-
tems with three or four receivers. This splitter 
performs the same functions as Model 2603, 
plus it contains an amplifier that compensates 

for the loss of power that comes from dividing 
the signal three or four ways. 
Model 2605 is a dual polarity input adaptor 

that was created for use with Drake's ESR 
324B earth station receiver. This accessory 
allows automatic horizontal/vertical input 
switching in dual feed installations. 
The polarizer expansion module (Model 

2606) allows up to four earth station receivers 
to adjust polarity skew and format on a priority 
basis. This module ranks the receivers on a 
scale of one to four and gives control of the 
polarity skew to the master receiver whenever 
it is operating. 

For more information, contact R.L. Drake 
Co., P.O. Box 112, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342. 
(513) 866-2421. 

WI BUY 
EINIPMENT 
TO WORK. 
VERSALIFT® 
DOES Down-Time is a bad 

word in any working fleet. It's 
expensive. It wastes time. 

• That's why we build Versalifts 
to work. And work efficiently. 

More than 14,000 Versalifts have 
been built over the years. Most of them are still out there in 
the field. Working. The most complete line of aerial 

f devices on the market, with the best in-service 
records and lowest operating and maintenance 
costs. That's Versalift. Your local Versalift 
distributor will be glad to work with you 
to choose the model and size best 
suited to meet your aerial 
work requirements. 

Versalift is a service 
proven product of Time 
Manufacturing 
Company. 
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Scrambler/ 
descrambler system 
The new Impulse scrambler/descrambler 

system by Syrcuits International Inc. will permit 
the cable system operator to scramble one or 
more television channels before distributing 
the signal over the cable system, and can 
selectively authorize descrambling on any one 
or more such channels at any addressed de-
scrambler unit. The brain of the Impulse sys-
tem is a pre-programmed computer that will 
keep track of each address in the system and 
the services to which each address sub-
scribes. The descrambler unit of the Impulse 
system is designed as an add-on to your pres-
ent converter. 
The Impulse system has the capability of 

pre-authorizing up to 15 pay-per-view events. 
This means that a subscriber, by telephone or 
correspondence, can order (or pre-pay) up to 
15 events (or "credits") on a PPV channel. 
Once pre-authorized, the subscriber can elect 
to view any particular event of his choice by 
pressing a button on the descrambler unit. The 
computer will then automatically subtract a 
credit from the subscriber per event viewed. 
When the number of credits is reduced to a 
predetermined number, an indicator will alert 
the subscriber that he will soon run out of 
credits unless he places another order. 

For additional information, contact Syrcuits 
International Inc., 829 Molloy Rd., Syracuse, 
N.Y. 13211, (315) 455-2346. 

Local area network 
HanZon Data Inc. is offering a local area 

network system in which the data travels along 
existing AC power lines and is retrieved via 
normal wall sockets. Every computer (or other 
data handling device) plugs into the network at 
the socket, using a data coupler that acts like a 
modem. Error checking protocol ensures error 
free data transmission, according to the firm. 
The data is sent on the AC lines at 4,800 baud. 
The power line coupler (PLC) and HanZon-

provided PC software are designed to turn AC 
lines into a data highway with a PC directing 
the traffic. Data can be sent and received 
between as many as 32 different devices, at a 
distance of 1,000 feet or more.The modem may 
be set a 300 baud, the printer at 1,200 baud, 
and the computers at 9,600 baud and 19.2K 
baud. The PLC allows the user's equipment to 
communicate without matching all the baud 
rates, parity, word size and software hand-
shakes of each piece of equipment in the PLC 
network. 

For more details, contact HanZon Data Inc., 
18732 142nd Ave., NE, Woodinville, Wash. 
98072. (206) 487-1717. 
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LASER PRECISION'S NEW TD-9950 OTDR GIVES YOU INSTANT DISPLAY OF OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS AT A PUSH OF A BUTTON ... AND THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING 

B C CA E 
IS FINALLY THIS EASY! 

The TD-9950 all wavelength OTDR is an ab-
solute joy to operate. Everything about using 
it is there at a simple push of a button. The 
HELP BUTTON can be used at any time, to 
get instant display of operating instructions or 

SPLICE LOSS 

To accurately measure SPLICE LOSS. 
Cursor A should be placed immediately 

BEFORE the beginning of the splice or ti',reflection due to the splice. These common 

cases are illustrated below. 
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FUSION SPLICE MECHANICAL SPLICE 

SPLICE LOSS computations cannot b. made at 
the very beginning or end of the horizontal 
range. In these oases, M,A will be 
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on-line application notes—without interfering 
with the work in process. 

Another unique feature, is the built-in digital 
X-Y plotter. It is totally integrated with the 
TD-9950 to provide full data hardcopies for 
cable system documentation. Once printing 
begins. the OTDR can be used to make other 
measurements. No waiting. 
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In the automatic splice loss mode, the 
amount of splice loss is accurately measured 
and instantly displayed on the CRT. The 
TD-9950 measures to within 0.01dB loss. 
whether they are closely spaced or long dis-
tance splices. During splicing or connec-
torization, the real-time display trace and 
continuous dB readout function as a "live 
monitor" for optimizing the fiber core align-
ment. It maximizes the cable's transmission 
capabilities. 

UNSURPASSED PERFORMANCE 

The TD-9950 features 0.01% base-accu-
racy, 0.01dB resolution, 131 kilometer range, 
one meter distance rsolution, and dual cur-
sors, for highly precise and repeatable mea-
surements—long range or short. 

For fault locating, the 0.01db resolution can 
even detect small micro-bends or cable 
stress defects. The dual cursors can be used 
to accurately measure the distance of a fault 
from any point along the cable, such as a 
documented splice, to help pinpoint the exact 
location. All of the data is clearly spelled out in 
easy to read alphanumerics on the CRT and 
hardcopy printout, so that cable problems can 
quickly be corrected. The TD-9950 gets the 
job done faster, easier, and with greater 
accuracy. 

Designed for all wavelengths, the TD-9950 
offers plug-in 850, 1300, 1550, and dual 
wavelength 1300 1550nM modules. 

For more details or demonstration, contact: 
LASER PRECISION CORPORATION, 1231 
Hart Street. Utica, NY 13502, or call (315) 
797-4449, or telex: 646803 

laser precision 
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Establishing a PM program 
This article is the second of a two-part series on 
the development of an effective preventive 
maintenance program. Part 1, which appeared 
last month, presented general guidelines to aid 
that development—setting goals, putting a 
program together and documenting it. This 
month we'll look at a preventive maintenance 
program that was successfully implemented in 
Castro Valley, Calif. The cable system, a 
15-year-old dual plant in the San Francisco Bay 
area, is operated by Jones Intercable. 

By Ron Hranac 
Corporate Engineer, Jones Intercable Inc 

Preventive maintenance had been attempted 
on a limited basis in other systems in the past, 
often with questionable results. But the opportu-
nity to start fresh with a recently acquired system 
provided perfect testing grounds for a full-
fledged PM program. Jones Intercable's Bruce 
Catter took on the task of developing such a 
program, along with tracking mechanisms that 
could be used to monitor the program's effec-
tiveness. Early in 1984, Catter implemented his 
program. 
The plan developed for Castro Valley con-

sisted of six major parts: goals, system mainte-
nance, mechanical integrity, training, quality 
control, and documentation. 

Goals 
The goals of the program were fairly 

straightforward: 
• Decrease the number of service calls per-

formed; reduce overhead. 
• Decrease the incidence of system failure and 

outages by detecting potential problems 
early. 

• Improve picture quality; maintain high quality 
pictures 

Figure 1: Individual on-the-job training schedule for 1984 
J.B.—Continue FCC License course and obtain FCC License. Become proficient with 

basic data transmission theory and application, headends, earth stations, converter 
repair. 

J.S.—NCTI Tech I course. Training in sweep techniques, headend maintenance, and 
signal leakage correction; skilled in use of Avantek system sweep. 

J.R.—Continue customer service training, signal leakage correction, Avantek training, 
system operation, and headend maintenance. NCTI course. 

M.L.—Customer service training, signal leakage, system maintenance including set-up 
and balance, splicing techniques, some headend training, NCTI course. 

C.A.—NCTI Installer course. Begin basic troubleshooting, some system maintenance 
including set-up and balance, work on supervisory skills, also splicing. 

K.P.—System set-up and balance, construction techniques, TVRO installation. Work on 
supervisory skills. 

A.T.—Proper installation techniques, basic troubleshooting, NCTI course. 
MR.—Drafting, system design, inventory control, purchasing, converter repair. 

Figure 2: Timeline for scheduling and tracking program 

System sweep: 

Trunk 

Feeder 

Norris Canyon Sub-low 

Training: 

Classroom 

On-the-job 

Seminars 

Home study 

Leakage checks 

4 

4  

Headends: 

Main - II, 

Norris Canyon 

Towers/antennas (all) 

TVRO 

FCC proof-of-performance 

FCC test point checks 

Entire year; every Thursday, 1 hour; 1 sa ety meeting/month. 

Each man—one day OJT per month-12 days per year. 

Half of crew to attend one formal industry seminar in 1984. 

Four in progress. 

4  

1 Jan. Feb. 

areas 1-8 

March April 

areas 1-8 

May June 

areas 1-8 

areas 1-8 >4 

To reset levels at least weekly. 

4+ 

4+ 4-> 4+ 

4+ 

4+ 

4+ 

areas 1-8 

>4 

July Aug 

areas 1-8 e 4 

Sept. Oct. 

areas 1-8 
>4  

Nov. Dec. 

areas 1-8 e 

areas 1-8 

4+ 4+ 

4+ 
System and 

headends 

areas 1-8 

4+ 

4+ 

4+ 
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Figure 3: Preventive maintenance report form 

Review preventive maintenance program and document progress below. 

A) System sweep 

1) Areas completed  

2) Problems noted  

3) Corrections made  

B) Radiation checks 

1) Areas completed  

2) Problems noted  

3) Corrections made  

C) Headends "A" and "B" 

1) List dates of headend realignment  

2) Problems noted  

3) Corrections made  

D) Norris Canyon headend 

1) List dates of headend realignment  

2) Problems noted  

3) Corrections made  

E) Antenna tower, TVRO, all antennas 

1) Corrosion control  

2) Tighten hardware  

3) Housekeeping  

4) Realignment  

5) List other work performed including any repairs made  

F) FCC proof-of-performance testing 

Annual proof completed  

Monthly checks 

Cascade 

TP-1 

_TR _LE 

Cable Cable 

A 

TP-2 

_TR _LE 

Cable Cable 

A 

TP-3 

_TR _LE 

Cable Cable 

A 

Bandwidth 

Peak-to-valley 

Xmod 

C/N 

Hum 

Other  

G) Training 

Classroom  

On the job training (See attached) 

Seminars  

Correspondence courses  

H) Quality control 

Attach Q.C. report forms. 

I) Mechanical integrity 

List mechanical preventive maintenance performed  

This report compiled by  

Date  

Approved  

e Increase subscriber satisfaction. 
The only possible limiting factor was that the 

goals had to be accomplished using existing 
personnel. To circumvent this restriction, Cafter 
rewrote the job descriptions of the entire techni-
cal staff to include portions of the program in 
each individual's daily tasks. 

System maintenance 
The entire distribution system was divided 

into eight areas. The areas, although not physi-
cally the same size, were similar in system 
complexity. 
System sweeping—The line technician 

swept all trunk and feeder in each area every 
two months, made necessary repairs, and main-
tained a log of all work accomplished. The sub-
low trunk run from the Norris Canyon headend to 
the main headend was swept every two months 
and repaired as necessary. All swept plant was 
maintained within peak-to-valley tolerance de-
fined by the formula: 

(Number of amplifiers in cascade  + 1 = ± tolerance 
in dB 

10 

Signal leakage—Areas one through eight 
were monitored for leakage with the "Cuckoo" 
receiver every three months. Results were 
logged, and problems corrected within one 
week of being found. 
Leakage monitoring was increased during 

worst case conditions—for example, after a 
period of dry, calm weather. (On windy days, the 
cable can work around in loose or corroded 
connectors, establishing a temporary "good" 
ground. The newly established "good" ground 
surfaces corrode very quickly, and the degree 
of grounding effectiveness diminishes with a 
resulting increase in signal leakage.) 
Headends —Signal levels were adjusted as 

necessary, at least weekly, in the main headend. 
Housekeeping and visual inspection were per-
formed at this time, also. FCC proof-of-
performance headend testing was scheduled 
during the month of September, at which time all 
modulators, processors, and other equipment 
would be inspected and aligned to ensure de-
sired performance. Signal levels were reset 
monthly in the Norris Canyon headend, and the 
equipment checked and aligned during the 
September proof-of-performance testing. 

Towers and antennas (all headends)—Every 
six months all hardware was checked for tight-
ness; corrosion control was performed as re-
quired, as were necessary repairs and general 
housekeeping. 
TVRO—The earth station was checked an-

nually for roundness and warpage, and re-
aligned to satellite "box center." The pres-
surization unit's dehydrator crystals were dried 
out as necessary. 
FCC proof-of-performance tests—The an-

nual tests were included in the preventive main-
tenance program. In addition, during the first 
week of every month, the system's Avantek 
CR-2000 was used at each FCC test point to 
record signal levels, frequency response, cross-
modulation, carrier-to-noise and hum. These 
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SuperStation 

WTBS 
Draw your cards from a 
wealth of experience and 
success... 

"WTBS continues to fly far 
above the competition in 
cable household delivery, 
yielding more than double 
the audience delivered by 
any other service on a 
round-the-clock basis." 
ELECTRONIC MEDIA 
May 30. 1985 

SATELLITE PROGRAM NETWORK 

Deal yourself a discount by 
offering more than one SSS 
service... 

"SPN is a network with 
everyone in mind, and its 
unusual blend of entertain-
ment, travel and information 
make it a pleasant change 
of pace." 
CABLEDAY MAGAZINE 
June 1985 

Mute M Your Oserunend 

Add another and you've got 
three of a kind... 

"With the cable industry 
focused on new ways to 
lure non-subscribers, 
marketers of cable audio 
believe audio services to be 
a hook for reaching the 
entrenched cable resistors." 
MULTICHANNEL NEWS 
June 3. 1985 

Don't gamble... play with proven winners. Give SSS a call. Today. 

0.z gall,234 74q. 045ectivat. 
Satellite Syndicated Systems, Inc./P.O. Box 702160/Tulsa, OK 74170/(918) 481-0881 
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results were recorded to allow monitoring of 
gradual deterioration of system performance. 

Mechanical Integrity 
Mechanical preventive maintenance was per-

formed on an on-going basis, with at least five 
man-days per month spent on: 
• Hardware tightness 
• Shrink boot inspection 
• Broken lashing wire repair 
• Corrosion control 
• Correct span sag 
• G.O. 95 infractions (utility clearances) 
• Bonding and grounding 
• Tap port terminations 

Training 
One hour of in-house classroom training was 

held every Thursday for the technical staff. One 
class each month was devoted entirely to safety. 
Highlights of the technical topics that were 
scheduled for the weekly meetings included: 
fundamentals of a cable TV system/channel 
allocation; coaxial cable; cable loss and equal-
ization; dB vs. dBmV, logarithms; cross-
modulation noise; hum modulation and power 
requirements, grounding; signal leakage; field 
strength meters; antennae theory; headend; 
climbing school; system design, passive func-
tions; distortions, trouble shooting; amplifiers; 
safety; and TV receiver fundamentals. 
A separate on-the-job training program was 

established based upon the needs of each indi-
vidual (Figure 1). This program provided each 
employee a minimum of one day of on-the-job 
training per month in addition to regular duties. 
As well, 50 percent of the crew was scheduled 

Figure 4: On-the-job training 
report form 

Name 
Date 
Description of training 

Name of person conducting training 
Hours of training 
Comments 

Signed: 
Trainee Trainer 

to attend a formal industry seminar each year. 
This included SCTE meetings, vendor-
sponsored seminars, and industry conferences. 

At the time the program was implemented, 
four employees were involved in job-related 
correspondence courses. Additional participa-
tion was encouraged, and by the end of 1984, 
most of the technical staff were involved in home 
study courses. 

Quality control 
A quality control inspection program was de-

veloped to ensure that new equipment was 
tested prior to being used in the system: 
• Trunk/feeder cable (all): damage inspection, 

return loss, impedance, attenuation, band-
width, peak-to-valley. 

• Drop cable (10 percent sample): same as 
trunk/feeder cable. 

• Active devices (all): visual inspection, hard-
ware tightness, bandwidth, peak-to-valley, 
return loss, second order, noise figure, cur-
rent consumption, hum, control adjustment 
range. 

e Passive devices (5 percent each container): 
test as applicable. 

• Drop material (10 percent sample): test as 
applicable. 

• Other (10 percent sample): test as 
applicable. 

Documentation 
A timeline (Figure 2) was used to schedule 

various parts of Castro Valley's preventive main-
tenance program and track them simulta-
neously. The chart was posted at the system's 
business office. 
A preventive maintenance report form (Figure 

3) also was used to track the program's pro-
gress; copies were sent to the division office 
monthly. Included with the preventive mainte-
nance report form were an on-the-job training 
report form (copies of this were added to each 
individual's personnel file) and a quality control 
inspection form (Figures 4 and 5). 

Working to save 
Casto Valley's preventive maintenance pro-

gram worked! The system's monthly service call 
percentage before the program averaged 
about 4.5 percent (approximately 360 service 
calls per month). Several months after the pro-
gram was implemented, the monthly service call 
percentage leveled off to about 3.6 percent 
(approximately 290 service calls per month). 

That 20 percent reduction in service calls was 

/,'FitICl/V 

GETS TOUGH WITH THE UNDERGROUND 

Pierce Airrow TM pneumatic underground piercing tools penetrate 

rocks, small boulders and tree roots, making a straight 

compacted hole for pipe or cable. They eliminate the added 

work of open trenching. 

Pierce Airrow International, Inc. 
W137 N5500 Williams Place, P.O. Box 300 

Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 

5 
MODELS 
5.5 Inch, 4 Inch 
3 Inch, Short Shot 

2 Inch 
414-781-9093 

1-800-545-4141, Ext. 460 

Telex 26-9546 
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Can Any Cable Supplier Consistently Be There When You Need Them? 

al)ca 
You can depend on Capscan. 

Hundreds of cable TV systems and MSO's nation-wide 
have put their trust and confidence in Capscan, and we 
haven't let them down. 

Growth through performance; stability based 
upon the $140 million plus assets of the Burnup 
and Sims Corporation. 

When you consider that Capscan has set 
new corporate sales records each year for the 
last five years in a row, it's easy to see what 
so many others in your shoes have 
understood for years. Capscan Cable is 
a "safe buy." Capscan people are pro-
fessionals you can trust. 

For a new build, re-build, big 
job or small, aluminum cable and 
drop cable, call the cable company 
you can count on to be there 
when it counts. Call Capscan 
at (201) 462-8700, or toll 
free (800) 222-5388. 

CAPSCAN 
A Burnup & Sims Cable Products Group Company 
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Figure 5: Material received technical quality control evaluation form 
1) P.O. number 

2) P.O. date 

3) Material received date 

4) Visual inspection by. 

5) Any physical damage noted 

6) Electrical tests: 

Sweep test 
Percentage Peak-to Return 

Quantity Item tested Bandwidth valley loss Hum 2nd order Impedance NF 
Current 
draw 

The equipment listed above was tested and _ does _ does not meet corporate engineering specifications. 

Comments. 
Signed Date 

Approved Date 

estimated to be worth about $21,000 annually to 
the system (based on $25 per service call); and 
it was accomplished without hiring additional 
staff. The success of this program indicated the 
potential savings that could be realized 
elsewhere. 
As a result, the preventive maintenance pro-

gram that Bruce Catter developed for Castro 

Valley was adapted and implemented in several 
other cable systems. To date, the average re-
duction in service calls has typically been in the 
25 to 30 percent range; one system realized a 
50 percent reduction in service calls! 

Effective preventive maintenance will work. 
But it requires careful assessment of each sys-
tem's particular needs, thorough planning and 

documentation. The money is out there— 
waiting to be saved! le 1 

Editor's clarification: In last month's installment 
of this article a reference was made to mainte-
nance costs exceeding $200 billion. It should 
be noted that that amount refers to an annual 
amount spent by U.S. industry nationwide. 

Tatie cD/e. Prt> ancl Cnr\> 
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ENGLISH ENTERPRIZES 
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Gator Transportat,or 

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
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OUR INDUSTRY IS GOING u A PERIOD 
OF RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION! 

You can either take advantage of the new 
technologies or go the easy way of the 
dinosaur. Construction and maintenance 
costs are skyrocketing. Competition for 
TV delivery to hotels, motels, apart-
ments, small communities and 
unwired urban areas is increasing. 

Fortunately, headend costs are 
dropping. 

Your answer? Large numbers of 
innovatively applied headends. Call it 
cherry picking, bundling, restricted 

NEXUS 

12 Channel Headend 

NEXUS 
ENGINEERING CORP. 

PERFORMANCE 
YOU CAN SEC. 

access or SMATV . . the result is more 
profit and a stronger competitive position. 

Profit from the evolution. 

Call NEXUS for the know-how and the 
best low-cost headend equipment. 

Call (206) 644-2371, Bellevue, Washington 
(604) 420-5322, Burnaby, B.C. 

Or Write NEXUS Engineering Corp. 
4181 McConnell Drive 

behmcBurnaby, B.C. V5A 3J7 

r v.". 

DEFINITELY AHEAD OF OUR TIME 
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Start with the foundation 
By Robert S. Long 
President. Bumup & Sers Cable Com Inc 

To rebuild, retrofit or delash/relash —that is 
the question. The answer is not quite as simple. 
There are many aspects to be considered in the 
answering of this question. The first usual con-
sideration, understandably, is economics, fol-
lowed closely by electronic or technical consid-
erations. One area that may not be receiving 
adequate consideration is the strand and pole-
line hardware itself, or "foundation plant" if you 
will. In the strictest definition of the total CATV 
plant, the strand and poleline hardware would 
have to be defined as the foundation plant. As 
we all know, a good foundation is essential in 
any building application to assure a secure and 
dependable structure. This truth is no less ap-
plicable to CATV plant than it is to a high-rise. 

Aerial foundation plant is for the most part 
pretty sturdy stuff, and we at least think of it as 
being almost impervious to the effects of aging. 
But let us take a closer look. What does most 
polehne hardware have in common? The com-
mon point is zinc plating. This plating is applied 
to protect the coated metal or host material from 
rapid deterioration and is commonly, though in 
some cases not accurately, known as gal-
vanizing. What may not be as widely known is 
the fact that a zinc coating is in fact a sacrificial 
coating and is subject to deterioration as a result 
of exposure to the various elements and condi-
tions just the same as the host material to which 
it is applied to protect. 
The obvious advantage of the zinc plating is 

the fact that in most cases and conditions it is 
eroded away at a much slower rate than the host 
material would have, left unplated. Because the 
zinc is applied as a means of protecting its host, 
the deterioration of the zinc does not affect the 
structural integrity of the host device. When the 
zinc plating has completely sacrificed or ex-
pended itself, then obviously the deterioration 
begins to work on the functional part or host. 
That part or host begins to suffer structurally as a 
result of the corrosive action. This corrosive 
action on the host material, given the purpose of 
the foundation plant in the overall CATV plant 
picture, could lead to unsafe and technically 
unsound conditions in the trunk and distribution 
plant (i.e. cable and equipment on the ground). 
How long does zinc plating last? There is no 

sure answer. Many factors affect its useful life. 
Some of these are thickness of coating; amount 
of dust in the- air; average annual temperature; 
amount of precipitation; acid content of the soil; 
proximity to the sea; proximity to marine envi-
ronment; and proximity to heavy industrial area. 
The point is that there are guidelines, but no 
rules on how long zinc plating will last. One thing 
is certain, the speed at which the zinc is sa-
crified is directly proportional to the sulphur 
oxide content in the air. Another concern that 
has recently received much international atten-
tion is acid rain. 

Below is a table published by ATSM which 
may help to answer some fundamental ques-
tions on this subject. Though not revealed in the 
tables exposure to sea water greatly acceler-

ates the corrosion rate. Additionally, stress 
causes accelerated corrosion. 

Atmosphere Mean corrosion rate 

Industrial 5.6 microns (.22 mil)/year 

Urban, non-industrial or marine 1.5 microns 

(.06 mil)/year 

Suburban 1.3 microns (0.5 mil)/year 

Rural .08 microns (.04 mil)/year 

Indoors Considerably less than 

.05 microns (.01 mil)/year 

Most of us are familiar with and use "Class A" 
strand, so how do we determine its useful life? 
First, Class A strand has an average zinc coat-
ing of .0258 millimeter thickness. It follows then 
that in an urban environment the approximate 
useful life of Class A strand is 17.2 years. 

Zinc thickness Urban corrosion rate 
.0258 millimeter + 1.5 microns = 17.2 years 

Now, if you are planning to retrofit or delash/ 
relash, assuming a 10-year life for the existing 
plant and an anticipated 10-year life for the 
newly installed electronics or cable, your strand 
life will have run out (so to speak) three years 
before the cable and/or electronics are antici-
pated to last. Also consider other conditions that 
adversely affect strand life, such as electrolysis 
and stress. 

Bright looking strand does not mean that your 
strand does not need to be replaced. You may 
do a visual survey, do a corrosion rate calcula-
tion, or hire a metallurgist to do random tests, but 
check your strand and hardware prior to making 
your decision. Remember, the trunk and distri-
bution plant is no better than the foundation 
plant. 
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Superior Satellite Engineers 

DUAL-BEAM PERFORMANCE KITS FOR 3-METER TO 4.6 
METER SATELLITE ANTENNAS. 

Receive simultaneous satellite 
programming from Satcom 3R 
and Galaxy I OR Comstar 04 
and Westar 5 

TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS 
Scientific Atlanta 4.6m 
Scientific Atlanta 
Scientific Atlanta 
Prodelin 
MSC 

(and many more) 

3.65m 
3.2m 
3.7m 
4.0m 

SSE performance kits feature indi-
vidual azimuth, elevation, focal length 
and polarity adjustments. Fibreglass 
cover for protection. 

Performance kits available for 5m to 
11m antennas 

SUPERIOR SATELLITE 
ENGINEERS 

P.O. BOX 1149 
ROSEVILLE, CA 95661 
(916) 791-3315 
lt S Patent P‘ nd 
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Headend security for improved reliability 
Presented here is an outline to help evaluate 
and improve headend security and reliability. 
Passive measures will be proposed to improve 
site resistance to intrusion and vandalism. Ac-
tive devices will be suggested that report in-
trusion, hazard, equipment malfunction and 
will sound an alarm. 

By Thomas L. Gimbel P.E. 
Quality Engineer Consultant. PECA Inc 

There are over 4,000 cable television sys-
tems in the United States, each with its own 
headend. The headend is the central signal 
processing center for a cable system. The 
headend is where the local off-air television 
signals are received, where the satellite dish 
antenna is located and where the automated 
channel character generators, microwave re-
lay equipment and addressable control com-
puter usually are housed. 
The geographic location of the system 

headend is dictated by the strength of the local 
television signals. In the 100 or so metropolitan 
cable television systems serving large cities 
the headend generally is located in town. This 
is because off-air reception of local television 
stations is good in town. However, in the re-
maining 3,900 cable systems the headends 
are of a different variety. These headends 
serve smaller communities and generally are 
located outside of town. They are placed on 
top of the highest available hill, in order to 
receive television signals from distant stations 
over rough terrain. These headends have tall 
towers and are difficult to reach for service. 
Many sites require special four-wheel drive or 
track vehicles to climb long rugged roads. Bad 
weather may make them inaccessible. 

Larger metropolitan cable systems can sup-
port a more elaborate headend facility; there-
fore, security systems are designed into these 
installations. Burglar alarm, fire alarm, fire ex-
tinguisher and signal monitoring systems are 
commonplace. But in the smaller remotely lo-
cated headends, security and supervision are 
often overlooked even though these isolated 
sites are locations that attract skiers, hikers, 
bikers, four-wheelers, hunters, teenage dare-
devils and thieves. 

Preventive maintenance is a management 
technique used to avoid cable service out-
ages. This principle most often is associated 
with electronic test procedures but security of 
the headend site and equipment monitoring 
can significantly improve service reliability. 

Intruder protection 
Site security is based on the perception 

created in the mind of a potential intruder. The 
intruder contemplating a trespass must ask 
himself: Is the reward worth the work involved, 
and can he get away with it? Though irrational 

people are capable of futile acts of destruc-
tion, most intruders are rational and will con-
sider their fate. 
The defenders objective is to present the 

best practical barrier to intrusion and to create 
the impression that escape would be unlikely. 
There are usually three major exposed struc-
tures to protect at the headend: the headend 
building, the tower and the satellite dish an-
tenna. The most obvious and very effective 
first step to provide protection is a chain link 
fence surrounding the compound. The fence 
should be at least six feet high and the gate 
should be securely locked with a rugged lock. 
Appearance also is a key, inexpensive part 

of intrusion security. Keep the enclosed com-
pound neat, clean and the brush cleared. If the 
place looks cared for a vandal must consider 
the possibility that someone may be making 
their inspection rounds at this time. 

Signs are a valuable psychological barrier. 
A "bad dog" sign can be as effective a deter-
rent as the dog itself. Post signs on the fence: 
"Caution high voltage," "keep out," "this site 
operated by (your name) cable TV company 
under regulation of the FCC." If you have a 
burglar alarm system, advertise by putting a 
sign on the building door: "This premises pro-
tected by an electronic security system." "Sur-
veillance provided from aircraft." Post the 
signs even if you do not have a security sys-
tem. The signs should look professional and 
be credible. Some usable signs are available 
from your pole line hardware supplier. 
Towers are a climbing attraction. If the tower 

has a ladder, remove the bottom section to 
discourage climbers. Your technician can use 
his own ladder to bridge the gap when serv-
icing the tower. Install a climbing shield on 
small faced towers. This can be done by bolt-
ing three sheets of plywood 10 feet high, 
against the three faces of the tower bottom 
section, leaving no exposed members to climb 
on. Put a "high voltage" sign on the tower and 
the dish antenna. 

Satellite antennas seem to have two major 
shortcomings: amateur earth station builders 
steal the low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) and chil-
dren like to throw stones at them to hear them 
"bong." I heard of a dish located near a school 
that was hit and dented so much that the dish 
had to be replaced because the reflective 
surface distortion reduced the gain below us-
able levels. 
Conceal the LNAs if you can. Use security 

screws for mounting. Wire the LNAs into the 
burglar alarm system with traps. A broken 
pressure window is the most common stone 
damage and this loss of air pressure could be 
reported by a pressure switch wired into the 
burglar alarm system. Put a sign on the dish 
indicating the equipment is alarmed. 

The headend building should be window-
less and of masonry construction. The door 
should be steel with a padlock that is pro-
tected from cutting. Window air conditioners 
and ventilator fan openings should be covered 
with steel bars. The headend building and 
electronic equipment should be protected 
with a security system. The system should 
have three features: 1) sound a local alarm to 
scare off the intruder before he can complete 
his work, 2) monitor equipment operation to 
minimize or prevent service outages, and 3) 
summon help by reporting the condition to 
repair personnel. 

Equipment monitoring 
Because the headend operates unat-

tended, repair service is not provided until a 
catastrophic failure occurs and one of the 
services is lost. Though some failures cannot 
be predicted there are parameters, which, if 
monitored, could warn of a coming failure be-
fore service is lost. 
A primary example is room temperature. 

The air conditioner is a mechanical device 
prone to wear out. Failure of the air conditioner 
can result in failure of other pieces of the 
electronic equipment. As a monitoring device 
a home thermostat can be used to sense air 
temperature and the contact closure reported 
by the security system. Repairs could be 
made before any electronic equipment fails. 

Towers, because of their visibility, are often 
targets for shooters. Though there is little that 
can be done to prevent the shooting, monitor-
ing of tower lights and waveguide pressures 
can initiate gunshot repairs before additional 
problems develop. 

If primary headend power is lost and the 
standby generator takes over, an outage will 
be delayed if power company repair service is 
not initiated or the generator refueled. A con-
tact closure could signal the condition. 

Air pressure on an earth station can be 
monitored as can signal switches, where indi-
vidual processors have gone into standby 
mode. AGC voltages and sump pumps can be 
monitored. A smoke detector would provide 
early warning of overheated transformers or 
equipment fires. A help button could summon 
aid in a personal emergency. 

An ounce of prevention... 
The headend is the single most important 

part of a cable system. It is usually in a remote 
location attractive to vandals and it is operated 
unattended. Deliberate measures should be 
taken to provide for intrusion protection and 
equipment monitoring, which can be accom-
plished by using the cable system for commu-
nications. These steps will maximize overall 
system reliability and reduce costly problems. 
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Texscan's Searcher finds signal leak-
age problems and alerts you with 
visual and audible alarms. No more 
headend transmitters or foreign signal 
inputs. The Searcher operates on an existing 
CATV channel. 

Just clip a unit on your field personnel in the 
morning. All day, the Searcher acts as a signal 
leakage sentry operating on its internal 
rechargeable battery. When a leak is de-
tected, the Searcher alerts its host with 
a change in the pitch of the tone. The 
closer the source, the higher the pitch. 

Finally, a unit designed to pinpoint your 
leakage problems. Affordable. Reliable. 
And, highly recommended. The 
Searcher, you've been searching for it. 

3169 N. Shadeland Ave. 
Indianapolis, IN 46226 

(317) 545-4196 

Texscan 
INSTRUMENTS 
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C-COR Electronics Inc. has 

hired Thomas Teeter as con-
troller. Prior to joining C-COR, Tee-
ter was corporate controller for 
Giant Food Stores Inc. for four 
years, the position he attained af-
ter being an accounting manager 
there for one year. Prior to that he 
as an accounting superivisor for 
Laventhol & Horwath, CPAs. Con-
tact: 60 Decibel Rd., State Col-
lege, Pa. 16801, (814) 238-2461. 

Pioneer Communications of 
America Inc., the cable television 
division of Pioneer North America, 
has announced the promotion of 
Dan Wiltshire from engineering 
aide, to systems engineer in its en-
gineering department. He will be 
responsible for development of se-
lected CAN products as well as 
performing lab and field testing of 
prototype CATV equipment. Con-
tact: 2200 Dividend Dr., Columbus, 
Ohio 43228, (614) 876-0771. 

Larry Smith, manager of material 
resources, Cablevision Industries, 
has been elected to the board of 
directors of the Hudson Valley 
Meeting Group of the SCIE. He 

will serve in this position for the en-
tire year of 1986. Contact: 6 Wierk 
Ave., Liberty, N.Y. 12754, (914) 
292-7550. 

¡tell I I  I 
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Coyle 

Regency Cable Products an-
nounced the appointment of Lar-
ry Coyle to fill the post of techni-
cian. Coyle will be responsible for 
conducting quality control tests 
and collecting data to support all 
Regency Cable headend equip-
ment and converters. Contact: 4 
Adler Dr., East Syracuse, N.Y. 
13057, (315) 437- 4405. 

"Leader in the 
Placement of Cable 

Television Professionals" 
Nationwide Service 

JIM YOUNG & 
ASSOCIATES 

One Young Plaza 
1235 Ranger Highway 
Weatherford, TX 76086 

(800) 433-2160 
(817) 599-7623 

Wavetek Indiana Inc. an-
nounced several appointments in 
its broadband cable communica-
tions sales organization. Jack 
Webb was named national sales 
manager. Webb brings to the po-
sition 10 years of engineering and 
manufacturing experience in the 
broadband cable test equipment 
market. 

Three regional sales managers 
were appointed. Greg Marx, 
Midwest regional sales manager, 
has three years of sales experi-
ence with Wavetek. Previously, he 
managed the service and organi-
zation departments for a pay TV 
company and broadcast televi-
sion production. Tony Shortt, 
Eastern regional sales manager, 
has three years of sales experi-
ence with Wavetek. He has been 
with the firm for 10 years in various 
supervisory and management 
positions. Phyllis Thompson, 
Western regional sales manager, 
has 17 years experience in cable 
television including five years in 
sales with Wavetek, seven years 
in operations with a large cable 
television company, and five 
years in sales with a coaxial cable 
manufacturer. Contact: 5808 
Churchman, P.O.Box 190, Beech 
Grove, Ind. 46107, (800) 
622-5515 or (317) 788-5965. 

The Cable Products Divison of 
Times Fiber Communications 
has announced the appointment 
of Jill Maple as sales administra-
tion manager. Maple came to 
Times Fiber from Coleco Indus-
tries Inc. where she served as 
supervisor, marketing planning. 
She also has worked in several 
capacities for the Wire Associa-
tion International. 
TFC also announced the ap-

pointment of Jaye Kasmin as 
Northern New England sales rep-
resentative. Kasmin has worked 
for Times Fiber for the past 10 
years in both the telemarketing 
and customer service functions. 

Finally, the Cable Products 
Division of TFC announced the 
appointment of Lloyd Vande 
Lune as sales representative in 
the states of Iowa, Kansas, Mis-
souri, Minnesota, Nebraska, and 
North and South Dakota. Prior to 
joining Times Fiber, Vande Lune 
was sales manager, Industrial 
Division of the Iowa Paint Manu-
facturing Co. Inc. Before that, he 
was account manager of the John 
Deere account of Valspar Corp. 

Contact: 358 Hall Ave., P.O. Box 
384, Wallingford, Conn. 06492, 
(203) 265-8500. 

Stephen Taylor and Terry 
Phipps have both recently been 
appointed vice presidents for 
Satellite Syndicated Systems 
Inc. Taylor was formerly an as-
sistant vice president. Prior to 
joining the firm, he worked as a 
project manager for Video Star 
Communications. 

Phipps has been involved in 
television broadcasting since his 
discharge from the U.S. Army in 
1971. After four years as an ac-
count executive in local sales for 
KJRH-TV, Tulsa's NBC affiliate, he 
founded Phipps & Company Pro-
ductions, a TV production facility, 
to produce a national outdoor 
show. SSS acquired a majority 
interest in Phipps & Co. earlier this 
year. Contact: P.O. Box 702160, 
Tulsa, Okla. 74170, (918) 
481-0881. 

Don Wyckoff recently joined 
Tele-Wire Supply Corp. as west-
ern sales representative. Based 
out of a regional office in Walnut 
Creek, Calif., Wyckoff will market 
CATV, telephone and related 
communications hardware and 
electronics. He was formerly em-
ployed as a factory representative 
and has been involved in the 
CATV industry for the past 20 
years. 

In addition, Temple Hamm 
joined Tele-Wire as a sales repre-
sentative in the Grand Prairie, 
Texas, regional office. Hamm is 
responsible for the marketing of 
CATV, telephone and related 
communications hardware and 
electronics. 

Janice Cowan also recently 
joined Tele-Wire as a sales repre-
sentative in the Sarasota, Fla., re-
gional office. She will be re-
sponsible for the marketing of 
CATV, telephone and related 
communications hardware and 
electronics. Contact: 7 Michael 
Ave., East Farmingdale. N.Y. 
11735, (516) 293-7788. 

Synchronous Communica-
tions announced the appoint-
ment of Al Johnson as national 
sales manager. Johnson, formerly 
of Catel, will be responsible for the 
introduction of Synchronous' new 
line of FM modems. Contact: 1701 
Fortune Dr., Suite 0, San Jose, 
Calif. 95131, (408) 262-0541. 
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TRAPS 
ONLY EAGLE KEEPS MAKING THEM BETTER! 

NOW AVAILABLE... SIX POLE TRAPS TO IMPROVE REJECTION 
ON BAND EDGES OF MULTI-CHANNEL TRAPS. 

Only Eagle naps have their main bodies totally protected by 
double neoprene gasketing. 

Only Eagle Traps are completely sealed around their pins by 
a special hot-melt process. 

Only Eagle Traps are 100% foam-filled. 

Eagle Trap Quality starts inside. Every Trap is completely 
sealed for superior moisture resistance. Our extensive seal-
ing techniques and 100% filling of all interior cavities 
insures stability over broad temperature ranges. That's why 
Eagle Traps are virtually fail-safe in preventing signal drift. 
Install Eagle Traps to safeguard existing scrambling 
methods. Our Traps can be used at high and super band 
frequencies, as well as low and mid band. 
To meet your system's requirements, Eagle Traps are 
available in 3, 4 and 6 pole configurations for maximum 
economy and effectiveness. 
Some companies can make Traps cheaper. . . only 

Eagle makes them better! 

A Secure Investment for System Profitabil. 

Converters, Addressable Descramblers, Programmable Descramblers, Splitters, Traps, Decoding Filters, 
Video Amplitude Controllers, Band Pass Filters, Channel Dropper for Batch Descrambling. 

EAGLE COMTRONICS, INC. 
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041 

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-448-7474 
In New York, call 315-622-3402/In Canada, call Deskin Sales, 416-475-1412 

In Europe, call Electro Service, Brussels, Belgium, 011-32-15-209575 

nIEAGLE 
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Will the Converter 
for Impulse PPV 

Compare the Product Lines of 

JERROLD 
At Jerrold, we knew that impulse-
pay-per-view was the way of the 
future. That's why we poured more 
than 40 man-years into its 
development. And that's why 
we're ready now. 

It takes more than a plug-in 
module to make IPPV a reality. 
Jerrold has a complete line of 
tested products, billing and 

STARCONI• VI. Downloadable RF converter 
provides IPPV for one- or two-way 

addressable systems. 

TWO-WAY TELEPHONE NETWORK ADAPTER (TNA) 
Allows various data path configurations with different 
types of interconnects 

IPPV SOFTWARE 
Comprehensive software 

packages to provide 
purchase data collection 

and converter verification 
and control 

subscriber purchasing software, 
frequency agile modems, data 
communication synchronizers, 
and telephone network interfaces 
to put the impulse into pay-per-
view. It would take years for 
another manufacturer to develop a 
comparable capability. 

So, when you're ready to decide 
on your next converter, don't 

DATA COMMANDER 
Frequency agile 
modem permits 
rapid polling of 
converters while 
maintaining data 
integrity 

STARVUE" Economical 
add-on unit provides IPPV 
to two-way addressable 
systems 

TRANSMISSION LINE 
EQUALIZER ITLE) 
Synchronizes data 
communications be-
tween the addressable 
controller and multiple 
hub sites 

STARFONE" Economical 
add-on unit provides IPPV 
to one-way addressable 
systems 

REMOTE CONTROLS Every 
handheld wireless remote control unit 
shown here 
is IPPV ready 

GENERAL 
INSTRUMENT 

wonder if or when it will be capable 
of IPPV, just contact Jerrold. Call or 
write Jerrold Division, General 
Instrument Corporation, 2200 
Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040. 
(215) 674-4800. 

JERROLD 
You know we'll he there. 

STARCOM V Baseband 
addressable converter 
facilitates IPPV for two-way 
cable systems 

AH -4 ADDRESSABLE CONTROLLER Computerized 
reporting facility tor IPPV 

implementation and 
interlaces with most 

billing systems. 



You're Buying Be Ready 
When You Are? 

the Two Major Manufacturers. 

The Other Manufacturer 

An Empty Jack. 

See us at the Western Show Booth 400. 
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A Distributor Is Known 
By The Companies He Keeps 

PYRAMID IND., D B C LTD, LINDSAY, 
WESTAY, BENNER NAWMAN, ARROW, 
ARCOM, SIMPSON PLASTICS, DURA, 

CARSON IND, TUSA CORP 
AND SIGNAL VISION'S OWN 
HIGH QUALITY SUBSCRIBER 
PASSIVES AND HARDWARE 

"See us at 
Booth 984 

at the 
Western Cable 

Television Show." 

WE SERVE THE ENTIRE WESTERN STATES 
AREA WITH COURTEOUS SERVICE 

COMPETITIVE PRICING 
AND 

EXCELLENT DELIVERY 

22732-B GRANITE WAY 
LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653 

714-586-3196 
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December 

Dec. 10-12: Jerrold technical 
seminar, Philadelphia. Contact 
Beth Schaefer, (215) 674-4800. 
Dec. 10-12: Texscan Instru-
ments training program, Indian-
apolis. Contact (317) 545-4196. 
Dec. 11: SCTE Chattahoochee 
Meeting Group's presentation of 
the BCT/E exam, Holiday Inn Air-
port South, College Park, Ga, 
Contact Gary Donaldson, (404) 
949-7370. 
Dec. 11: SCTE Golden Gate 
Chapter seminar on back to ba-
sics. Contact Pete Petrovich, 
(415) 463-0807. 
Dec. 12: SCTE North Jersey 
Chapter BCT/E tutorial for distri-
bution systems. Contact Ed 
Buckman, (201) 239-8183. 
Dec. 12: Pennsylvania Cable 
Television Association scram-
bling symposium. Contact (717) 
234-2190. 

Planning ahead 
March 15-18: National Cable 
Television Association annual 
convention, Dallas. 
May 13-15: Canadian Cable 
Television Association annual 
convention and cablexpo, 
Vancouver. 
June 12-15: Society of Cable 
Television Engineers', Cable-
Tec Expo '86, Phoenix (Ariz.) 
Convention Center. 

Dec. 16: SCTE North Centra 
Texas Meeting Group BCT/E 
exam on distribution systems, 
Quality Inn-DFW South, Irving, 
Texas. Contact Lynn Watson, 
(214) 241-1421. 
Dec. 18: SCTE Delaware Valley 
Chapter meeting on test equip-
ment: Field and bench, Willow 
Grove, Pa. Contact Bev Zane, 
(215) 674-4800. 
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Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

We stand solidly behind every piece of cable equipment we sell. 

Head-end through drop materials, it performs the way we say, or we'll correct it — immediately. 

All items carry the manufacturer's full warranty. 

We'll also compete with any distributor on price, selection, delivery, and service. 

We stock all major brands, and can tailor packages to your needs. 

And our engineers and technicians can answer any questions you have about design, installation, or field performance. 

San 

Call Cable Services with your next order, or for a free catalog: 

Sr Mil 

en 

Cable Services Company Inc. 

Items arrive when you need them, not sooner or later. 

z • 
(-HT mi • 

1-800-233-8452. 

Housedrop 

(In PA, call 1-800-332-8545) 
-- • 

Tools and safety 

\'‘ eigion11111r 
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Our audio allies 
By Robert A. Luff 
Senior Vice President. Engineering 
United Artists Cablesystems Corp. 

There are two separate electronic enter-
tainment systems in a typical household: the 
TV and the stereo. The TV is primary; the stereo 
system (receiver, cassette, turntable and 
amp) is secondary. 

Television's impact on us is so great that in a 
room, the TV and furniture are positioned with 
TV viewing as the first consideration, thereby 
resulting with the television as the center of 
attention and the stereo on a side wall. The 
positioning of the stereo speakers is usually a 
problem. No doubt this probably sounds like 
your house. 

However, the TV's unique geographic fa-
vored position in any room and its large size 
also resulted in TV's domination as the elec-
tronic hub of all TV-related accessories and 
important ancillary CAN revenues—set-top 
converters, descramblers, remote control, 
volume/mute controls. Even video games and 
VCRs are not only connected to but are usually 
sitting on the TV's convenient flat top. All of this 
may be changing now—and for the better-
ment of CAN. 

The new breed audio equipment 
Have you seen the new breed of audio 

equipment? I am sure you have seen, or rather 
heard, the new compact discs (CDs). They are 
absolutely terrific, but I am not talking about 
them per se, although they are part of what is 
happening on our side wall. I am talking about 
the complete audio systems for $599 and $899 
(both soon to be discounted). These systems 
include a CD, cassette deck and an AM/FM 
digital receiver/amplifier with up to 50 watts 
RMS. 
I know you are still wondering what all this 

has to do with cable TV. Well, these AM/FM 
receivers have a new revolutionary feature— 
Video 1 and Video 2 selector positions. These 
positions allow baseband video coax cables 
to be looped through the audio receiver, but 
for what purpose? The audio receiver is ca-
pable of painlessly extracting standard TV 
audio—and BTSC TV stereo audio if so 
formatted—from the looped coax composite 
video/audio signal and providing the home-
owner with exceptional TV audio quality and 
convenience through the existing superb au-
dio equipment normally dormant and wasted 
during TV hours—the majority of time. 

Future trends 
As convenient as Video 1 and 2 may be to 

some already, consider the following: Sup-
pose the stereo receiver employed a channel 
2/3 set-top output loop-through TV audio 
detector/extractor instead of the present 
baseband circuit; or suppose the already wire-

less remote audio receiver incorporated a full 
CATV-type tuner into or part of its total match-
ing equipment with TV audio already extracted 
and a convenient video baseband output for a 
monitor? Suddenly we see all the electronics 
except the CRT shifting from the boob tube 
box to the side wall. 
Such a development could change the fo 

cus of the all important electronic hub in the 
home from the TV to the new total package: 
component stereo systems. The video screen 
in the form of a dumb monitor without even 
speakers may indeed stay about where the TV 
is placed today, but all ancillary devices and 
switching electronics and important revenue 
base may shift over to the other wall— 
including CAN converters/decoders, remote 
control, VCR interfaces, etc. Many of the new 
circuits display channel number, time and 
VCR vital data superimposed on the video, so 
who needs all the red LED indicators on sepa-
rate boxes anyway? 

The wrong wagon 
Maybe the CATV industry has hitched its 

wagon to the wrong horse. Instead of focusing 
on the sluggish, mature U.S. television manu-
facturers for the illusive cable-ready TV, we 
should be working with the progressive and 
aggressive audio equipment manufacturers 
for the cable-ready CD! 
The CATV/TV receiver manufacturer rela-

tionship has been a bit like a bad marriage all 
along. When cable needed greater tuning 
range in the '60s, TV receiver manufacturers 
did not listen and cable developed set-top 
converters. When cable needed more shield-
ing and more cable friendliness in the '70s, TV 
manufacturers still did not listen. When TV 
manufacturers saw the impact of the CAN 
remote control and descramblers' un-
friendliness to big set features in the '80s, they 
wanted to talk but cable was now hard of 
hearing. The TV manufacturers' attitudes are 
so slow to change and always seem out of 
sync with cables': one wonders if the marriage 
just wasn't meant to be. 

All the while TV's little sister, the audio indus-
try, has done miracles in high-tech develop-
ments like cassettes, Dolby sound, digital tun-
ing, CDs, and features like wireless remotes 
and creative expansion like Video 1 and 2, as 
well as keeping the total package price amaz-
ingly low. 

For every long, nearly unchanged TV model 
year there are several giant-steps-forward au-
dio equipment releases. With today's ICs and 
digital tuning, it is not at all out of our narrow 
bandwidth friends' capability to successfully 
incorporate full CATV subscribers' needs into 
middle-priced total audio equipment. They 
seem interested in change, progress and 
courting cable as a partner. The subscribers' 

interest to audio is awakening and clearly ca-
ble stands to gain by such a progressive tech-
nological partner. 

Super highway to new audio services 
The cable industry is just beginning to ex-

plore the audio region of our capacity. The 
public has shown a strong awareness and 
interest in high-quality stereo audio as indi-
cated by landslide CD player and disc sales. 
Stereo TV has equally strong signs as seen by 
the public's awareness to rent or buy hi-fi 
VCRs and tapes that produce near CD quality 
stereo sound tracks—and what a difference it 
makes to program enjoyment! 
There are many CATV industry devices on 

the market to address our public's higher TV 
audio quality appetite but sales have been 
slow—not because the public does not want 
better TV audio, but because the CATV com-
pany must foot the up-front commitment and 
money to a non-standard technical format. 
The new full-feature audio systems with 

Video 1 and 2 loops allow subscribers their 
own super highway to better N audio without 
having to involve a reluctant or cash poor 
cable operator. The operator should be 
pleased because he has made a subscriber 
more pleased with his CATV signal, without 
spending any money. 

Choice 
What we are talking about is more choice to 

both the industry and subscribers. The indus-
try may no longer be totally dependent on TV 
manufacturers' "cable friendliness" or on a 
sluggish existing set-top manufacturer to pro-
vide relief to the public's growing demand for a 
stereo-friendly box. The operator has the 
choice to wait for stereo cable-ready TV pene-
trations, go set-top stereo, or with a cable 
friendly stereo system stereo. The subscriber 
has the choice to rent a stereo set-top, buy a 
stereo N, or loop the system through the new 
full-feature inexpensive stereo component 
equipment to receive the enhanced stereo TV 
audio. No one answer is best for the industry 
operators, or individual subscribers. 
The subscribers' interest in enhanced audio 

is awakening. Cable clearly stands to gain by 
courting our newfound friendly audio allies, 
especially when they are such progressive 
and aggressive technological partners. 
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Messed Up. Dressed Up. 

CWY created a way to make tangled, 
inefficient multiple dwelling enclosures 

orderly, secure and easy to service 
...the revolutionary new 
Omni-Rack' system*. 

The Omni-Rack's 
unique panel and rail 

design means 
quick and 

easy auditing, 
(C> connecting, 
!  51-AMpep  NUMDER5 disconnecting and 

changing subscriber 
status. Leads connected 

to the underside of 
. Omni-Rack punched 
panels are labeled permanently 

by stamped numbers on the tops of the 
panels. Once leads are connected, they 
need never be touched again—checking or 
changing status means handling only jumper 

12- RING/ 

cables. Plus, for additional security, the 
Omni-Rack comes with exclusive aluminum-
coated log cards which may be kept away 
from the enclosure. 
No dangling peesossep I. v. 

leads...no 
missing labels... 
no searching 
for the right lead. 
Any combination 
of punched and perforated 
panels may be attached in 
any of five rail positions.. the 
Omni-Rack's inherent design flexibility 
means you've finally got a secure, easy to 
service system. Service personnel save 
time. .and that saves you money. 
To find out more about Omni-Rack and 

CWY's complete line of CATV solutions, call 
or write today. 
*Patent pending 

Not just supplies. Solutions. 

CWY 
electronics 

Al-UM CARP 
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Reduce maintenance budgets with 
the EZFTM Connector System... 

Raychem's new EZF Connector System addresses 
the problems of F-Connectors — RF leakage and 
moisture penetration — which are 
among the leading causes of main-
tenance problems for a cable-TV 
operator. 

EZF is not just a connector, but 
a system that provides complete, 
long-lasting performance. Its new 
design assures superior mechani-
cal strength, tight electrical connec-
tions and environmental sealing. 

The EZF Connector System has 
gone thru extensive environmental 
testing. UV exposure, waterhead 
testing, thermocycling and salt spray 
exposure are some of the tests that 
the EZF System has been designed 
to pass and still provide exceptional   
RF shielding. 

Features of Raychem's EZF Connector System. 
1. One connector fits RG-59, cable and one con-

nector fits RG-6 cable. 
2. The only connector available 
today that provides RF shielding of 
100 db at 300 MHz after thermal 
cycling and salt spray exposure. 
3. The system provides an environ-
mental seal at both the cable jacket 
and port thread interfaces. 
4. Reduces finger tight connections 
and subsequent trouble calls. 
5. Crimp tools are no longer needed. 
A common 7/16" wrench does the 
final tightening and installation. 
6. Cable  preps are accurate each 
time with the EZF Cable Prepara-
tions Tool. (For use on both RG-59 
& RG-6) 
7. Identify customer service with 
different colored EZF Sealing Boot. 

Raychem +  Awn.  
WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 778-4414, (800) 854-0443; ANCHORAGE: (907) 274-8525; DENVER: (303) 373-9200, (800) 841-1531; FAIRBANKS: 
(907) 456-1815; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (312) 364-7000, (800) 544-5368; DALLAS: (214) 
484-2933, (800) 231-5006; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (312) 677-2600; ST. LOUIS: (314) 423-9555, (800) 325-8058, EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 
449-6533, (800) 241-5790; CINCINNATI: (513) 733-9100, (800) 543-0113; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; TAMPA: (813) 
626-7115, (800) 237-6466; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9456; MONTREAL: (514) 637-3511; TORONTO: (416) 625-5110. 

In an emergency. weekends and holidays or after 5 PM call toll free 14800) 323-8167 
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road. Skokie. IL 60076, (312) 677-2600 

See us at the Western Show Booth 838. 
Reader Service Number 68. 
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